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In late 1864, as the American Civil War was entering its final stages, the Confederacy built a
prison to ease the overcrowding at the infamous Andersonville prison. This prison, located in
Millen, Georgia, would be known as Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton was abandoned in November
of 1864 but has recently been the site of ongoing archaeological investigation. Despite this, little
research has been done focusing specifically on health and medicine at Camp Lawton. In this
thesis, I use qualitative analysis of Civil War prisoner and guard accounts and analysis of
artifacts from Camp Lawton to understand the nature of access and consumption of materials of
health and medicine. These methods were used to illuminate potential disparities between the
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
On April 12, 1861, the American Civil War began with the bombardment of Fort
Sumter, a United States Army fortress off the coast of South Carolina, by the South
Carolina militia. The tensions that led up to this conflict had been building for years before
the war’s beginning. Chattel slavery of African Americans had been an institution in the
United States for hundreds of years up until that point. While the United States Congress
had passed the Act Prohibiting Importation of Slaves in 1807, the practice continued for
almost sixty years after the law’s passage (O’Malley 2009, 145). This was especially true
for the southern states, which relied on the institution of slavery to support the American
South’s agrarian economy. In the coming decades, as chattel slavery comfortably remained
an institution of Southern life, abolitionist fervor began to sweep the more industrial North.
During the 1860 presidential election, one of the key issues on Abraham Lincoln’s
platform was the abolition of slavery in the United States territories, but not the states. This
still angered many Southerners, who viewed such a proposal as a means to banning slavery
in the United States outright.
When Lincoln won the election, several slaveholding states rapidly voted to secede
from the United States, including the state of Georgia. A month after Lincoln was
inaugurated as president, the bombardment of Fort Sumter took place, thus initiating the
American Civil War. The southern states declared themselves as the Confederate States of
America, or the Confederacy, while the United States would be referred to as the Union.
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The American Civil War would last until May 9, 1865, when General Robert E. Lee, the
leader of the Confederate military surrendered with his army at the Appomattox Court
House in Virginia (Marvel 2002, 158). Two months later, news of the Emancipation
Proclamation, the executive order by Abraham Lincoln prohibiting slavery in the United
States, arrived in Galveston, Texas, along with Union troops on June 19, 1865. This
marked a major end to American chattel slavery and is celebrated today as Juneteenth—
although the institution was still practiced Kentucky and Delaware until the end of 1865
(Taylor 2017).
During the four years of the American Civil War, the lives of 620,000 of its
participants were lost. Of these 620,000 lives, about 50,000 were lost in the prisons that
were built throughout the war (Flavion 2019). The prisons of the American Civil War have
reputations in the modern consciousness as centers of disease, death, and general misery.
The photographs of emaciated prisoners, desperate firsthand accounts, and solemn
memorials to those who faced confinement are testaments to the place that Civil War
prisons hold in the American psyche. Fictional works such as the popular novel
Andersonville, the subsequent television film, and shows such as Hell On Wheels have
further cemented the horrors of Civil War prisons in the minds of Americans. Additionally,
historians have written extensively about American Civil War prisons, while
archaeologists have carried out investigations at the sites of these prisons in recent decades
(Avery and Garrow 2013; Prentice and Prentice 2000; Pickenpaugh 2013). Yet, the manner
in which both American Civil War prisoners and those who guarded them used material
culture to respond to the aforementioned disease, death, and general misery is relatively
understudied. Some historians have explored the idea of using material culture as a
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response to poor conditions. Evan Kutzler’s Living By Inches: The Smells, Sounds, Tastes,
and Feelings of Captivity (2019) and John K. Derden’s history of Camp Lawton as
published in Crossing the Deadlines: Civil War Prisons Reconsidered (2018), edited by
Michael P. Gray, have touched upon the material culture of health and medicine briefly.
Archaeologist David R. Bush also discussed some of this material culture in the context of
health in his work I Fear I Shall Never Leave This Island: Life in a Civil War Prison
(2011). Still, there remains a dearth of research as far as specific and focused studies of the
material culture of health and medicine at American Civil War prisons. This project seeks
to fill this gap in American Civil War research using qualitative analysis of Civil War
prison accounts and artifact analysis of materials of health and medicine from the Camp
Lawton prison site in Millen, Georgia.
At the start of the American Civil War, it was assumed that the conflict would be
over relatively quickly. As it became clear that this would not be the case, both the Union
and the Confederacy were wholly unprepared for the thousands of prisoners created by the
war (McNutt 2018a, 8). For the first year of the war, many prisoners would be hastily
placed in already-existing structures, such as empty warehouses or hospitals. In 1862, an
exchange system known as the Dix-Hill Cartel was instituted (McNutt 2018a, 8). The DixHill Cartel allowed for prisoners to be exchanged (accounting for rank). Within the year,
the Cartel fell apart when a resolution from the Confederate Congress decreed that Black
prisoners of war would be turned in to civil authorities and treated as escaped slaves, while
their officers would be executed for the crime of leading a slave rebellion (Hollandsworth
2005, 52). Although there is little evidence that any killing of white officers occurred for
leading Black troops, the breakdown of the Cartel meant that both sides were forced to
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construct prisons quickly in order to house the ever-increasing number of prisoners. The
prisons included such infamous sites as Andersonville and Elmira, and the prison located
in Millen, Georgia—known primarily as Camp Lawton.
The existence of Camp Lawton was a direct result of the conditions at the
Andersonville prison near Americus, Georgia. Built in January of 1864, the Andersonville
prison was originally meant to hold 10,000 prisoners, but held about 33,000 prisoners at its
peak (Prentice and Prentice 2000, 172). Diseases such as dysentery, diarrhea, scurvy, and
malaria flourished at the prison, and the lack of food, sanitary conditions, and sufficient
medical assistance did little to alleviate these issues (Prentice and Prentice 2000, 172;
Pickenpaugh 2013, 144-145). In the summer of 1864, General John Winder arrived in
Andersonville to take command of Confederate prisons in Georgia and Alabama. Shocked
by state of the prison and its inhabitants, Winder ordered that a new prison be constructed
in Millen, Burke County—then one of the wealthiest counties in Georgia (McNutt and
Jones 2020, 4). Using the labor of enslaved local Black people, Winder directed the
construction of a stockade that enclosed 42 acres, a pentagonal earthwork fort, and several
other buildings, including officer’s quarters and kitchens. In September of 1864, prisoners,
mostly transferred from Andersonville, arrived at Camp Lawton, which eventually held
approximately 10,000 prisoners at its height. By the end of November 1864, Camp Lawton
had been abandoned in light of Union General William T. Sherman’s campaign through
Georgia with the U. S. Army’s Military Division of the Mississippi. Those imprisoned at
Camp Lawton suffered from a variety of ailments, including starvation, scurvy, and
exposure (McNutt 2020, 5). About 700 prisoners would lose their lives on its grounds. The
historical record created by Camp Lawton’s former prisoners is relatively detailed, with
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prisoners often decrying the poor conditions of the camp and the suffering they faced
during their stay.
There is significantly less known in the historical record about the Confederate
guards present at Camp Lawton. It is known that most of the guards were young, local men
and boys with no combat experience and little training (McNutt 2018b, 10). The specific
number of guards present at Camp Lawton is unknown, although it is estimated that there
were at least 1,400 guards during October of 1864. However, it is possible that elements of
the 3rd, 4th, and 55th Georgia Reserves were present at prison, which may have brought the
number of guards closer to 8,000 at their peak (McNutt 2018b, 10). Unlike accounts from
the prisoners of Camp Lawton, there are very few readily available firsthand accounts from
the guards who were stationed there. There is even less written information about guards’
access to resources, their relationships with their health, and even information about deaths
among them. Therefore, scholars studying Camp Lawton often find themselves turning to
the archaeological record to better understand the Confederate presence at the prison.
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Figure 1.1 View of the Rebel Prison at Millen, Georgia from the Headquarters of General Winder, CSA. Created by
Robert Knox Sneden. [1864]. From the Virginia Historical Society.
https://www.archaeology.org/exclusives/articles/1504-camp-lawton-robert-knox-sneden

After Camp Lawton had been abandoned in November of 1864, Union troops
destroyed the prison, and what remained on the land was eventually overrun by pines and
other vegetation (McNutt and Jones 2020, 7). In the post-war period, the land on which the
prison complex stood was used as a recreation area by locals. During the 1930s, the
Civilian Conservation Corps built most the infrastructure for what would eventually be
known as Magnolia Springs State Park (Georgia Department of Natural Resources 2020).
In addition to its transformation into part of the Magnolia Springs State Park, Camp
Lawton has been the subject of several archaeological investigations. In 2009, a
geophysical survey was conducted that focused on delineating the stockade (Chapman
2012). Beginning soon after, Georgia Southern University and the Georgia Department of
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Natural Resources led several field seasons that involved geophysical metal detector
surveys, shovel testing and excavation. After a hiatus beginning in 2015, investigations
continued in 2017 and have been ongoing ever since. These investigations have produced a
wealth of data, including locating portions of the stockade and the guard area. There have
even been studies related to better understanding differences in prisoner and guard access
to materials by analyzing the presence of machine cut nails within the stockade and within
barracks (McNutt and Jones 2020). There has been, however, no deeper analysis of the
relationships both the prisoners and guards had to materials specifically concerning health
and medicine. As stated previously, this project focuses on better understanding the nature
of access to materials associated with health and medicine using qualitative analysis of
American Civil War prison accounts and analysis of artifacts from the Camp Lawton
collection.
Research Question
Despite their fearsome reputations, relatively little archaeological work has been
done to examine the material ways in which soldiers responded to the ever-present threats
of disease, death, and violence—particularly, prisoner and guard access to materials
associated with health and medicine. Archaeological investigations at both Union-run and
Confederate-run prisons in the American South such as Andersonville (Paglioni 1984;
Prentice and Prentice 1990), Fort Pulaski (Anderson 1995), and Florence (Avery et al.
2008; Avery and Garrow 2013) have been conducted in the past several decades. Northern
prisons meant for Confederate inmates have also undergone archaeological work, such as
the work done at Johnsons Island (Bush 2000) and Point Lookout (Leeson and
Breckenridge 1999). The focus of these works has largely been on surveying and
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delineating the sites, although Avery and Garrow’s work on the Florence prison and
Bush’s work on the Johnson’s Island prison have more deeply analyzed guard access and
prisoner access, respectively, to material culture related to health (Avery and Garrow 2013;
Bush 2000). These studies in particular have been invaluable to understanding landscapes
of health at American Civil War prisons and there remains much to explore.
Archaeological investigations and analysis of artifacts related to health and other
bodily practices have also been performed for other periods, such as studies of hygiene
practices at the Kooskia internment camp in Idaho during World War II (Hosken and Tiede
2018) and the prison economy of the Ross Female Factory in Tasmania, Australia during
the mid-nineteenth century (Casella 2000). These two studies focus on the ways in which
occupants of internment spaces used material culture as a way of negotiating their racial,
ethnic, national, class, gender, and/or sexual identities. A recent study on American Civil
War prisons specifically explored the relationship between the archaeological record,
access to resources that influence bodily practices, and ideals of masculinity and resistance
performed by former prisoners and guards in response to their statuses in the context of
confinement (McNutt 2020). Although not an explicitly archaeological investigation, one
study of the photographs of prisoners tortured by American soldiers at Abu Ghraib prison
in Iraq showed how the often sexually-charged acts of violence on the bodies prisoners
reinforced Orientalist ideas that the Othered “East” needed to be dominated by the superior
“West” (Tetreault 2006). These studies all allude to the ways in which confinement affects
the human body and bodily practices. There is, however, much more to be explored in
terms of the material culture of health and medicine and its relationship to confined and
confining bodies at American Civil War prisons.
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The archaeological collection from Camp Lawton provides an opportunity to
explore differences in access to materials of health and medicine by prisoners and guards,
and what these differences might say about the health of those at the prison. This project
has sought to use qualitative analysis and collections-based artifact analysis to examine
these bodily practices, consumption habits, and potential health disparities at Camp
Lawton. This project also has sought to understand the relationship between the
archaeological record of Camp Lawton and the historical record left behind by prisoners
and guards from Camp Lawton, as well as other contemporary war prisons such as
Andersonville, Johnson’s Island, and several others. The qualitative analysis portion of the
project involved two rounds of qualitative coding: categorizing and detecting recurring
themes in firsthand accounts of American Civil War prisons, and then placing them in a
larger theoretical context. For the artifact analysis portion, materials associated with health
and medicine were first obtained from the Camp Lawton collections and photographed.
Health and medicine-related material culture as it pertains to this project consist of
medicine bottles, medical equipment, alcohol bottles, select dining materials (such as
dishes and spoons) and tobacco-related materials. After this was done, the materials were
separated by type, material composition, color, and function and were subsequently
quantified. This project not only seeks to understand the differences in access, bodily
practices, and consumption habits, but also seeks to create a synthesis between the
historical and archaeological records to capture a more complete picture of the American
Civil War prison experience.
The following chapter will discuss the theoretical frameworks that were applied in
both the qualitative analysis and artifact analysis. In Chapter 3, I will discuss the cultures
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of health and medicine at modern prisons in order to place American Civil War prisons in
the larger context of American and other Western and postcolonial traditions of
internment. Chapter 3 will also cover the archaeological, material culture, and visual
studies of both American Civil War and non-Civil War prisons. Chapter 4 specifically
discusses the history of Camp Lawton and archaeological investigations that have taken
place there. In Chapter 5, I examine the culture surrounding health and medicine during the
nineteenth century. Chapter 6 explains the methods used in this project, while Chapter 7
discusses the results. Finally, Chapter 8 contains the discussion and conclusion of this
project, synthesizing the historical and archaeological records.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
Introduction
The theoretical frameworks discussed in this thesis are used to better understand
how prisoner and guard access to health-related material culture was reflective of their
health and their lives at Camp Lawton. Specifically, material cultural related to health can
be understood as a response to the structural violence (Galtung 1969) of internment
centers, which intentionally or not, harm both the prisoners and guards by placing their
health in jeopardy. Another theoretical framework implemented in this project is that of
symbolic violence (Bordieu 1977), where confining and confined individuals might have
internalized the violence of the prison system. Foucault’s idea of biopower is also used to
understand the incorporation of interned and interning bodies into the structure of the
prison system (1982). This project additionally uses the idea of Foucault’s panopticon to
uncover the systems of surveillance that exists and existed in prisons, as well as
individuals’ responses to them (1975). The theoretical framework of hegemonic
masculinity (Connell 1987), which is intimately tied to agency, is also discussed to
understand the connections between health, identity, and power in the context of
internment.
Structural Violence and Health
The links between structural violence and its effects on health have experienced
heightened interest in anthropology, particularly in the realm of medical anthropology with
studies ranging from infectious diseases to childbirth to chronic illnesses such as diabetes
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(Farmer 2001; Cheyney and Davis-Floyd 2019; Weaver 2019). Johan Galtung is the first
person to whom the term “structural violence” was attributed. Galtung defines structural
violence as the everyday violence that is built into the foundations of a society (1969, 173).
Galtung also notes that the intentionality of structural violence is less relevant than whether
the violence is manifest or latent. Manifest violence is when the violence is observable,
while latent violence means that there is a potential for violence (Galtung 1969, 172).
Additionally, structural violence is distinguishable from personal violence in that the
violence itself is not immediately apparent to those living in that society, and in fact, is
often accepted as a fact of life (Galtung 1969, 173). Finally, structural violence is difficult,
if not impossible, to undo quickly. One of the most effective and observable ways that
structural violence has operated has been through the depravation of resources, resulting in
poor health outcomes.
Medical anthropologists have been at the forefront of understanding the
relationship between poor health outcomes and structural violence. To occupy a certain
positionality in the world means that not only are certain populations more susceptible to
worse health outcomes, but the structure of a society actively perpetuates the proliferation
of these health outcomes. In modern capitalistic American society, for example, factors
such as poverty and racism increase the chances that someone might find themselves in a
situation that they are more likely to suffer an infectious disease—situations such as
incarceration (Farmer 2001, 13). Factors such as poverty can also inhibit easy access to
resources, such as the ways in which poverty can make it difficult for keep up with
intensive or expensive medical regimens (Farmer 2001, 14). War and incarceration are two
other factors that result in poor health outcomes in a structurally violent system.
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Anthropologist Paul Farmer was able to observe these outcomes in several developing
countries in his seminal work Infections and Inequalities (2001). In Infections and
Inequalities, Farmer chronicles his work throughout the 1980s and 1990s, where he
worked with impoverished populations suffering from HIV/AIDS and drug-resistant
tuberculosis in Haiti and Peru. This work demonstrated how the structural factors such as
poverty, war, and misogyny resulted in disproportionate rates of the aforementioned
diseases among poorer populations. The structural violence of incarceration resulted in
similarly poor health outcomes within American Civil War prisons.
Structural violence manifested as health disparities can be detected in the archaeological
record. In the case of the Five Points Neighborhood in Manhattan, these disparities and
consumption habits played out along ethnic and socio-economic lines. Archaeological
investigations showed Irish residents consumed soda and mineral waters thought to relieve
symptoms associated with a poor diet (Bonasera 2001, 60). Jewish, German, and Polish in
the same neighborhood contained more homemade remedies and other more high status
items. The archaeological record reveals how various ethnic groups adjusted their
consumption habits based on the conditions they faced as result of classism and
xenophobia. This structural violence can likewise be traced in the context of internment, as
is seen at the concentration camps of World War II and American Civil War prison sites,
which will be discussed in further detail in the following chapter. Indeed, structural
violence frequently manifests in material culture.
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Figure 2.1 Five Points Street Intersection, Getty Images. https://www.thoughtco.com/five-points-ny-notoriousneighborhood-1774064

Symbolic Violence and Lumpenization
Structural violence is deeply tied into the idea of Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of the
habitus, which he defines as the system of dispositions that a person develops in the
response to the conditions by which they are surrounded—as well as the places of others in
society (1977, 72; 1989, 19). Part of the formation of the habitus includes the doxa, which
refers to a system of deeply-held beliefs that are taken as universal truths. This habitus,
including the doxa, means that individuals are able to appropriately identify the spaces and
places that they occupy in society—a phenomenon known as Distinction (Bourdieu 1989,
17). The habitus is made manifest by the actions taken by members of society, whether that
be the construction of language, taste, or social designation. The construction of these
things in a society where certain members of a habitus exert dominance over others is
symbolic power, and when that power is internalized by the dominated parties, this is
symbolic violence (Bourdieu 1989, 21). Symbolic violence exhibited by dominated and
marginalized individuals proliferates in structurally violent systems and is often perceived
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as unchangeable and natural. This symbolic violence includes the idea that prisons,
including war prisons, are an efficient way of disciplining and punishing individuals.
Structural and symbolic violence work in tandem to police, punish, or even
eradicate those whose positionality deprives them of real power, symbolic or otherwise.
Karl Marx used the term “lumpen” to describe a residual class of people who are so
marginalized that they are completely expelled from the means of production (1852, 75).
Bourgois and Schonberg’s work Righteous Dopefiend (2009) focuses on the abuse of the
lumpen, studying the homeless and heroin-addicted living in the California Bay Area
during the 1990s. The authors examined the creation of this lumpen class as the result of
the structural violence of neoliberalism, while their informants tended to view their
struggles with homelessness and addiction a result of their own personal failings—
reflecting the presence of symbolic violence (Bourgois and Schonberg 2009, 17). The
symbolic violence internalized by the lumpen in this case (i.e. their beliefs that their
addiction and homelessness are their own faults) means that the belief that a society’s
violent structures, such as the lack of resources to ensure these individuals have access to
healthcare and shelter, are justified. In this way, violent structures become even more
difficult to undo due to the power that is given to them. The lack of resources and shelter
for the homeless and heroin-addicted residents of the Bay Area become deserving of their
plight due to their lack of contributions to modern capitalist society or their perceived
criminality. Violent structures also allow these individuals to be largely out of sight of
those whose positionality is placed higher in society. The homeless individuals in
Righteous Dopefiends are dealt with by American society largely by being left to die. In a
similar way, prisons have served to punish the lumpen in addition to keeping them
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separated from non-lumpen populations. Their lack of access to resources, suffering, and
deaths are seen as being justified due to their perceived transgressions, if they are noticed
by the non-incarcerated population at all.
Symbolic violence can be traced in the archaeological record. Britain has
occupied Ireland since the twelfth century, however, the plantation period began during the
16th century and affected the class structure of Ireland for centuries to come. The plantation
owners represented English and Scottish influences in Ireland, while the poorer Irish
populace were made to work the land. During the age of Enlightenment of the 1700s, there
arose a campaign by the English to “improve” the Irish population, whom the English
believed to be inferior in every way (Orser 2005, 395). In other words, the habitus and
doxa that were held by the English and Scottish plantation owners of Ireland resulted in
them believing that the people of Ireland were inferior--but could be improved. The
manifestations of these violent beliefs can be seen in the manipulation of the Irish
landscape can be seen in the building of extensive drainage systems in the country (Orser
2005, 397). The symbolic violence brought on during British colonization of Ireland is also
evident in the material culture remains among Irish domestic spaces. Orser presents the
case that symbolic violence can be seen in the case of a deposit from the Nary family
residence in Ballykilcline. Over time, the decline of Irish-made ceramics in favor of
English-made ceramics reflects an imitation by the Irish Narys, whether intentional or
unintentional, of English tastes and sensibilities (Orser 2005, 400). Symbolic violence
compelled marginalized populations, such as those living under colonization or the threat
of violent conflict, to internalize the violence being done onto them despite their
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experience of being “othered.” This is a phenomenon that can be seen even in
archaeological contexts.
Biopower and the Panopticon
Michel Foucault’s concepts of biopower and biopolitics fit well into the treatment
of the incarcerated lumpen by violent structures. Biopower refers to the ways in which
individual bodies and populations become subjected to ways of governing that incorporate
regulated self-discipline and who are swept up into the whims of a complex governing
body, such as warfare or a welfare state (Coole 2015, 1). Foucault argues that the “modern
state” was not necessarily built to be above individuals, but rather to fully integrate them—
so long as their individualities were shaped to the desired patterns of a given institution
(Foucault 1982, 783). Unlike Bourdieu, in terms of the nature of power itself, Foucault
noted that power is not a consensual action. He also stated that while power is not
inherently violent, it serves to act over others and is completely built into the social nexus,
rather than existing above it. (Foucault 1982, 789-791). Institutions such as prisons, as well
as hospitals and schools, allow for a seamless incorporation of power into the social nexus
in Foucault’s mind, and this power often comes in the form of control over individuals’
bodies and behaviors.
In his work Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Foucault discusses the
idea of “panopticonism” in modern institutions. In the context of France, he argued that an
increasing population and political revolution meant that institutions realized they would
have to exercise power in a more efficient way (Foucault 1975, 208). This called for a style
of institution inspired by a panopticon, a kind of prison design that placed the guard at the
center of the prison and the prisoners all around. It was structured in such a way that the
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prisoners could never be fully certain if they were being watched, and thus, would
ultimately surveil themselves—making the institution and the individuals in it compelled
to perform appropriate behavior. This kind of institution was immortalized in Jeremy
Bentham’s designs a panoptic prison, as seen in Figure 2.2. Although institutions based
explicitly on Bentham’s designs were few and far between, several of the ideas associated
with the panopticon were implemented in the design and structure of war prisons and other
internment centers. The panopticon specifically means that the institution can exert
biopower over those held in in an institution in what is perceived as the most expedient and
efficient way possible. This can mean The implementation of “timetables, collective
training, exercises, [and] total and detailed surveillance,” (Foucault 1975, 208) but it can
also mean the deprivation or restriction of resources that encourage those held in an
institution to comply—such as the withholding of medicines, alcohol, and other health
related materials.

Figure 2.2 Plan of Jeremy Bentham's panopticon prison. Created by Willey Reveley [1791].
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panopticon
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Although the panoptic model is built on the idea of total control being part of the
very fabric of institutions at first glance, Foucault’s theories do leave plenty of room for
the agency among the dominated parties. It is worth noting that Foucault’s idea of the
panopticon is based on an idealized version of an institution, thus, if the dominated parties
are aware of any flaws in the surveillance system, they might be able to subvert it or resist
it (Gallagher 2010, 263-270). In this way, his theories can be used to better understand the
narratives of compliance, resistance, and survival of prisoners who were being kept in a
panoptic environment, as well as (in the case of Camp Lawton, at least) the prison staff
whose duty is to watch them. Foucault maintains that confinement serves to punish and
control those whose exhibit aberrant or criminal behaviors threaten the legitimacy of the
state, therefore, to resist is to perform actions that chip away at authority (Casella 2009,
24). Agency among prison occupants may also consist of “coping” mechanisms, wherein
they can accept their institutionalization and become compliant, resist, or both (Casella
2009, 29). Prisoners and guards may also engage in the exchange of goods, contraband or
otherwise, even when there is a threat of heavy punishment. The presence of contraband
items such as food and materials related to health and medicine not only fulfill needs and
addictions, but their placements within spaces of confinement can also reflect responses by
occupants to what may be perceived as a panoptic institution.
Archaeologists have been able to implement Foucault’s concepts of biopower and
panopticonism as a framework for understanding spaces of internment. The Andersonville
prison, for example, was designed in such a way that placed Confederate guards on
watchtowers above the stockade where the Union prisoners were held (Mathison and
Prentice 1990). This meant that it was difficult for prisoners to know to what extent they
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were being surveilled and thus, would theoretically regulate their behaviors. One example
of biopower in non-POW confinement is that of the Ross Female Factory in Van Diemen’s
Land, Tasmania, Australia (Casella 2000). This institution was built to reform female
convicts who were primarily accused of theft. The behavior of the women was strictly
regulated and their labor was incorporated into the structure of the institution itself. These
two institutions will be discussed more extensively in the subsequent chapter, however,
these examples demonstrate how archaeologists can use Foucault’s ideas to study the
spaces of confinement. These same frameworks can similarly be applied to the study of
Camp Lawton.
Hegemonic Masculinity and Agency
The effects of the violence upon the body brought on by incarceration is also
connected to the ideals surrounding gender. Raewynn Connell’s concept of hegemonic
masculinity in a society is a tool for identifying the attitudes, behaviors, and practices that
perpetuate gender inequality primarily against women (Jewkes et al. 2015, 113). However,
hegemonic masculinity can also be leveraged to dominate other groups of men on the basis
of several factors such as class, race, sexuality, transgender identity, and, of course,
confined status. Hegemonic masculinity itself functions as a form of symbolic violence as
it is often a set of ideals that is accepted by and is even often viewed as aspirational by men
and women who are frequently harmed by it (Jewkes et al. 2015, 114). Meanwhile,
incarceration, especially in war prisons, tends to present a disruption in the achievement
and/or maintenance of that hegemonic masculinity. Studies of war prisons have
documented the emasculating experience of internment on those who experience it, most
of whom are men. In the WWI Russian-operated Krasnoiarsk Officer Camp for German
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POWs, for example, many of the prisoners described the experience of being stripped of
their belongings and being kept from fighting as a humiliating experience—a perceived fall
from their place on the social and gender hierarchy (Rachaminov 2006, 364). Indeed, many
American Civil War prisoners felt humiliated by the experience of imprisonment as well.
The humiliation and perceived loss of masculine status was rooted in the ideals of
manhood that emerged during the nineteenth century. In the United States, this was a shift
in the ideals of manhood from the Colonial and Revolutionary Era, which emphasized a
community-minded masculinity (Tap 2004, 24-25). This kind of performance of
masculinity was rooted in a man’s obligations to his community. During the nineteenth
century, however, ideals of masculinity shifted to a more individualist approach—one
where economic success, mastery, and dominance over others came together to be seen as
the pinnacle of manhood. In other words, ideal versions of masculinity often hinged on the
ability to exhibit agency over one’s life, something made infinitely more difficult in
confinement. Manhood in the nineteenth century also emphasized the importance going to
war, seeing the act as a rite of passage and engaging in battle as the highest form of
manhood. Simultaneously, capture or surrender during war was seen as shameful and
cowardly (McNutt 2020, 15). Nineteenth century manhood also placed importance on a
man’s public life, as there was a great emphasis on the separate spheres that men and
women occupied. Men were expected to occupy the public sphere, where they went to
work, fought in wars, and traveled freely to public events and spaces. Meanwhile women
were confined to the domestic sphere, where they were expected to be in charge of
household duties and childrearing, as well as be the moral and spiritual leader of the family
(Kuersten 2003, 16). While this ideal did not always play out perfectly in reality, it
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remained an important ideal nonetheless, shaping the way men viewed themselves and
other men—both in and out of confinement.
Masculinity during the American Civil War was also somewhat regionally defined.
Northern masculinity during the war was fueled by the idea of fighting for the glory of
one’s country, as well as the need to exhibit bravery, stoicism, and even cleverness in the
face of what was viewed as Southern brutality (McNutt 2020, 15). Confederate manhood
was also stirred by the need to fight for their country, but it was mixed with Southern
ideals of honor, chivalry, and a need to preserve the way of life that they believed allowed
these virtues to flourish (McNutt 2020, 15). These forms of manhood were somewhat
stunted given their limited ability to maintain these values while imprisoned. However,
even with the loss of freedom and a lack of resources, there were clear attempts by those
held in American Civil War prisons to maintain the hegemonic masculinity that was
present at the time. Accounts from prisoners often describe their confinement as a noble
struggle on par with the battlefield. The archaeological record also reflects the attempted
maintenance of this manhood. Both of these records will be discussed more extensively in
the following chapters. Indeed, the masculinity of the American Civil War is heavily tied
to exhibiting agency over one’s life and over one’s body, thus, it is reasonable to assume
that this need to assert agency would also extend to health, medicine, and the materials
associated with them.
Hegemonic masculinity and agency can be studied in the archaeological record. In
examples that will be discussed more in depth in future chapters, the material culture from
American Civil War prisons such as Johnson’s Island and Camp Lawton reveals the
practice of agency among the prisoners and the guards (Bush 2011; McNutt and Jones
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2020). Items such as alcohol bottles, currency, and ceramic pipes reveal an attempt to enact
agency over one’s own behaviors. Such items, as will be discussed further, are also
associated with the emphasis that nineteenth century Western masculinities placed on
public life. The retention of such items is reflective of the upholding of hegemonic
masculinity and the attempt at exerting power over one’s body in the context of
internment.
Summary
The frameworks outlined in this chapter will applied to the qualitative analysis of
American Civil War prison accounts and artifact analysis of materials related to health and
medicine from Camp Lawton. The structural violence of the prison itself serves to punish
and socially control both prisoners and guards through the withholding of resources and
the regulation of behaviors, as well as the clear designation of the prisoners as the
criminalized Other—something that is seen in textual sources on both sides of the
American Civil War. In the acceptance of the violence of incarceration as a powerful and
inevitable, guards and prisoners are able to exhibit some agency in terms of their bodily
practices in order to minimize the misery of their experiences as much as possible.
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CHAPTER 3
CULTURES OF HEALTH AND ACCESS TO RESOURCES IN MODERN AND
HISTORICAL PRISONS
Introduction
Today’s prisons are largely modeled on the ideas of the past two hundred years,
and this history of prisons and POW prisons must be explored. In Foucault’s Madness and
Civilization, Foucault argues that during the latter half of the 1600s, the first modern
institution of confinement, the General Hospital of Paris, was built by Louis XIV (1964,
49). This complex was designed to confine and put to work those considered undesirable
or unproductive, such as beggars, petty criminals, orphans, sex workers, and the mentally
ill. It was meant to rehabilitate those confined there, as well as provide free or subsidized
labor to the state. During the eighteenth century, the Enlightenment, a period of acute
interest in science, philosophy, liberty, social welfare, and personal betterment, swept
Europe and what would eventually become the United States of America. It was in this
social environment that the idea of confinement as an opportunity for personal
development and reform began to emerge (Cassella 2007, 5). As with the General Hospital
of Paris, the ideas of moral reform, personal betterment, and social welfare permeated the
culture of confinement in the American colonies. Those deemed unproductive, deviant, or
criminal would often be used as subsidized labor for local farmers. Older practices
persisted as well, such as fines, corporal punishment, exile, or execution (Casella 2007,
11). During the early days of the United States, the idea of “citizenship” and the definition
what it was to be an American citizen began to solidify as the country came into its own
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(Cassella 2007, 5). This idea of citizenship and non-citizenship would also come to play a
major role in the American tradition of confinement.
Still, the ideas of moral reform would come to be the driving force behind the
evolution of carceral institutions in the United States. Many well-intentioned reformers
strode to create institutions that would provide appropriate (but relatively humane)
punishments while encouraging the correction of the prisoners’ deviant or dangerous
characters. These institutions would also change the very nature of surveillance, control,
and punishment as these would be exacted against prisoners. Jeremy Bentham’s design of
the panopticon, a ring of open cells with a central inspection tower at the center meant that
prisoners would never fully know if they were being surveilled, thus shifting the burden of
surveillance onto the prisoners themselves (Casella 2007, 19). By the early 1800s, state
institutions were established with the intent to both punish and rehabilitate deviant
behavior using methods influenced by the spirit of panopticonism. These, of course,
included surveillance, classification, separation from other prisoners, and punishment
(Cassella 2007, 25). Policing of bodily autonomy became a hallmark of the carceral
institution during this time. Prisoners were, and still are, told where they can and cannot
go, what items they can have with them in confinement, and how much time and when
they be outdoors. Prisoners were and continue to be subject to strict schedules and
inspections, are often compelled to perform labor (with little pay), and are given little more
than the essentials: an allotted amount of food a day and necessary sleeping and hygiene
items—although this is also questionable in many cases (Cassella 2007, 27). Truly, at the
heart of the modern institution of confinement is a combination of the depravation of
power and a sense of moral reform.
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At the outbreak of the American Civil War, the Confederate States of America
declared themselves to be a separate state from the Union, primarily on account of
maintaining the practice of slavery. While it was assumed at first that the conflict would
end relatively quickly, it eventually became clear that not only would the war last for
years, but that it would also result in thousands of prisoners of war (POWs). The conflict
not only created POWs, but also called the very nature of American citizenship into
question as soldiers and civilians on both sides of the conflict declared themselves to be
part of one nation or the other (Casella 2007, 33). Thus, the POW prisons of the American
Civil War were not used with the intention of punishment and moral rehabilitation, but to
limit the movement, agency, and power of non-citizens (or those perceived to be noncitizens). Many American Civil War prisons used panoptic designs to carry out this very
purpose (Casella 2007, 35). Like state prisons, the POWS were (in theory) guaranteed
essential items, such as food and sleeping equipment, were not permitted to have illicit
items, and were subject to surveillance and punishment if they were out of line. While the
purposes of POW prisons was not to morally reform those held within it, the results and
conditions were ultimately the same: to limit the power and agency of those in
confinement by limiting and restricting access to resources.
It is for this reason that Camp Lawton, and American Civil War POW prisons as a
whole, cannot fully be understood without placing them in the larger context of the
American carceral tradition. After the American Civil War, the American practice of
confining ambiguously defined citizens and noncitizens had been established (Casella
2007, 34). In the postbellum period, the convict leasing system targeted newlyenfranchised Black men, who were disproportionately represented in prisons and jails.
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Throughout the late 1800s, state penitentiaries would lease convicts out to private
companies (usually in industry, as opposed to agriculture), where they would perform
labor as their primary form of punishment (Muller 2018, 368). This period also saw the
rise of the Indian Boarding School movement, which forced thousands of indigenous
children to off-reservation schools where they were taught vocational and domestic skills
(Casella 2007, 37). The behavior and bodily practices of these children was strictly
regulated: their hair was forcibly cut, they were made to convert to the religion of the
clergy in charge of the schools, and they were forbidden to speak their own languages
(Margolis 2010, 73). The aims of these two cases of confinement were not the same as that
of American Civil War prisons. The convict leasing system in the postwar South was
designed to control the newly-freed Black population of the South by forcing them into a
state of subservience that was similar to their enslavement before and during the war
(Muller 2018, 368). Meanwhile, the residential schools for indigenous children served a
purpose closer to that of the reformist spirit present in state penitentiaries—by wresting
indigenous children from their communities, cultures, and languages, and compelling them
to assimilate into the systems of American capitalism and white supremacy (Margolis
2010, 73). In both cases, the confinement of Black and indigenous people was marked by
forced or coerced labor, surveillance that prevented the freedom of movement, and
restricted access to resources. The driving reason for their confinement was the two
groups’ status as ambiguous citizens or noncitizens, whose existence was seen as being
burdensome or dangerous to the larger society, requiring them to be held in stasis.
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Figure 3.1 Pupils at the Carlisle Indian Industrial School [1900].
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Indian_boarding_schools

This tradition of confining ambiguously defined citizens and non-citizens has
continued throughout American history, from the internment of Japanese Americans
during World War II to the detention of undocumented immigrants in the present day. The
rights that come with being an American citizen are also called into question with the
disenfranchisement of convicted felons, further removing them from active participation in
larger American society. Similarly to the prisons of the American Civil War and state
penitentiaries of the time, access to resources and bodily autonomy is severely limited in
modern institutions of confinement, be they state or federal prisons, detention centers, or
POW prisons. Therefore, it is crucial to further explore the nature of access to resources,
bodily autonomy, and bodily practices in the context of modern institutions of
confinement, past war prisons and detention centers, American Civil War prisons in order
to gain a better understanding of the confinement experience as it relates to access and the
body.
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Modern Prisons: Public Health Studies
Beginning in the early 1800s, centralized prisons coupled with the increasing
professionalization of fields of medicine and social science led to prisons being a leading
source of accommodation and social control of criminal, mentally ill, and impoverished
populations (Casella 2009, 17). While Foucault’s philosophy provided the basis upon
which much of the social scientific work regarding prisons was built, critics point out,
rightfully so, that he could not have predicted the sudden increase in prison populations
just after he had written Discipline and Punish and how this could change the way
discipline enforced upon prisoners (Cunha 2014, 219). In considering the sphere of health
and medicine, Foucault also seems to fall short in his discussion of discipline and
punishment shifting from the body to the mind. It is worth exploring how the withholding
of medical and other health-related resources from prisoners can act as punishment on the
body itself. This is a tradition in prisons that continues to this very day and the studies of
which can better illuminate our understanding of how prisoners and guards have responded
to a lack of health resources in the context of incarceration. No matter what purpose an
institution of confinement may serve, be it the control of those deemed noncitizens or those
whose citizenship is called into question, or the reform of those deemed criminals, the
control over prisoners’ access to resources and the policing of their bodily practices
generally results in poor health outcomes. Therefore, it is useful to use ethnographic
examples of modern prisons to better understand the impacts of restricted access to
resources and the control of bodily practices have on the health of those held within them.
Healthcare in prisons systems across the world is lacking, both in Western and
postcolonial non-Western nations. A 2016 study on healthcare in the Zambian prison
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system revealed many of the conditions inmates face. Semi-structured interviews at four
different sites with both the prisoners and guards illuminated several themes that
interviewees views as being associated with their health. These were environmental
conditions, nutrition and cooking arrangements, social networks and relationships, and
coercion (Topp et al. 2016, 1253). Sanitation and hygiene were constant issues, with many
reporting broken toilets or a shortage of toilets and the lack of hygiene products as
contributing to the unclean environment. Inadequate food and the symptoms related to its
consumption, such as diarrhea, weight loss, and lethargy, were also problems the
occupants claimed to have faced. (Topp et al. 2016, 1254). Prisoners were also found to
suffer high rates of communicable diseases such as HIV and tuberculosis, due in large part
to overcrowding (Topp et al. 2016. 1252). Although there tended to be more variation in
the accounts of health services, including more access to treatment of HIV and TB, these
services largely failed to rectify the other health issues according to both the prisoners and
guards. Efforts to deal with health among inmates were largely-disease specific and
therefore, not being able to remedy medical issues in a more all-encompassing way (Topp
et al. 2016, 1251). In other words, with the exception of treatments for HIV and TB, health
services often did not provide other basic medicines to prisoners. Prisoners also expressed
a strong desire to be treated by healthcare professionals that were not associated with
prison, on the assumption that non-prison-affiliated healthcare workers would treat them
with dignity (Topp et al. 2016, 1256).
As stated previously, lack of sufficient access to health resources remains a
problem in Western prisons. Stephen Ginn outlines some of the difficulties in providing
adequate healthcare to prisons in the United Kingdom. He writes that not only are inmates
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already exposed to drugs and violence within the prison, but they also find themselves to
be totally dependent on prison staff for all their needs (Ginn 2012, 27). Short stays in
prison and frequent relocations also make any real engagement with healthcare difficult
(Ginn 2012, 27). External factors play a role in keeping prisoners from receiving sufficient
medical care as well. These not only include government funding (or lack thereof), but
public perceptions that prisoners are inherently undeserving and thus, that good medical
care would be taking away from the punishment that is the prison sentence (Ginn 2012,
28). Infectious diseases such as influenza were found to be common at British prisons. As
with Zambian prisoners, prisoners in the United Kingdom have higher risks of contracting
communicable diseases such tuberculosis and HIV than the general population (Ginn 2013,
20).
Historically, in response to health issues at British prisons, as in many other
prisons, vibrant economies have sprung up that center not only around illicit drugs, but
other contraband goods such as food, tobacco, and medicine (Crewe 2006, 348). Ben
Crewe’s ethnographic case study of the drug economy in British prisons provides further
knowledge about this phenomenon. During the period of unstructured observation at a
facility, inmates showed Crewe the drugs that they traded and explained how it was done
(2006, 350). During structured interviews, inmates explained their involvement in the drug
trade not only as a way of relieving boredom, but also as a way of affirming an identity
that placed them as resisting against the guards and the structure that had caused them to be
incarcerated (Crewe 2006, 354). Although this study did not focus on other contraband
goods such as food and medicine, it is worth noting that prisoners frequently obtained
illicit items in response to what they perceived to be inadequate healthcare.
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As with the United Kingdom, the health of incarcerated individuals in the United
States is worse than that of the general population as a result of insufficient health
resources. Infectious diseases are fairly common in American prisons. In addition to
overcrowding, delayed visits to medical professionals and the frequent transfer of prisoners
only increases the spread of infectious diseases (Bick 2007, 1047). The facilities tend to
lack sufficient areas for washing and sanitation—which is not aided by the fact that much
of the cleaning and disinfectant equipment is deliberately locked up in order to prevent
theft (Bick 2007, 1047). American prisoners also suffer high rates of blood-borne illnesses,
often brought about by tattooing, injection-drug use, and sexual activity/assault (Bick
2007, 1049). Bick also notes that many prisoners bring perishable foodstuffs into their
cells, which frequently results in outbreaks of gastrointestinal diseases (2007, 1049). Due
to sharing of items and lack of proper disinfectant methods, ectoparasites such as scabies
and lice are common as well, as are MRSA infections (Bick 2007, 1049). As in both the
Zambian and British prisons, prisoners in the United States are at greater risk for
tuberculosis, with about 25% of American prisoners having a latent tuberculosis infection
(Bick 2007, 1052). Similarly, roughly 40% of Americans with chronic viral hepatitis have
been imprisoned at some point in their lives (Bick 2007, 1053). Higher rates of cigarette
smoking in U.S. prisons are common as well, with up to 80% of the prison population
being cigarette smokers as opposed to only 21% of the general population (Kauffman et al.
2007, 357). Historically, cigarettes were used as a form of currency throughout the prison
system (Kauffman et al. 2007, 357). Given tobacco’s reputation as a hunger suppressant, it
is likely that prisoners use cigarettes to combat hunger in addition to concealing food.
Contraband items in American prisons are also frequently subject to confiscation by prison
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staff. Prisoners in the United States are not guaranteed the full protections of the Fourth
Amendment, which is the right for persons and their property to be secure from
unreasonable searches and seizures (Goring 1984, 610). As a result, it is uncommon for
prisoners to retain the rights to their personal property—including items such as food,
medicine, and sanitation products. Such practices can and do result in severe health issues
among the prison population.
It would be ill-advised to explore health disparities in modern-day prisons,
especially American prisons, without the discussion of the detention centers that currently
hold thousands of undocumented immigrants and asylum-seekers. Indeed, in terms of
modern examples, these detention centers bear striking similarities to POW camps of the
past and present. Like the POW camps of the American Civil War, these detention centers
are not built with the intention of rehabilitating criminals, but rather for the purposes of
containing and controlling the movements of noncitizens who find themselves at the mercy
of American legal limbo. It can also be argued that these detention centers are built to deter
efforts by other would-be undocumented immigrants to make their way to the United
States, although the efficacy of this practice is often debated. Nevertheless, the
examination of modern-day immigrant detention centers further demonstrates the
American tradition of holding ambiguously-defined citizens in stasis.
Despite the American immigration system operating under civil law, the existence
and conditions of detention centers are more similar to other American prisons (Saadi et al.
2020), reflecting their carceral and punitive intent towards those held there. Centers are
often overcrowded and understaffed, with medical services being limited to acute medical
care (Saadi et al. 2020). Infectious diseases such as influenza, pneumonia, and measles are
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rampant. Moreover, the advent and spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in 2020
has worsened conditions at these detention centers. This is demonstrated not only by the
cases of illness and death, but also by the ever-widening gap between the supply and need
for health equipment and medical treatment (Miller et al. 2020, 797). The close quarters
and low supply of hygiene equipment make practices such as social distancing, medical
isolation, and hand-washing incredibly difficult. Moreover, it was found that the entrance
and exit of detention center employees to the outside world has spread COVID-19 among
detainees, as well as their fellow employees at other prisons (Ainsley and Soboroff 2020).
There is also increasing evidence that the entrance into and deportation from detention
centers is contributing to the spread of COVID-19 both within the detention centers and
abroad.
Prison occupants have also reported inadequate food and related problems (Saadi et
al. 2020). Detention center staff also cite concerns over “hard” contraband items that
include narcotics and intoxicants, but also “soft” contraband items such as spoiled food
(“2.3 Contraband” 2020; Bichell 2019). Such issues have predictably led to malnutrition
and gastrointestinal issues among the prisoners. The punishment for the possession
contraband items can be severe, and these items have included materials related to health
and medicine—such as the case of one detained woman being written up for possessing a
Windex bottle she was using to clean the toilet of the collective bathroom (Dow 2007,
538). In addition to the lack of ready access to food, hygiene products, and other necessary
items, there are allegations of more egregious control of prisoners’ bodies at detention
centers. In the autumn of 2020, a former nurse at the Irwin County Detention Center in
Georgia alleged that hysterectomies had been performed on detained women without full
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and informed consent (Lenzer 2020). These allegations caused a public outcry and a call
from House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and several other groups to investigate these claims in
2020. If the allegations are true, these forced hysterectomies call back to a long tradition of
sterilizing women of color or women not considered to be full citizens in the United States
(Jankowski 2020). These practices also harken back to other methods of bodily control of
noncitizens or ambiguous citizens in the context of POW prisons that will be further
discussed. While no known hysterectomies took place in American Civil War POW
camps, other practices, such as forced vaccinations speak to a tradition of confinement
centers’ encroachment on the bodily autonomy of prisoners—even if the procedures
themselves are not comparable. Indeed, detention centers replicate patterns that are similar
to other prisons. Time and again, it is clear that spaces of confinement, whether their
purpose is to reform criminals or hold noncitizens in stasis, structurally withhold necessary
resources and attempt to limit the bodily autonomy of those that are held captive. In
response, prisoners attempt to respond to this lack of access with what little agency they
can exercise.
Archaeological, Material Culture, and Visual Studies of Historical War Prisons
Like public health studies of modern prisons, archaeological, material culture, and
visual studies of incarceration sites can serve as ethnographic comparisons to American
Civil War prisons. Tetreault’s study of the released photographs from the Abu Ghraib in
Iraq focuses on the structural and intentional harm done by American soldiers on
incarcerated (and in this case, racialized) bodies. In May 2004, only about a year into the
American invasion of Iraq, images of American soldiers torturing prisoners were released
to the public. The images depicted prisoners stripped naked and simulating sexual acts, in
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addition to being blindfolded, starved, and terrorized by dogs (Tetreault 2006, 34).
Tetreault contextualizes the violence depicted in the photograph in the wider framework of
Orientalism and domination of subjected peoples in the “Othered East” by the West. The
tendency to dominate the Middle East and its people played a large role in the visuals on
the American side of the war and the exploitative manner in which the prisoners were
treated reveals this in one of its most literal iterations (Tetreault 2006, 36). As violent
domination was woven into the fabric of the politics of the Iraq War, so to was it woven
into the prisons that held suspected insurgents. Moreover, the guards who staffed the
prison were active participants in an environment that encouraged them to carry out
violence against a subjugated Other—violence which consisted of withholding resources,
active and physical harm, and attempting to inhibit the agency of those incarcerated.
Studies of World War II prisons are also useful for understanding the
complexities of internment and the ways in which these complexities shape the bodies of
those interred. In the case of Nazi concentration camps, medical supplies and care, as well
as other resources, were deliberately kept from the prisoners and archaeological evidence
reveals how they responded to this lack of resources (Myers 2008, 239; Katz 2020, 5). An
archaeological excavation of middens at Buchenwald, for example, unearthed makeshift
toiletries, medical items, and dishes used by the inhabitants of the camp (Hirte nd).
Studies, both archaeological and textual, may also reflect the complex social and economic
relationships among the inhabitants in their struggles for survival. Critical studies of
survivor memoirs synthesized with archaeological evidence allow for archaeologists to
better understand prison hierarchies that led to the survival of some prisoners over others,
for example (Myers 2008, 237). Informal economies are also essential to understanding the
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complicated nature of survival and resistance at Nazi concentration camps. Potential
explorations of camp privies, may offer insight into how the prisoners negotiated power
and identity in addition to practical survival in the face of resource deprivation (Myers
2008, 243).
On the Allied side of the Second World War, studies of internment camps—
particular those that incarcerated Japanese and Japanese-American people, offer further
insight into the American tradition of internment. After the United States’ entrance into the
Second World War, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066, which
that forced thousands of Japanese Americans from their homes and into incarceration
camps (Hosken and Tiede 2018, 586). One of these incarceration centers was the Kooskia
Internment Camp, which once stood in rural Idaho. There are virtually no physical remains
of the incarceration center itself, as the structures of most World War II prisons were
intentionally designed to be collapsed and then easily forgotten (Camp 2016, 169).
Kooskia housed not only Japanese American men, but men from international locations,
and who varied greatly in their professions. The material culture left behind by many of
the men who lived here reflects the negotiation of their habitus as Japanese-American men,
or as Japanese men being incarcerated in the United States—particularly in the realms of
health and hygiene. A fair number of dentists were imprisoned at Japanese internment
camps, including at Kooskia, where they treated fellow prisoners (Hosken and Tiede 2018,
592). Recent archaeological investigations at the camp revealed a large number of
American brands of toothpaste and mouthwash, with fewer Japanese brands, as well as the
presence of dentures (Hosken and Tiede 2018, 593).
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The volume of these and other dental products reveals how the Kooskia prisoners
used material culture related to health in context where the system that incarcerated them
was failing to provide for them. With dentistry specifically, the prisoners found themselves
relying on each other for sufficient dental care. At the same time, the material culture
present suggests a participation in the American emphasis on dental hygiene, by the
Kooskia prisoners in their habitus as Japanese-American men. This can be interpreted as
the construction of symbolic violence among the prisoners with the embrace of hegemonic
American culture which, at that time, regarded these prisoners and other JapaneseAmerican individuals with racism, fear, and hatred, and which brought state-sanctioned
violence down upon them.
In addition to the conflict-generated prisons that unjustly incarcerated thousands of
Japanese-Americans, prisons for Second World War’s POWs are crucial to understanding
the American tradition of incarceration. One such prison, which housed German POWs,
was Camp Hood, Texas—the prison that would eventually become what is today Fort
Hood. Accounts by the International Red Cross reported many problems with the
conditions at the prison. These included poor sanitary conditions, a shortage of medical
staff, as well as the discomfort of POWs in the Texas heat (Thomas 2011, 157). While
archaeological work at Camp Hood did not yield much in the way of understanding health,
hygiene, and medicine in the context of incarceration, other sites offer more insight.
Assemblages from Camp Monticello, a prison primarily for Italian officers located in
Arkansas, reveal evidence of various health and bodily practices (Barnes 2015, 194). The
artifacts included foodways-related items, such as utensils and glass jars. Other items
included toothbrushes and hair tonic bottles. The presence of such items suggests an effort
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to retain a clean, healthy appearance in a context where the prisoners’ movement and
behavior was restricted. These items also served as a way of asserting their identities as
well-to-do Italian men who sought to maintain their culture in a foreign country (Barnes
2015, 207).
Archaeological studies of World War I prisons can be useful for understanding
access to materials of health and/or medicine among those at the prison. Excavations of the
Quedlinburg prison in Germany, for example, exposed deposits of beer and wine bottles
inside of the prison (Demuth 2009, 173). This is consistent with historical narratives that
beer was available for purchase at the prison canteen. A clay pipe was also found among
the deposits, depicting Emperor Wilhelm II (Demuth 2009, 178). On the other side of the
war, historical accounts from the Douglas prison on the Isle of Man report control over
health-seeking behaviors and access to goods. Alcohol was strictly forbidden for both the
prisoners and staff, and exercise for the prisoners, in the form of walks throughout the
countryside, was accompanied by guards (Mytum 2011, 37). The conditions of the
Douglas prison grew worse when it became overcrowded. The discomfort that resulted
culminated in a riot that ended with the execution of five prisoners (Mytum 2011, 37).
Although more research is needed to study the prisons of World War I, like the prisons
previously discussed, they can offer a better understanding of how prisoners and guards
negotiated power, identity, and health in a context where their behaviors and access were
being controlled.
Although not a war prison, the Ross Female Factory is an important study for
understanding bodily practices and access in the context of confinement. The Ross Female
Factory was a prison on the British penal colony of Van Diemen’s Land, Australia (Casella
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2000, 210). The colony was built specifically for female convicts who were primarily
accused of theft. In the spirit of reform that consumed the English-speaking world of the
early nineteenth century, the purpose of the prison was to remake women as the picture of
domesticity through forced labor and Christian prayer. Upon their release from the prison,
it was expected that they could be hired by free colonists living in Van Diemen’s Land, in
Tasmania, Australia. Archaeological investigations of the prison have unearthed a host of
material culture reflecting how the bodily practices of the women were shaped in response
to this controlling environment. Glass and ceramic fragments were not considered out of
the ordinary, but there were also a number of artifacts that fell under the “Indulgence”
category of functional analysis (Casella 2002, 71). These included olive glass from alcohol
bottles and kaolin pipes, reflecting the use of substances that were prohibited for inmates.
In terms of the prison economy, not only are British coins and colonial tokens found
throughout the prison, but it is likely that buttons were used as a form of trade at the prison
as well. While not directly related to health and medicine, distribution of buttons
throughout the camp could even suggest the trading of sexual favors in addition to items of
indulgence (Casella 2000, 215). According to Casella, this evidence might be seen in the
concentrations of illicit materials in solitary cells—cells which were usually reserved for
women whose offenses were repetitive or especially egregious. Through material culture,
the responses of the interned to a violent structure that attempts to control their behavior
and access to items that affect their bodies becomes apparent.
American Civil War Prisons: Archaeological and Historical Studies
There have been many important archaeological and historical studies of
American Civil War prisons throughout the last thirty years and these have allowed
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scholars to gain a deeper understanding of the lives of prisoners, guards, and other
individuals that were present. Although this project focuses on Camp Lawton, a
Confederate-run prison operating out of Georgia, some of the most important studies
relating to health, access to resources, and bodily control in the face of dire conditions have
come from Northern, Union-run prisons. One such prison is Fort Lookout, in Maryland.
Once a seaside resort, the United States government leased the property at the start of the
war for a hospital and the site was later used as a prisoner depot for Confederate soldiers
(Blondo 1993, 30). The prison pen enclosed about 23 acres and the prisoners inside were
sheltered in tents as opposed to wooden barracks. The conditions for the Confederate
soldiers proved rather dismal, with winters being especially harsh in the eyes of the
prisoners (Blondo 1993, 33). Both prisoners and local media described the prison as
unsanitary, which only helped to facilitate the spread of disease. Martin W. Brett, a young
soldier from the Army of Northern Virginia, recalls his experiences of being captured and
taken to the prison at Point Lookout, Maryland in March 1865. He described the drinking
water as being foul, though it was possible to access clean drinking water with a permit
from a guard (Brett 1864, 35). He also described unfair treatment from the guards (notably,
from the Black guards) and poor rations. By June, he had been discharged and began
making his way home to Dayton, Georgia (Brett 1988, 35). While past archaeological
projects at Point Lookout have unearthed evidence of the hospital (Leeson and
Breckenridge 1999), archaeological information about the stockade and guard areas is
fairly limited.
Accounts from Fort Warren, a Union prison off the coast of Boston, have also
offered insight into the conditions and access at Union-run prisons for Confederate
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soldiers. Many complained about the rations and the lack of accommodations in barracks
(McLain 1962, 33). When Fort Warren received inmates that had been transferred from
other prisons, resources were stretched even more tightly. However, visitors were
permitted and many managed to receive packages from their families, charities,
Confederate sympathizers in the North, or merely Bostonians who felt moved to charity
(McLain 1962, 39). Fort Warren also allowed prisoners to consume alcoholic beverages
with some restrictions. Despite the benefits they received, treatment at Fort Warren
frequently depended on rank. In other words, guards were more inclined to treat officers
more fairly than they did enlisted men. Despite historical studies and the preservation of
the site, archaeological information on the prison is fairly limited.
Treatment of POWs based on rank can be seen in the archaeological record, and
this is especially true in the case of Johnson’s Island. Johnson’s Island, a prison at Lake
Erie meant to hold Confederate officers, appeared to be on the better end of camps during
the war. The prisoners were housed in barracks with rooms that held about five to six
people. The rooms were also furnished with bunks and stoves, and each block had a full
working kitchen and dining room attached to it (Bush 2000, 66). One of the blocks,
roughly towards the north end of the island, served as the prison hospital. According to the
customs on both sides of the war, surgeons often selected the sickest prisoners to be
exchanged outright (Bush 2011, 60). Officially, access to certain items was closely
controlled. Although the guards varied in their strictness, prisoners were generally
permitted to receive letters and packages of food and tobacco from the outside (Bush 2011,
39, 45). Contraband materials included liquor and Confederate uniform-colored clothing.
Despite their alcohol content, bitters were considered medicinal and were allowed to be
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received by the prisoners (Bush 2011,49). Prisoners also described exercising in the form
of taking walks, for the sake of their health and alleviate boredom.
Inmates generally decried the increasingly unpleasant conditions of the prison. It was
not uncommon for prisoners to complain about poor treatment or deliberate physical harm
from the guards (Bush 2011, 112). The Johnson’s Island prison also saw overcrowding and
a cut in rations that would make the conditions more dire. Archaeological evidence appears
to corroborate this. Faunal remains in more recently deposited layers suggests that there
was a higher consumption of animals such as rats, rabbits, fish, and even a dog (Bush
2000, 72). In terms of medical items hospital latrines produced one of the highest amounts
of glassware—particularly medicine containers (Bush 2000, 74). Archaeological and
historical evidence also suggest a need for prisoners to exercise agency in the face of
extended captivity and separation from their home, loved ones, and identities as Southern
gentlemen. The prisoners of Johnsons Island often sought to make a comforting and
familiar space out of their situations (Bush 2011, 119). Archaeological evidence reveals a
sense of maintaining certain luxuries and objects of enjoyment according to the habitus
occupied by most of the prisoners. Notably, the Block 1 latrine, which housed prisoners
who had taken the Oath of Allegiance to the Union, produced a large amount of alcohol
bottles, indicating special treatment (Bush 2000, 74). The amount of forbidden materials
clearly desired by prisoners at Johnson’s Island clearly displays an ardent desire for, and
possible dependence on, them. This study reveals how the prisoners of Johnson’s Island
responded with various health-related behaviors in the face of incarceration, being
compelled to take the Oath of Allegiance, and a lack of access to adequate resources.
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Other accounts of Northern prisons, such as the Elmira prison in upstate New York,
report even more desperate situations. The prison was opened in 1864, when the Union
repurposed old barracks to house Confederate prisoners. A twelve-foot high enclosure was
also built to keep the prisoners from the outside. The barracks quickly became
overcrowded and many prisoners were forced to live in outside tents as a result (Robertson
1962, 84). This would prove to be deadly to many of the prisoners as Elmira would face an
extremely harsh winter for the first time. They had very little clothing or shelter to protect
them (Robertson 1962, 87). Worse yet, the hospital area, which was made up of tents, was
right next to the pond at Elmira. This meant that patients suffering from smallpox,
pneumonia, and diarrhea were left exposed to a stagnant and unclean environment
(Robertson 1962, 82). The burden of the sick eventually drove officials to begin
transferring prisoners to hospitals in Washington D.C. (Robertson 1962, 85). Ultimately
eight barracks were set aside for hospital use, although this did little to improve conditions.
Aside from infectious diseases, scurvy was also prevalent in the camp. Although fresh
vegetables were initially included as part of the rations as a preventative measure, this
ceased in August 1864 as resources for Confederate prisoners decreased (Robertson 1962,
88). Prisoners also accused Elmira’s doctors of being incompetent, if not downright
sadistic. Although there are many firsthand prisoner accounts from Elmira, no
archaeological work has been undertaken at the site. Thus, it is not possible to compare the
historical record with the archaeological record at this time.
Fort Pulaski was yet another Union prison that put the lives of its Confederate
prisoners in danger. Fort Pulaski, located on Cockspur Island off the coast of Savannah,
was built in 1829 (partly under the direction of Robert E. Lee). This brick fortress was
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eventually occupied by Confederate forces. On April 10, 1862, the Union attacked and
destroyed part of what had been previously thought to be an impenetrable fort (Anderson
1995, 10). After this this successful attack, the Union forces became the occupants of the
fort. The Union also used Fort Pulaski as a prison primarily for Confederate officers. The
prisoners of Fort Pulaski had originally been held in Morris Island, South Carolina, with
Federal Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton having ordered that they be placed in the
direct line of fire of Confederate forces (“The Immortal 600” 2016). This had been a
response to Confederate soldiers doing the same to Union forces previously. The
prisoners at Morris Island were transferred to Fort Pulaski after a yellow fever epidemic,
although the roughly 500 to 600 hundred prisoners did not fare much better in their new
prison. In what would become the typical progression of the conditions at Civil War
prisons, the men began to receive fewer food rations and fewer blankets as time went on
(“The Immortal 600” 2016). Thirteen Confederate prisoners died before the rest of the
prisoners were transferred to Fort Delaware in the spring of 1865.
A substantial amount of archaeological fieldwork has been done at Fort Pulaski.
Multiple infrastructure projects have led to the production of artifacts at the site, although
very few of these findings have been definitively classified as being related to the
American Civil War (Anderson 1995; Kidd 2008; McNeil 2013; Patch 2002; Patch
2004). Therefore, the ways in which the prisoners and guards of Fort Pulaski responded
materially to conditions at the prison is unclear.
Although Union prisons are useful for understanding life and responses to
incarceration, understanding prison life at Confederate-run Southern prisons remains the
cornerstone for understanding life at Camp Lawton, as well as issues of access within the
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camp. Confederate prisons in Texas, South Carolina, and Georgia have experienced
extensive historical and archaeological investigation, serving as useful templates for
understanding life at Camp Lawton. Moreover, having an understanding of the network of
prisons in the South, but particularly where it concerns South Carolina and Georgia, is
important for understanding the origins of Camp Lawton, and the evolution of Confederate
prisons. One Southern prison that has undergone archaeological investigation is Camp
Ford.
Camp Ford was a Confederate prison located in Smith County, Texas. Notably, a
medical laboratory that produced medicines for the Confederate Army operated near the
prison (Glover 2000, 31). Despite this local industry, the war depleted many of the
resources in the county, with many of the residents describing the conditions as desperate.
The camp was originally built in 1862 as a training ground for Confederate conscripts.
Like many other American Civil War prisons, it was chosen for its proximity to a fresh
spring as well as its access to lumber. Beginning in 1863, the prison began to detain Union
troops in small numbers (Glover 2000, 32). As the number of prisoners began to grow, a
stockade enclosing five acres was built by enslaved Black locals to contain them—later
being extended in 1864. In keeping with conditions in the county where the prison stood,
resources were incredibly scarce and the prisoners found themselves having to build their
own shelters. Even with the laboratory nearby, medical supplies was in especially short
supply (Donald and Thoms 2000, 124). In response to the lack of medical and healthrelated resources, many of the prisoners began to improvise. Historical accounts report a
culture of manufacturing at Camp Ford, with prisoners making terracotta ceramic vessels.
In addition to this, there are also accounts of the prisoners making soap in an attempt to
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maintain hygiene in the face of dire conditions. Prisoners also scalded their clothing to rid
them of lice and vermin—a practice that became problematic as it wore out the clothing
quickly.
Excavations of Camp Ford performed by Texas A&M University first occurred in
1997. They encompassed a variety of methodologies, such as ground penetrating radar and
block excavations. Surface collection Civil War artifacts included cast-iron skillets
fragments (Thoms and Olive 2000, 61). Investigations uncovered several features, such as
the stockade wall trench, as well as two refuse pits—one of which may have evidence of
the officer presence at the prison. The Block B refuse pit was attributed to the Confederate
guards’ presence, while the Block C refuse pit was thought to be associated with the Union
POWs. The Block B refuse pits yielded a high volume of terracotta ceramics, pipe bowls,
and at least one ironstone ceramic fragment with a maker’s mark that possibly dates to the
American Civil War period (Donald and Thoms 2000, 133). The high amount of terracotta
ceramics is consistent with accounts of prisoners manufacturing items. The Block B refuse
pit also yielded a higher amount of glass than the Block C refuse pit (Donald and Thoms
2000, 137). Although the glass fragments have not been definitively classified as
belonging to the Civil War-period, the higher amount present in the Block B pit may
indicate easier access by officers to tobacco paraphernalia, medicine, and alcohol.
In Georgia, the Andersonville Prison, officially known as Camp Sumter, began its
construction in January 1864 under Captain Richard Winder. The location was chosen for
its location deep in the South, access to fresh water, and proximity to the Southwestern
Railroad (Prentice and Prentice 2000, 167). Using the labor of enslaved black workers, the
prison was constructed using local pine that stood roughly 22 feet tall. This was done in
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such a way that the prisoners could not see what lay beyond the stockade, according to
historical accounts—a decidedly panoptic design choice (Prentice and Mathison 1990, 5).
Within the stockade also lay the deadline, a space about 15 to 20 feet from the stockade
wall that prisoners were forbidden to approach, which was used to prevent escapes
(Prentice and Mathison 1990, 6). When the amount of prisoners ballooned beyond its
capacity, the walls of the prison were extended. Guards were also posted throughout the
top of the stockade in sentry boxes to watch over the prisoners in the vast expanse of the
stockade. Instead of the barracks of the Union prison, inmates lived out of tents. The
hospital, which was built outside of the stockade, comprised of several tents as well.

Figure 3.2 Color lithograph of Camp Sumter, Andersonville, Georgia created by J. W. Morton Jr. [1890]. Library of
Congress. https://www.britannica.com/place/Andersonville-Georgia

Although it was originally designed to hold 10,000, by August 1864, Andersonville
held 33,000 prisoners (Prentice and Prentice 2000, 172). By the time Andersonville was
abandoned, over 13,000 men would lose their lives on its grounds. The problems of
overcrowding meant that medical providers could not provide adequate care for those at
the prison. Medical personnel also found themselves having to rely on vernacular or folk
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remedies in place of formal medicine. These included calamus, snakeroot, bearberry,
sumac, dogwood, white oak, white willow, sage, and many more (Jameson 2013, 28). John
M. Howell, a physician under the supervision of chief medical officer Isaiah White at
Andersonville, details the dire conditions of the prison and dealing with its inhabitants. In
one letter to his wife, he spoke of his daily routine, where from 8:30 to 12:00, he and
several other physicians would visit the stockade to assess prisoners and take them to the
hospitals (Howell 1864). He also described the hospital tents as being lacking, noting that
there was not even straw or blankets (Howell 1864). In terms of intake, diagnosis, and
prescription of medication, the whole number of people let into the hospital on a daily
basis depended on the mortality rate of the previous day. Howell reported that he would
triage those who needed the most immediate help. In his letters, Howell stated that his
journal entries would have had the names of the patients, their ranks, their diagnosis, and
the date he had his clerk administer prescriptions (Howell 1864).
The best of efforts of Howell and the other physicians did little to ease the suffering of
the prisoners. In addition to overcrowding, the Stockade Branch stream, which was meant
to provide fresh water to the prisoners, soon became rife with human waste and offal
(Prentice and Prentice 2000, 172). Dysentery and diarrhea became a problem as a result of
the bacteria-infested water and there were many attempts by prisoners to dig wells.
Malnutrition and starvation were common problems at Andersonville as well. Due to the
lack of fresh vegetables and fruit, scurvy grew rampant, killing and debilitating so many
men that it affected the prison economy by causing the price of meat to drop as the affected
men found themselves unable to eat it (Pickenpaugh 2013, 144-145). Other problems such
as staph infections and hospital gangrene were to be expected at Andersonville. This was
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the first time, however, that many Northern soldiers were exposed to malaria. The disease,
seen to most at the time as an all-encompassing fever, flourished in the warmer and more
humid South (Stowe 2011, 5). The water sources, the amount of people, and the summer
months attracted infected mosquitoes and allowed the parasitic disease to thrive.
In the midst of the troubles at Andersonville, however, the prison economy managed.
Out of this economy emerged goods that affected the picture of health at the prison. Men
traded tobacco with each other, often “choosing to feed their habits rather than their
stomachs” (Pickenpaugh 2013, 143). Inmates also brewed beer, which they sold to one
another (Pickenbaugh 2013, 140), and it is likely that beer was far safer to drink than most
of the water at the prison. If these activities did not keep the prisoners occupied in their
boredom and misery, many prisoners also turned to religion. In addition to many revivals
and prayer services, several Catholic priests visited the prison (Futch 1962, 30). These
visitors were well-respected by the men and offered comfort to them in their times of
suffering. The acceptance of religion to cope with suffering is consistent with the
previously mentioned tendency of Southern doctors to practice localized versions of
medicine. It seems that in the South, faith was considered an important part of dealing with
medical issues from the standpoint of the patients (Stowe 2011, 6). This idea appears to
have made its way to the Northern inmates of Andersonville, to some extent.
Archaeological investigations of Andersonville have produced thousands of artifacts,
although they have not been extensively analyzed. Several sections of the inner and outer
stockades, as well as some features, were located and excavated in 1973. Most of the
artifacts that allowed archaeologists to delineate the stockades and features were
expectedly architectural. Artifacts that are linked to the realms of health and medicine,
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such as glass fragments, ceramic fragments, and pipe fragments, have not been classified
as definitively Civil War artifacts (Larson and Crook 1974, 41). A compliance survey in
1985 failed to yield any significant cultural artifacts (Paglione 1985, 10). Later
investigations focused on the southeast corner and north gate of the stockade. The North
Gate investigation yielded one stoneware sherd that dated to the Civil War, as well as a
possible spoon handle (Prentice and Mathison 1989, 23). The southeast corner
investigation unearthed two shards of glass, one of which dated from 1820 to 1920
(Prentice and Prentice 1990 17). Despite the lack of information in the way of
understanding health and medicine related resources at Andersonville, a GPR survey
conducted that the site led to promising results. Archaeologists not only detected the
stockade walls and South Gate with the GPR, but also located several anomalies within the
stockade (Pomfret 2005, 19). This may indicated the presence of wells and shelter pits—
features which could have been used to store or dispose of health and medicine-related
materials. While further fieldwork has yet to occur, and the guard presence at
Andersonville remains a mystery, there remains plenty of potential for understanding
access to resources and materials at the prison.
The conditions at Andersonville gave rise to the construction of Camp Lawton,
however, several other prisons arose out of a need to move prisoners in light of William
Tecumseh Sherman’s “March to the Sea” through the state of Georgia. In 1864, as
Sherman and his Union forces began to press toward Atlanta, Confederate officials worried
that he would potentially liberate the prisoners of Andersonville. As a result, a prison camp
roughly modeled after Andersonville was hastily constructed using the labor of enslaved
local Black people in Florence, South Carolina (Avery et al. 2008, 28). The town was
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chosen for its proximity to the railways and for its location deep behind Confederate lines
(Avery et al. 2008, 1). Similarly to Andersonville, a stockade enclosing 23 acres was built
to house the prisoners. The stockade walls were surrounded by embankments, which
allowed guards to mount them and watch the prisoners (Leader 1998, 16). An encampment
area for the guards stood just north of the stockade. Prisoners began to be moved into the
Florence prison in September 1864 and by the time the facility was evacuated the
following March, 15,000 individuals had passed through its gates.
Prisoners lived in tents that frequently left them exposed to the elements, an
arrangement that would become especially unpleasant with the arrival of winter. As with
other camps, there was a hospital built outside the stockade, although it was later moved
within its walls (Avery and Garrow 2013, 44-45). This transfer failed to ease the suffering
of the prisoners in any meaningful way. Moreover, the transfer of sick prisoners to the
Florence stockade worsened the already abysmal conditions (Leader 1998, 14). In the end,
roughly 2000 prisoners died at the Florence Stockade, likely of the various ailments
exacerbated by the cold. As with almost every other case, prisoners at Florence complained
about their rations, and many wrote that starvation drove them to take the Oath of
Allegiance to the Confederacy (Pickenpaugh 2013, 205). Prisoners also reported torture via
“hanging by the thumbs,” however, this remains difficult to prove (Pickenpaugh 2013,
207). It is also worth noting, that conditions for the prisoners and for the Confederate
guards were strikingly similar, with many guard accounts revealing that many did not wish
to be at Florence (Leader 1998, 15). The Confederate guards were sheltered in tents as
well, and were given similar rations. Given the apparent similarities in conditions between
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the guards and prisoners, it is worth considering that these would likely manifest in
material culture.
Archaeological research at the Florence Stockade has unearthed plenty of enlightening
information. The Florence Stockade was first identified as an archaeological site in 1970
and was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1980 (Avery et al. 2008, 6).
Leader’s investigation in 1997 helped to delineate the stockade and yielded many different
artifacts, as well as reveling the presence of features (Leader 1998). In 2005, cultural
resource management firm TRC carried out Phase II investigations of the area in lieu of
construction that was set to take place. This investigation unearthed sections of what may
have been one of the guard camps or an encampment of Union soldiers who had taken the
Oath of Allegiance to the Confederacy (Avery et al. 2008, 7). A Phase III project
beginning in 2006 yielded further information about the guard presence at the Florence
Prison. Both of these investigations have been crucial to the archaeological study of
American Civil War prisons, and prisons in general, as guard areas generally remain
under-explored at these sites. Ceramic, glass, and tobacco-related artifacts were found in
the area and classified under the “Kitchen” group and “Personal” group, respectively--in
keeping with South’s classification system (Avery et al. 2008, 13). The “Kitchen” artifacts
were found in pits, presumably discarded after they were broken, while the tobacco pipe
fragments were limited to the privy areas. Although patterning was not extensively done
with the glass fragments in at Florence, the sheer volume and proliferation of glass
container fragments in the area might indicate that the guards had better access to items
related to health and medicine than the prisoners (Avery and Garrow 2013, 54). The
presence of higher amounts of refined earthenware in the northern part of the site may have
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also indicated a higher status of guards, perhaps officers, residing in that area. Further
investigations and analysis can bring to light a better understanding of the prisoner and
guard access to materials associated with health and medicine at the Florence Stockade.
Another prison of an ephemeral nature with ties to Camp Lawton is the Blackshear
prison. In light of Sherman’s encroachment, 5000 Union prisoners were moved to
Blackshear by way of Savannah in November of 1864, along with several hundred
Confederate guards (Partridge 2019, 7). Like previously discussed prisons, the location
was chosen for its location far behind Confederate lines, its proximity to the railroad, and
access to the Mill Branch, a tributary that provided a source of water to those at the camp.
Notably, the prison itself did not have a built enclosure for the prisoners and the nature of
Confederate guards’ ability to contain the prisoners is unclear. Prisoners constructed tent
shelters similar to those at Andersonville (Partridge 2019, 24). Given their stay during the
beginning of winter, as well as within the last year of the war, prisoners described the
Camp conditions as rather poor. The weather was especially harsh and the rations and
supplies remained unsatisfactory, as they had at previous prisons (Partridge 2019, 25-26).
It is currently unknown exactly how many men died at Blackshear, although it is reported
that a little more than a hundred lost their lives before the prison was evacuated on
December 10, 1864 (Wood 2017).
Archaeological investigations of Blackshear have been carried out in recent years. A
pedestrian survey in 2007 helped to locate the apparent location of the camp, as well as the
cemetery meant for those who had passed at the prison (Partridge 2019, 13). In 2013,
Georgia Southern University archaeologist Lance Green conducted surveys at the site that
yielded artifacts related to Civil War-era occupation. Research through the university
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continued with a LiDAR scan and metal detector surveys (Wood 2017). Thesis research by
Colin Partridge uncovered evidence of the Civil War occupation, however, most of the
artifacts found fell into the “Architecture” and “Activities” groups, according to South’s
classification—none of which contained material related to health and medicine. With the
exception of one utensil handle, none of the artifacts from the “Kitchen” group could
definitively be considered American Civil War items. While understanding the nature of
access to health and medicine among the prisoners and guards at Blackshear remains
mysterious, there is plenty of research potential at the site.
Summary
This chapter discussed both modern and historical traditions of internment from
Western and postcolonial contexts. These examples of internment sites included modern
prisons and detention centers, historical POW prisons and concentration camps, and a
more in-depth discussion of American Civil War prisons. This chapter utilized studies
from a variety of disciplines, including public health, visual studies, history, and
archaeology to paint a better and more complete picture of carceral traditions in the United
States and abroad. Doing this allows us to contextualize Camp Lawton within the larger
history of prisons as a whole. It additionally helps us understand potential health
disparities and differences in access to health and medicine at Camp Lawton as being an
integral part of the American carceral tradition.
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CHAPTER 4
CAMP LAWTON
Introduction
This chapter will discuss Camp Lawton, its history, and the archaeological
investigations that have taken place there as of the publication of this thesis. Given that
research as this site is ongoing, the information in this section, and the thesis as a whole, is
subject to change. Even so, the information discussed will give a more detailed picture of
first-hand accounts at Camp Lawton, important archaeological breakthroughs made at the
site, and what the synthesis of this information can reveal about life at Camp Lawton.
Camp Lawton: History and Background
Camp Lawton was an important part of the prison ecosystem of the Confederacy
during the American Civil War. As stated previously, the conditions at Andersonville had
significantly taken a turn for the worse. John Winder, who had just been placed in charge
of prisons in Georgia and Alabama, was justifiably horrified at what he saw and ordered a
reconnaissance search for potential sites for a new Confederate prison (McNutt 2016, 10).
Winder eventually decided on Millen, located in Burke County, Georgia as the location for
the new prison. Like many of the other prisons, it was chosen for its location well behind
the battle line and the ready access to fresh water. At the time, Burke County was also one
of the wealthiest counties in Georgia and could offer an abundance of material and human
resources for the prison (McNutt 2016, 10). Camp Lawton began construction in the
autumn of 1864, with the majority of the labor being done by local enslaved African
Americans. A stockade enclosing 42 acres was constructed from local pine, as well as
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barracks for the guards, kitchens, hospitals, and officer’s quarters. Prisoners began to arrive
in September, before the stockade finished construction.

Figure 4.1 The Homes of Andersonville. Library of Congress. https://www.nps.gov/ande/learn/historyculture/prisonershelter.htm#:~:text=Often%20referred%20to%20as%20%22shebangs,Andersonville%20experience%20for%20many%2
0prisoners.

Prisoners at Camp Lawton occupied tents known as shebangs as there were no
formal structures built for the prisoners (Chapman 2012, 14). As the weather began to turn,
this likely contributed to many of the health issues encountered by the prisoners at Camp
Lawton. Prisoners, through correspondence, diaries, and post-war memoirs are incredibly
vocal about the suffering they claimed to have experienced at the prison. Although the
consequences of unsanitary conditions at Camp Lawton were not as severe as those at
Andersonville, the lack of proper shelter likely did not help to limit the spread of disease.
While diseases such as malaria were not as common at Camp Lawton, likely due to the
fresher water source and the colder season during which the prison was in operation,
starvation and diseases associated with malnutrition became major problems. As with
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many other prisons, inmates complained of insufficient rations. Those at the prison
reported suffering specifically from scurvy due to the lack of fresh vegetables and fruit.
The diets of those at the prison consisted mostly of cornmeal and occasional cuts of meat
(McNutt 2016, 12). Prisoners also described boiling down cow bones in order to make
broth (Chapman 2012, 12). Camp Lawton POWs frequently asserted in their narratives that
they were denied access to supplies from the outside. In the end, during the short period
that the prison was occupied, over 700 individuals lost their lives at Camp Lawton.
The Confederate presence at Camp Lawton is not as well-understood as the
prisoner presence. In terms of primary sources, as of the publication of this thesis, there are
only two pieces of correspondence from Confederate guards and no available diaries or
memoirs. Both accounts from Confederate guards reflect the worries about increasing food
scarcity and the lack of access to supplies. Accounts from Robert Knox Sneden, a POW
who worked for Isaiah White, the chief medical officer of Camp Lawton, remains the
closest sources to understanding the lodging situation for higher-status Confederate staff at
the prison: a sixteen foot wall tent with wood flooring (McNutt 2018a, 17). The official
Confederate records that are currently available do not provide much information in the
way of the experiences of individual Confederate guards at Camp Lawton. Moreover, the
official records specifically from Camp Lawton were lost forever when Federal forces
under General Hugh Judson Kilpatrick destroyed the rail depot in Waynesboro, Georgia,
where the records had been held up in the process of being sent to South Carolina (McNutt
2018a, 18). This lack of primary information means that archaeological evidence is key to
understanding access to materials, including those related to health and medicine, by
Confederate guards.
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Camp Lawton was occupied for a little more than three months. Fears of
Sherman’s encroachment further into Georgia led to the evacuation and abandonment of
the prison by November 22, 1864. Upon at the arrival of lead elements of Sherman’s forces
at the prison under Kilpatrick in late November, they allegedly burnt it to the ground and
the remains of Camp Lawton were overtaken by nature (McNutt 2018a, 11). In the years
following the war, the spring and the land surrounding it became a popular recreational
destination (Georgia DNR 2020). During the Great Depression, the Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC) developed the land to create what is today Magnolia Springs State Park. Next
to what is now the park is also the federally-owned land where the Bo Ginn National Fish
Hatchery once stood, a popular aquarium that was in operation until it was closed down by
the federal government in 2010 (Georgia DNR 2020). While the area has seen constant
occupation and use for the last century, it has only in the past forty years that the land
where Camp Lawton once stood has undergone intensive archaeological investigation.
Camp Lawton: Archaeological Investigations
During the 1980s, the federally-owned land that would eventually house the Bo
Ginn National Fish Hatchery underwent a compliance survey let by L. Drucker, during
which no evidence of an American Civil War site was uncovered (Drucker 1981). Later in
2000, New South Associates conducted an investigation in order to locate a possible gun
battery, although no such evidence was uncovered (Wheaton and Langdale 2000). In 2005,
Sean Patch, with cooperation from the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) and
the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GA DNR) led a ground penetrating radar
survey of Magnolia Springs State Park. The anomalies detected were suspected to be a
portion of the stockade. Later, archaeologists opened up two trenches to further investigate
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these anomalies, although the results were inconclusive. In 2009, Georgia Southern
University was approached by the state archaeologist about a cooperative project between
the university, GA DNR, and US Fish and Wildlife (USFW) regarding further
investigations at Camp Lawton in order to promote heritage tourism at Magnolia Springs
State Park (McNutt 2016, 14). Later that year, the LAMAR institute conducted another
GPR survey which revealed a linear anomaly that ran from the northeast to the southwest
and ended in a corner that turned into a south-southeast line; this was interpreted to be one
of the stockade walls (Chapman 2012, 69). Additionally, archaeologists conducted a metal
detector survey that yielded several artifacts reflective of the Civil War presence and
helped to further delineate the boundaries of the stockade.
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Figure 4.2 Areas of Camp Lawton Investigated by Georgia Southern University through the Camp Lawton
Archaeological Project, 2010-2015, [2015].

Around that same time, Georgia Southern also conducted shovel tests and metal
detector surveys in the area that housed the Fish Hatchery—which would come to be
designated as Area 1. The research from these investigations would be used in Georgia
Southern graduate student Kevin Chapman’s thesis. Chapman’s research primarily focused
on comparing methodologies used in the context of an American Civil War prison site, as
well as gaining a better understanding of the integrity of the site generally (Chapman 2012,
101). His research concluded that metal detectors were most efficient in detecting targeted
items—particularly in a military site where metal artifacts tend to be more common.
Meanwhile, shovel tests are more effective in archaeological contexts where artifact
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density is higher and helps to prevent the over-collection of artifacts at a site (Chapman
2012, 102). His research also concluded that the integrity of the site was impressive in that
it had experienced little to no looting by metal detectorists and artifact patterns were
apparent.
This research also led to another MA thesis by Amanda Morrow. Her thesis
focused on the comparison X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis and comparative chemical
analysis to understand the relationship between a given ferrous artifact’s corrosion
environment (i. e., the soil in which it was found) and that artifact’s corrosion (Morrow
2012, 14). The artifacts used in this thesis were collected during the 2011 GSU field
investigations. Morrow used a handheld XRF machine to test corrosion blooms in the field
and the laboratory. The chemical testing component comprised of silver nitrate testing.
Morrow’s study concluded that the soil surrounding the iron artifacts had higher iron peaks
and lower chloride concentrations (Morrow 2012, 90). Meanwhile, the artifacts themselves
exhibited higher traces of chlorides, further demonstrating the active chemical relationship
between the ferrous artifacts and their soil matrix.
Continuing investigations by GSU concerned Areas 2 and 3, which attempted to
locate, document, and analyze the potential Confederate presence at the site. Shovel tests
and metal detector surveys were conducted at these areas, although the American Civil
War artifact density was low (McNutt 2016, 17). In 2012, Time Team America, a
documentary television series produced by PBS, visited Camp Lawton. There, they
conducted a variety of geophysical surveys, including ground penetrating radar, magnetic
gradiometer, magnetic susceptibility, and conductivity surveys (McNutt 2016, 18). The
team also conducted an excavation with a backhoe near the parking lot in search of a
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portion the stockade. This did not reveal any artifacts related to an American Civil War
occupation. In addition, two POW huts, which had been located in earlier GSU work, were
excavated by the team. The team also conducted a 20 meter by 20 meter metal detector
survey that yielded a variety of American Civil War artifacts, further displaying the
successfully tested methodology of metal detector surveys at sites of conflict (McNutt
2016, 19). Shovel tests were also conducted in Area 9—a possible site of the Confederate
presence, as well as Area 10. However, no artifacts from the nineteenth century were
recovered. As of the publication of this thesis, no report from Time Team America
regarding these surveys has been submitted to GSU, GA DNR, or any other relevant
institution, although GSU has the artifacts as well as limited records from these
investigations.
Beginning in 2013, Lance Greene of the GSU Sociology and Anthropology
Department led archaeological investigations and field schools at Camp Lawton. The first
of these investigations was carried out at the POW huts that previously had been examined
by Time Team America, as well as one of the brick ovens from within the stockade
(McNutt 2016, 21). Winder had proposed the idea of building organized “neighborhoods”
and “streets” in his original plans for Camp Lawton (McNutt 2016, 22). The excavation of
the hut within the stockade presents solid evidence that this plan had been instituted at
Camp Lawton. Meanwhile, the investigation of the brick oven yielded a variety of
carbonized floral and faunal remains, as well as ash, reflecting active use by the POWS
(McNutt 2016, 23). Although the brick oven was not completely excavated the following
field season, Greene was also able to identify two other possible brick ovens. In 2013,
Greene also undertook excavations in Area 8, finding a number of rather high-status items,
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such as a brass boot tip and a possible brass telescope (McNutt 2016, 24). These were
interpreted by Greene as possibly reflecting an officer presence at Camp Lawton, and these
excavations were followed by further metal detector surveys in Area 8. This survey
recovered more items that supported this interpretation, such as a brass plate, firearm
cartridges, and a brass keg tap. The summer field school in 2013 opened excavation units
along the original metal detector transect in Area 8 and conducted an additional metal
detector survey (McNutt 2016, 24). The findings from this field season included artifacts
from the kitchen, architectural, and clothing groups, further cementing the interpretation as
an area occupied by the Confederate guards.
This period of field work at Camp Lawton resulted in another Master’s thesis from
GSU graduate student Hubert J. Gibson. Gibson’s work focused on understanding the
nature of labor at Camp Lawton and whether the structures built there were constructed by
enslaved local Black people or by Union POWS. This was explored by looking for
differences is building techniques between African Americans and European Americans.
His thesis examined three block-excavated sections of the stockade: one in the
southwestern portion, one in the northwestern portion, and one in the southeastern portion
(Gibson 2015, 35-37). Gibson’s research concluded that the majority of Camp Lawton was
built using local labor. Enslaved laborers often used a standardized building method, where
different kinds of soils were kept separate by the posts propped up against the exterior
wall—reflecting a similar banding pattern to the one seen at Andersonville (Gibson 2015,
51). At Andersonville, the sections of the stockade built by POWs do not have such
organized patterns in the soil---with a mixture of different soil types being more common
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for these sections instead. All the excavated sections at Camp Lawton displayed these
organized patterns.
These years of fieldwork led to another Master’s thesis from GSU graduate
student William Brant. Brant’s work used a variety of methodologies, such as shovel
testing, metal detector survey, magnetometry, chemical analyses, terrestrial LiDAR and
remote sensing to attempt to identify the Confederate presence at Camp Lawton (2016,
12). His project covered Areas 4, 5, 6, and 7—as seen in Figure 4.2. The shovel test
surveys did not uncover any definitively Civil-War related items. Brant had significantly
more success with the metal detector surveys, however, which recovered artifacts that
likely date to the American Civil War occupation. The magnetometry survey showed that
the largest amount of artifact clusters and anomalies was in Area 4. A phosphate analysis
test revealed that the areas with confirmed human occupation had the lowest amount of
phosphate. Meanwhile, the LiDAR scans did not reveal any new information on landforms
that could not be detected with a pedestrian survey or topographic maps. Finally, the
excavation unit that was opened in Area 4 yielded cultural items from possibly the
American Civil War and twentieth century, as well as some useful geological information
concerning possible backfilling activity during the Civilian Conservation Corps era at the
site (Brant 2016, 70). While most of the methodologies (with the exception of LiDAR)
were successful in obtaining artifacts, as well as chemical and geographical information,
results regarding the Confederate presence at Camp Lawton were inconclusive.
The material culture of the POW area at Camp Lawton does offer some clues as
far as understanding access to resources at Camp Lawton. Although initially more
relegated to the realm of clothing, it is possible that some of the four-hole iron buttons and
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brass grommets came from rubber tents, as opposed to clothing—meaning that the
situation of shelter may not have been quite as dire as many of the POW narratives had
made it seem (McNutt 2018a, 27). Moreover, prisoner narratives have frequently
emphasized that they were often denied access to personal items. Many of the artifacts in
the stockade seem to contradict this. Many of the items included pieces of jewelry, money,
and brass frames for tintypes or ambrotypes—and possibly from cartes de visite (McNutt
2018a, 28). In terms of the kitchen group, small fragments of glass and ceramic were found
within the stockade, again indicating that the men of Camp Lawton had some form of
access to goods from the outside, and possibly goods associated with health and medicine.

Figure 4.3 POW Artifacts from Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

There was a brief hiatus in field work at Camp Lawton from 2015 until 2017,
when the project came under the direction of GSU Anthropology faculty member Ryan
McNutt. In 2016, McNutt constructed a proposal for the continuation of field work at the
site. There were several main goals regarding future research at Camp Lawton: (1) to
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continue to define the area of Camp Lawton and its associated structures, (2) to continue
the exploration of the Confederate Barracks area, (3) to gain a better understanding of the
specific nature of the Confederate presence in Area 8, (4) to explore whether ethnicity is
definable through material culture, (5) to investigate the nature of how POWs organized
themselves within the stockade, and (6) seeing if resistance from the POWs is clear
(McNutt 2016, 32). Since 2017, McNutt has led rotating field seasons at Camp Lawton, as
well as produced plenty of research.
As stated previously, fieldwork resumed at Camp Lawton in spring of 2017, with
a subsequent field school in summer of 2017. McNutt and GSU students in the field school
conducted metal detector surveys in a 50m by 50m grid in the area south of the
Confederate earthworks, in areas that became known as Grid 1 and Grid 2 (McNutt 2018a,
29). Two 2m by 2m excavation units were placed in areas where the metal detectors
located concentrations of period artifacts. A feature was designated in the first test unit,
which yielded brick fragments and evidence of burning. However, no period artifacts were
found in this particular feature. The second test unit was placed over a concentration of
machine cut nails (McNutt 2018a, 33). This unit yielded some artifacts, as well as staining
reflective of a builder’s trench with postholes. This was designated as Feature 1. The
interpretations of this feature are not set in stone, however, it is thought to have been a
builder’s trench—likely related to the African American presence at the prison. A third
unit was opened up just east of Feature 1, although it appears that this feature did not
extend into this next unit (McNutt 2018a, 34). Like the previous test units, this one had a
low volume of artifacts, although evidence of a curvilinear pit appeared and was
designated as Feature 3. This was similar to features that had been found in Area 1 of
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Camp Lawton and other American Civil War prison sites, possibly being evidence of a
Confederate tent. It is also possible that given the comparative lack of material culture as
compared to Area 8, this may be evidence of the lower-status Confederate guard
occupation.

Figure 4.4 Confederate Guard Artifacts from Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

Taken together, while there was a relative lack of material culture from Grids 1 and
2 by the fort, the differences in the amount of materials and which types of materials were
present do offer some insight into the lives of the Confederates at Camp Lawton. In terms
of personal items from Area 8, a brass ring with the word “friendship” stamped in it
implies access to more luxury goods. Two stoneware fragments from a stoneware jug
(known specifically as an Eglinton jug), depicting a knight with a lance, are also present
(McNutt 2018a, 38). This kind of jug was meant to commemorate a reenactment of a
much-mocked medieval tournament held by Lord Eglinton of Ayshire, Scotland in 1839.
The presence of this jug may indicate not only access by the officers to these higher status
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items, but also the fascination of high-status Southerners with Medieval Romanticism and
their identification with the idealized, chivalric heroes of yore (McNutt, 2018a 38).
Notably, a glass decanter stopper in Area 8 also indicates ready access to alcohol, perhaps
even a personal supply. Area 8 also yielded several items from the kitchen group,
including glass and ceramic fragments.
Further questions of prisoner and guard access to materials began to be explored in
the following years. In February of 2020, McNutt and I co-authored a paper regarding the
use of machine cut nails as proxies for understanding the nature of this access to food and
other essential supplies from outside the prison complex using spatial and statistical
analysis. Machine cut nails during this period were highly standardized, making them
fairly diagnostic. Although a zooarchaeological analysis would be the most ideal way of
understanding access to food and health at Camp Lawton, machine cut nails from crates
can offer insight into this issue when not much zooarchaeological material is available for
study (McNutt and Jones 2020, 2). A good 23% of the total artifacts recovered from Camp
Lawton as of the publication of this article had been nails, and they were plentiful in both
the POW and Confederate areas. The nails in this study were minimally fragmented, were
measured in imperial and metric and weighed in metric. The metric measurements were
used to calculate the pennyweight of the nails based on the nineteenth century standard.
The average pennyweights of nails from the POW area were between 7d and 8d, while the
average pennyweights of the nails from the Confederate area were between 6d and 7d
(McNutt and Jones 2020, 18). However, the POW area produced spikes in 4d, 6d, 8d, and
9d pennyweights, as well as 26.19% of the nails falling into the 10d pennyweight. The
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Confederate area revealed spikes in 4d and 5d, 26.42% of the nails falling into the 6d
pennyweight, and 20.75% of the nails falling into the 10d pennyweight.
These patterns showed the selective nature of nail usage at the camp, given the
strict standardization of nails by the United States and Confederacy. For example, 4d and
6d nails were generally used for ration, hard tack, and ammunition crates, whereas 10d
nails were used for express boxes, which were frequently used by the US Sanitary
Commission to ship foodstuffs, clothing, and blankets (McNutt and Jones 2020, 21). Thus,
the presence of so many 4d, 6d, and 10d nails within the stockade seems to contradict the
POW narratives somewhat, many of which emphasized that they were not given access to
these crates or the items held within them. This contradiction of the historical narrative is
further cemented by the high volume of personal items within the stockade, as was
previously discussed. Meanwhile, the Confederate area also had a high volume of 10D
nails, most of which were bent—indicating that they had been pulled, perhaps from
personal packages sent by their families (McNutt and Jones 2020, 23). Moreover, between
the two areas, there was a much higher amount of 4d, 5d, and 6d nails in the Confederate
area—nails which were used for ration crates. This provides a far more nuanced picture of
access at the Camp in that it appears that Confederate guards had easier access to
foodstuffs, which confirmed claims in the POW narratives. At the same time, the prisoners
at Camp Lawton also appeared to have better access to personal items than their accounts
seem to state, as evidenced by the nails and material culture present in the stockade area.
This archaeological study only the beginning as it relates to illuminating questions of
access among those at Camp Lawton, as well as those at prisons in general.
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Fieldwork at Camp Lawton resumed in February 2019, with the spring and summer
field schools with the exploration of Area 8, just south of the Confederate earthworks.
McNutt and students set up a grid that measured 40 by 50 meters. This grid was separated
into two meter transects, which underwent a metal detector survey over the course of
sixteen weeks. A possible feature was marked toward the southern end of the grid, as well
as another toward the center. These may offer some weight to the idea that Confederate
habitations were set up in “lanes” of tents, similar to the organization of at least part of the
prisoner area. The Spring 2019 field school also unearthed several artifacts reflecting an
American Civil War occupation, including a Confederate boot toe tap, sash clasps denoting
law enforcement or militia membership (Crouch 1995), and machine cut nails. Several
glass and ceramic fragments were also found at the site, which may be related to the
Confederate presence at the site. During the 2019 summer field school, depressions east of
the metal detector area that had been previously identified during an earlier pedestrian
survey were further investigated by placing four test units: two 1x1 meter, one 1x2 meter,
and the last 2x2 meters in size. These investigations revealed further evidence of a
Confederate presence in this area, including a potential structure and a possible latrine.
Artifacts from the potential structure included a period stirrup, a musket ball, and a broken
tobacco bowl. Artifacts from the latrine included a ration tin and a cast iron Dutch oven
handle. In January 2021, the spring field school began and fieldwork in Area 8 remains
ongoing. These investigations are continuing to reveal further evidence of the Confederate
occupation at Camp Lawton.
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Summary
This chapter discussed history of Camp Lawton itself and chronicled the subsequent
archaeological investigations that took place there. With the discussion of both historical
and archaeological information, it becomes possible to create a synthesis between the
historical and archaeological records. Such a synthesis when viewed through the lens of
health and medicine has the potential to present a vivid picture of differences in access to
resources and health disparities at Camp Lawton.
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CHAPTER 5
HEALTH AND MEDICINE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
Introduction
Studying cultures of health and medicine of the mid-nineteenth century is crucial
to understanding prisoners and guard access to these materials at American Civil War
prisons. To accomplish this, it is important to explore the state of orthodox and vernacular
medicines in United States during the nineteenth century. This section will discuss this, as
well as some archaeological studies that focus on health and medicine of nineteenth
century.
Ideology, Science, and Medicine in the North
The mid-to-late nineteenth century can be considered a time rife with ideological
contradictions. Several progressive (for the era) beliefs, such as the abolition of slavery, the
promotion of scientific evolution, and suffrage for women existed in the same ideological
landscape as fixed gender roles, strict adherence to Christian ethics, and rampant
colonialism and imperialism (Hall et al. 2000, 26-33; Lightman 2001, 346-347, Oldfield
2011, 309). The mid-to-late nineteenth century in the Western world was also defined by
rapid economic growth and advances in engineering, manufacturing, and medicine. The
era’s ideologies can be defined essentially by a desire for improvement and reform. In the
context of health and medicine, this improvement and reform manifested as scientific and
technological advances in health, as well as the maintenance and management of health
through consumer choices.
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The aforementioned scientific progress and religious renewal went hand-in-hand
with economic and industrial prosperity that resulted in urbanization in the United States—
particularly in the Northeast. The high levels of economic prosperity and industrialization
led to urbanization and thus, higher populations in cities. More people living in proximity
to one another frequently led to the easier spread of disease and the recognition that
individuals thought to be contributing to public health issues must be kept away from
healthier populations. This recognition helped propel new developments in medicine,
sanitation, and hygienic practices. Urban centers in the United Kingdom and the United
States began to revolutionize their sewage systems and many scientists began to recognize
the dangers of cholera and other water-borne infectious diseases (Bynum 1994, 81).
The technology created during the First Industrial Revolution in Britain meant
more economic growth, which fed into the further improvement of various technologies.
Throughout the nineteenth century, the development of glass production was a key part of
this new economic growth. While the United States saw an economic depression from
1837 to 1840, this did not stop innovation in the way of glass manufacturing. The advent
of the pressing machine in 1827 meant that glass houses were able to mass-produce glass
as opposed to continuing with the slower process of blowing glass (Lorraine 1969, 38-39).
Increased mass production of glass vessels also led to an explosion of patent medicines
that could be readily accessed by members of the general population. Dispensaries
increased in frequency and not only did they sell patented medicines, but the druggists who
ran them often acted as authorities on all matters of health to those who could not afford to
see a private physician (Howson 1993, 147).
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The popularity of mass-produced medicine was additionally due to the rise in
advertising and other forms of literature that provided information to members of the
working and middle classes. During the nineteenth century, the discourse surrounding
hospitals centered largely on the idea that they were for poorer populations who could not
be cared for in their own homes (Howson 1993, 147). From the eighteenth century going
into the nineteenth century, medical institutions transitioned from small, mostly grassroots
spaces that were largely akin to poorhouses into exclusive and separate institutions that
isolated the patients from the outside world (Philo 1999, 15-16). The emergence of massproduced and patent medicines created a sense of agency concerning health among people
living in the Western world during the mid-to-late nineteenth century. It allowed members
of the lower and middle classes to become their own physicians, in a sense, and manage
their health in the domestic sphere (Howson 1993, 147). The profits made from both
prescribed and over-the-counter medicines allowed the glass manufacturing and patented
medicine industries to flourish and consumers to make choices that they viewed as
convenient and helpful—all in keeping with the ideals of economic prosperity and
individualism that were championed in the nineteenth century (Lukes 2021). Given that the
prisoners of Camp Lawton were enlisted men, largely from lower and middle class
backgrounds, it would be reasonable to assume that this culture of medicine and health is
the culture they by which they likely would have been surrounded.
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Figure 5.1 Embossed Medicine Bottles from Five Points, New York. https://r2.gsa.gov/fivept/o11.htm

Historical and archaeological evidence has been used to better understand the
habits of middle and working class families in the North. For example, archaeological
investigations at the Sullivan Street neighborhood site in New York City unearthed a large
number of both patent medicine bottles and prescribed (formal) medicine bottles. The
houses belonging to working class residents produced more patent medicine bottles, while
the house of a middle-class doctor who lived in the neighborhood yielded more bottles that
held formal, prescribed medicines (Howson 1993, 151). At the working-class Five Points
of Manhattan, archaeological investigations revealed that its residents consumed both
prescribed and patent medicines (Bonasera 2001, 50). Bottles of soda, mineral water, and
aromatic schnapps were particularly common and found in the cesspools at Five Points,
several of which were positively identified as such by the embossments on the vessels
(Bonasera 2001, 51). These patent, also known as “proprietary”, medicines were advertised
as being able to cure a whole host of illnesses, from indigestion to rheumatism (Bonasera
2001, 52). In addition to class differences, different patterns of health-seeking behavior and
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medicine consumption may be traced along ethnic lines. In this same study, it was found
that Irish residents of the Five Points neighborhood seemed to prefer soda and mineral
waters that had the potential to relieve digestive issues that would have been the result of a
poor diet (Bonasera 2001, 60). Medical records from the nineteenth century also reveal that
the Irish population had higher rates of tuberculosis than other immigrant populations, and
likely would have turned to these sodas and mineral waters due to the inability to afford
doctor visits (Linn 2010, 77). Meanwhile, the assemblages of Jewish, German, and Polish
residences at Five Points contained fewer medicine bottles. This lower amount of
medicinal bottles may have been a reflection of better health outcomes among these
populations (Bonasera 2001, 61). Robert Ernst additionally argues that better health
outcomes were likely the result of the higher socio-economic status of the Jewish, German,
and Polish populations during the nineteenth century (1949, 54). With this in mind, it
should be noted that while health between Eastern and Central European populations and
Irish populations also has the potential to be understood through the material culture of
alcohol consumption, this can be problematic due to the reliance on cultural stereotypes
(Statski 1984, 44). Nevertheless, these studies offer a better understanding of cultures of
health among working-class, middle-class, and immigrant populations—many of whom
made up the Union Army, including the men who were imprisoned at Camp Lawton.
Cultures of Health and Medicine in the American South
Southern medicine at the mid-nineteenth century was somewhat different than
medicine in the North. Steven M. Stowe uses the term “country orthodoxy” as a defining
feature of medical practice in the American South, meaning “a style of practice rooted in
physicians’ sense that their orthodoxy grew from local sources, as well as from abstract
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traditions” (2011, 2). Doctors had a tendency to emphasize local values (which included
ideas regarding disease and their remedies) and their relationships with those they were
treating. Southern patients, meanwhile, often viewed optimal health as having a correct
sense of balance (Stowe 2011, 115). Like many people in the North, Southerners strove to
exercise more agency in terms of their health-seeking behaviors in the domestic sphere,
such as taking tonics or patent medicines, as well as exercise. The diseases and other
threats to one’s health were also unique to Southern culture, with ailments often being
viewed as being linked to the environment around them. Various afflictions were also
closely tied to morality (or lack thereof). Diseases may have been viewed as a result of
excessive eating, wanton or deviant behavior, or laziness, thus making the experience of
becoming ill a lesson to be learned.
Many Southerners would take medicines preventively, implementing more
orthodox medicines such as laudanum and quinine, as well as more vernacular or folk
remedies, such as amulets of camphor and asafetida, as well as ingesting plum jelly (Stowe
2011, 134). Other vernacular remedies commonly used by both doctors and the rest of the
populace in the South included: turpentine, sassafras, ergot, and poke root. While it is easy
to classify these compounds as belonging strictly in the realm of medicine, it is also
important to note that the links between food, alcohol, and health were well-understood
and that food itself often served as medicine. Liquors such as rum and whiskey were used
in many recipes for vernacular medicine, in addition to simply being used a sedative or a
pain killer. Recipes such as pancakes were thought to ease certain skin conditions (Stowe
2011, 157). The guards of Camp Lawton may have understood these connections between
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foodstuffs and health, and taken measures to maintain their health and minimize
discomfort through food whenever possible.
Health, Medicine, and the American Civil War
When the war began, the United States Medical Department and the newly-formed
Sanitary Commission ensured that Union doctors had the resources they needed to tend to
the troops. Near the start of the conflict, Surgeon General William Hammond constructed
laboratories in Philadelphia and New York that would be used to produce medicines for
the Union forces (Smith 1962, 21). Meanwhile, the Confederacy had established its own
medical corps in 1861, with David C. De Leon acting as Surgeon General before being
replaced by Samuel Preston Moore (Cunningham 2015). Like the Union, the Confederacy
also built laboratories that manufactured medicines to serve their forces, such the
laboratory in Augusta, Georgia. However, the Union blockade meant that accessing
resources to manufacture medicines became difficult. For example, cinchona tree bark,
which was used to make quinine, was not native to the American South and thus, became
less available in the due to the blockade by the Union. As a result, many pharmacists relied
on using local resources as substitutes. In response to this, Confederate botanist Francis
Porcher was ordered to compile plants that could be used as substitutes for more
conventional medicines, which Samuel Moore turned into a field guide and distributed to
Confederate physicians (Detweiler et al. 2019, 2). Moore also actively encouraged citizens
of the Confederacy to cultivate plants such as tobacco, opium poppy, and sorghum to aid in
the war effort (Hasegawa and Hambrecht 2003, 1224).
As this was happening, the bureaucratic structures of both the Union and
Confederacy were still expected to transfer large amounts of resources, such as food and
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medicine, across vast geographic areas during a time of violent conflict. Given that
bureaucracy and violent conflict made such transfers difficult, the two armies frequently
failed in this mission (Adams 2014, 136; Cashin 2018, 5). In 1863, Moore ordered that the
medical laboratory in Mobile, Alabama be closed—although his reasons for doing so are
unclear (Hasegawa and Hambrecht 2003, 1227). Moreover, the changing tide of the war
meant that many medical laboratories were destroyed or relocated as Union troops
marched across the South. These factors, combined with the lack of prioritization of
providing resources to prisons are what helped to create the poor conditions that resulted in
the suffering of thousands.
American Civil War soldiers suffered from a range of diseases and ailments both
on and off the battlefield. A lack of discipline among many of the young enlisted men
often led to contracting sexually transmitted diseases, facing physical punishment from
their superiors, and feeling the side effects of excessive drinking when the aforementioned
superiors were not paying attention (Adams 2014, 19-22). Crowded conditions on the field
and in prisons led to the spread of many childhood diseases, such as measles and
chickenpox, among those who had not been vaccinated or built up an immunity. Many
physicians also acknowledged “nostalgia” as a legitimate disease: a sickness that resulted
in despondency and homesickness that was often accompanied by physical weakness and
diarrhea (Adams 2014, 19-22). The poor diets and unsanitary water sources resulted in
such painful and unpleasant diseases as scurvy and dysentery. Insufficient diets generally
contributed to starvation and other malnutrition-related illnesses among troops as well.
Unsanitary conditions, exposure to the outside, the lack of clean clothes and regular access
to bathing water led to the proliferation of ectoparasites such as lice, fleas, and chiggers on
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their persons (Adams 2014, 47). Many of these parasites carried diseases such as typhoid
and E. coli, while mosquitoes (although not parasites) carried malaria. Maggots and
swarming flies made their way into the food and often burrowed into infected body parts of
the soldiers. Although there were fewer amputations as a result of injuries in prisons,
gangrene remained commonplace in such settings. Moreover, the abuse and physical
punishments prisoners claim to have suffered at the hands of guards took both physical and
mental tolls on them.
In order to cope with the immense amount of suffering brought on by these
conditions, soldiers turned to a variety of health-seeking behaviors. American Civil War
doctors used the aforementioned remedies, as well as amputations and leeches to aid in
healing. Despite their efforts, these frequently proved to be inadequate and many soldiers
opted to take health matters into their own hands. As a result of their positions (and
frequently, their wealth) officers maintained certain privileges and access to resources that
ordinary troops did not have. Many of them would often consume alcohol, opium, and/or
laudanum in amounts that were not readily available to every soldier (Adams 2014, 53).
Even though it may not have been as available for rank-and-file soldiers, they frequently
turned to alcohol consumption when they were able to do so. Access to alcohol was more
difficult for prisoners, however, many still both chewed and smoked tobacco in order to
self-soothe (Adams 2014, 113). In many instances, theft, bribery, and bartering could be
considered health-seeking behaviors. Prisoners and guards would exchange items of
clothing for food, tobacco, and alcohol although accounts of the exchange of medicine are
fewer and far-between. In another form of health-seeking behavior, many men would
actively harm themselves or exaggerate illnesses in order to be sent home or exchanged,
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thus avoiding the horrors of battle and imprisonment. In order to maintain some sense of
physical and mental health, prisoners frequently took to exercising. Although reports of
masturbation from prisons are rare, it seems that the military did control this arguably
health-seeking behavior and punish those who were caught (Lowry 1994, 24). Many men
also turned to religion, as seen at Andersonville, for comfort in the midst of their misery.
Indeed, it is clear that both prisoners and guards engaged in a variety of health-seeking
behaviors throughout the American Civil War and adjusted their consumption habits
accordingly.
Summary
This chapter discussed how health and medicine during the American Civil War
was shaped by the cultural and ideological landscapes of the nineteenth century. Ideals
such as individualism and self-improvement often drove consumption habits—and
materials of health and medicine were no exception. At the same time, the trauma of
violent conflict and one’s status as interned or interning had a great effect on consumption
habits and access to these materials. The following chapter will discuss the material culture
of health and medicine of the nineteenth century in further detail, however, discussing the
cultures of health can help to contextualize access to and use of this material culture as it is
chronicled in the historic and archaeological records.
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CHAPTER 6
METHODS
Introduction
This chapter discusses the methods used to carry out the qualitative analysis and
artifact analysis in this project. The qualitative analysis portion of this project examined
firsthand account of American Civil War POWS from a variety of prisons and sides of the
war, as well as an account from one guard. While these accounts do not come solely from
Camp Lawton, a qualitative analysis of these accounts serves to create a better
understanding of the American Civil War prison experience as a whole. The artifact
analysis portion, meanwhile, examined artifacts related to health and medicine from Camp
Lawton. These analyses allow for a comparison of the historical and archaeological
records, thus clarifying the nature of access to materials of health and medicine at Camp
Lawton, and American Civil War prisons generally.
Qualitative Analysis of Historical Accounts
I carried out a qualitative analysis of twelve accounts with the goal of studying
how the writers viewed, understood, and related to an audience about their relationships to
health, medicine, and the policing of their bodies—including health-seeking behaviors in
the context of American Civil War prisons. The purpose of this analysis was also to gain
better insight into the relationship between the historical and archaeological records
associated with American Civil War prisons. Demystifying how historical texts relate to
the archaeological record remains one of the most important goals of historical
archaeology, and conducting studies such as this one can provide us with a more nuanced
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understanding of the past. Such studies are in keeping with the anthropological perspective
through which American archaeology operates (Wilkie 2006, 15-16). Lastly, this analysis
and others like it help to contribute the larger theoretical frameworks that are used to
understand the relationship between access to health-related and medical materials,
prisons, and conflict in general.
All analyzed accounts came from prisoners and guards that had engaged with the
American Civil War prison experience in some manner. These accounts came from men
who had fought for either the Union or the Confederacy, and with the exception of one
account, were all made available to me courtesy of Dr. Ryan K. McNutt of Georgia
Southern University. Not every single one of these accounts came from individuals who
had been at Camp Lawton specifically, however, the focus on accounts from other prisons
helped contribute to a greater understanding of the American Civil War prison experience
and how those who had lived it articulated their relationships to their health. These other
prisons included Andersonville, Blackshear, the Libby Prison in Virginia, Johnson’s
Island, and the Elmira prison. There were three different kinds of accounts included: 7
post-war accounts, 3 diaries, and 2 collections of correspondence. Of these accounts, 3
accounts came from Confederates, while the remaining 9 were Union accounts. Lastly, it is
important to note that only one of these coded accounts came from a guard—a Confederate
guard who was stationed at Camp Lawton specifically. Very few accounts from guards
have are available, which presents an imbalance in the data. Nevertheless, thematic
connections in the accounts used for this study were made. Additionally, this dearth of
guard accounts from Camp Lawton and other prisons means that scholars find themselves
turning to the archaeological record to answer questions about their presence.
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It is crucial to take these factors into consideration when studying and performing
qualitative analysis on American Civil War prison accounts. Additionally, the passage of
time and the memory loss that often comes with trauma had a tendency to render the exact
recollection of their experiences problematic—a problem that is especially true when it
comes to postwar prisoner accounts (McNutt 2020, 16). Recollections from prisoners at
Camp Lawton may have been clouded by the horrors they faced at Andersonville, even
though evidence shows that the conditions at Camp Lawton were decidedly better—
although they were by no means pleasant (McNutt and Jones 2020, 25). Moreover, going
to war was often considered a masculine rite of passage for men, with the noble defense of
one’s country (and occasionally dying for it) being considered the ultimate act of courage
(McNutt 2020, 15). Meanwhile, surrendering to the enemy or becoming a prisoner of war
contradicted the masculine ideals of the nineteenth century, being considered an act of
cowardice. Therefore, it was not uncommon for post-war accounts to exaggerate or
overemphasize their struggles within the prison to present to the world a maintenance of
their masculinity and bravery in the face of adversity.
Letters may also be somewhat unreliable insofar as relating specific struggles.
Like postwar accounts, the letters were written for an audience (albeit, a much smaller
one). Therefore, the writers might pick and choose what to include and what to omit. In
some cases, the letters do not explicitly state their feelings of discomfort or the struggles
that they faced (Bush 2013, 65). The omission of these struggles in letters may come out of
a sense by the writers to not worry their families, as well as presenting the maintenance of
agency and steadfastness within confinement--appropriate with the masculine ideals of the
time (McNutt 2020, 15). Meanwhile, personal diaries, while not originally meant for any
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audience, have the potential to hold the most “truth,” given that that the events were
recorded closer to when they occurred. However as with correspondence and postwar
accounts, these are not exempt from the inclusion, omission, or the exaggeration of details.
As stated above, the accounts underwent qualitative analysis. In qualitative
analysis, there are three different approaches that one can take in coding data:
organizational, substantive, and theoretical. Creating organizational coding categories
involves the establishment of anticipated categories prior to the observations, whereby the
data can be sorted (Maxwell 2005, 97). While they are helpful, organizational coding alone
does not generally produce in-depth qualitative analysis. Substantive coding categories
refer to more abstract categories that arise organically during data analysis, which can feed
into the larger theoretical framework (Maxwell 2005, 97). Notably, substantive categories
tend to take on a more emic approach, where emerging themes tend to be revealed on the
part of the informant. The creation of theoretical categories involve placing the themes
present in the data into a larger theoretical framework (Maxwell 2005, 97). These three
kinds of coding are not always completely separate in reality and have the potential to
overlap.
During the first reading, the accounts were coded using an organizational and
substantive approach. The organizational categories that were established prior to the
analysis of the data were the following: “pain/discomfort,” “disease/ailment,” “death,”
“prison economies,” “theft,” and “the use of health-related materials—including alcohol
and tobacco.” During this first reading, several substantive categories emerged as well:
“intentional bodily harm—by others or by themselves,” “complaints about rations,” “the
treatment of the sick,” “unsanitary conditions,” “appearance in relation to health,” “desire
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for health-related materials—including alcohol and tobacco,” “other health-seeking
behaviors,” and “scientific ideas regarding health and medicine.” “Other health-seeking
behaviors” refers to actions such as bathing, exercising, and praying, as these did not
involve items associated with medicine, alcohol, or tobacco. For each account, every
mention of these categories was quantified and placed in a Microsoft Excel sheet, largely
for tracking and note-taking purposes. These accounts were coded by hand, as the digital
formats of the accounts could not be easily transferred into a coding software such as
NVivo.
Upon the second reading of the accounts, the emerging themes were applied to the
larger theoretical frameworks that were outlined previously. In order to do this, I created a
matrix in Microsoft Excel, where each column was headed by a theoretical framework.
The rows below began with the writer of each account and outline how each organizational
and substantive theme would be placed within a larger theoretical framework. This Excel
document was divided into three different worksheets based on whether the accounts were
post-war accounts, correspondence, or diaries. The organizational and substantive themes
in each account were then placed into the context of how they tie into the frameworks of
structural violence, symbolic violence, biopower, panopticonism, hegemonic masculinity,
and the practice of agency. Any relationships between organizational and substantive
themes within the larger context of the theoretical frameworks were also noted and placed
into the matrix.
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Artifact Analysis
1. The American Civil War and the Material Culture of Health and Medicine
These aforementioned health-seeking behaviors can help to understand what kinds
of behaviors would have been on display at Camp Lawton, although it is only possible to
trace many of these behaviors archaeologically. The material culture that can be linked to
these health-seeking behaviors is key to understanding them. Surgical kits, of course, were
an important element of the material culture of health and medicine during the American
Civil War. Such kits included bone saws and forceps of varying sizes, small knives,
tourniquets, scissors, bleeders, tenacula (used for artery traction), artery clamps, urinary
dilators, syringes, and retractors (Echols 2009a, 226, 239). Hey’s saws (used for cranial
resection), trephines, bone rasps, and scalpels used specifically for trepanation could also
be found in a number of surgical kits, as could eye surgery kits. The surgeon’s kits that
have survived the centuries have also been identified as belonging to surgeons on different
sides of the war. Many U.S. government-issued kits were made by contractors and were
specifically marked with a “U.S. Army Medical or Hospital Dept.” label while the
Confederate Medical Department purchased existing kits or kits that were manufactured in
Europe—none of which were labeled with anything referencing the Confederate
government (Echols 2009b, 236). As crucial to understanding the American Civil War’s
culture of health surgical kits are, there are virtually no accounts of guards or prisoners
performing any kind of surgery or any surgeries by a doctor outside of a hospital context.
Therefore, it is more useful to turn to items such as bottles, ceramic vessels, and tobacco
materials to observe health-seeking behaviors in sites of internment.
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Figure 6.1 An American Civil War Surgeon's Kit.
https://medicalantiques.com/civilwar/Surgical_Set_Displays/Surgical_amputation_set_photos4.htm

Glass bottles that were present throughout the American Civil War the result of the
new technology that had bloomed in the nineteenth century. Most of the glass being
manufactured and distributed was machine-made, either using a two-piece mold or a threepiece mold (Jones and Sullivan 1989, 27-29). Such ways of manufacturing frequently
leave a seam on the sides of the bottle, and in the case of three-piece molded bottles, a
shoulder seam as well—making this a somewhat effective dating tool. It should also be
noted that machine-made glass is less likely to have bubbles in the glass itself, although
this is less useful for dating. With this in mind, mouth-blown bottle glass managed to
remain present during the American Civil War despite its decreasing popularity
(“Medicinal/Chemist/Druggist Bottles” 2020). During this period, pontil marks among
utilitarian bottles began to decrease significantly as well (“Bottle Bases: Pontil Marks or
Scars” 2020). Bottle finishes, or lips, also serve as effective tools for dating. Cracked-off
finishes, fire-polished finishes, laid-on rings, rolled finishes, mineral-type, blob-top, and
flared finishes were popular styles of finish throughout the American Civil War (“Bottle
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Finishes (aka “Lips” ) 2020). Glass bottles with such lips mostly used corks, although
several used glass stoppers as well. In terms of coloring, aqua, light green, olive, and
amber were popular colors for utilitarian bottles. Colorless glass and amethyst/solarized
glass were used for utilitarian bottles, although these were not as common as the
aforementioned colors until after the war (Avery and Garrow 2008, 11). Some bottles were
plain, but many were embossed with “U.S.A Hosp. Dept.” Meanwhile other bottles had the
names of the manufacturer or pharmacist on them (Echols 2009, 224). Although
Confederate medicine bottles did not have any references to the C.S.A Medical
Department embossed on them, they were rather similar in appearance. Glass bottles had
paper labels on them detailing the contents, the manufacturer, and location although these,
unsurprisingly, have often failed to survive to the present day.

Figure 6.2 Amber-colored Patent Medicine Bottles. Society for Historical Archaeology.
https://sha.org/bottle/medicinal.htm#Patent%20and%20Proprietary%20Medicinal%20bottles
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Bottles also varied in shape, often indicating the contents that were once held
within them. Although bottles of similar shapes could have held a variety of different
liquids, and many were routinely recycled, the shape of a bottle can indicate the general
type. The most common shapes for medicine bottles were either round, rectangular, or
square (“Medicinal/Chemist/Druggist Bottles” 2020). Patent or proprietary medicine
bottles also came in several different shapes—one of the most common in the 1860s being
the “cabin” shaped bottle as seen in Figure 6.2. Although like formal medicine bottles, they
often came in square or rectangular shapes. In rarer cases, patent medicines would also
come in round shapes with long, curved necks. Soda and mineral water bottles can also be
distinguished by their shape. The carbonation in soda and mineral water often meant that
the shapes of the bottles were comparatively narrow (“Soda and Mineral Water Bottles”
2020). Soda and mineral water bottles in this period often either had a mineral-type finish
or the newly-developed blob-top finish, the latter displayed in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Soda Water Bottle with Blob Top Finish, Society for Historical Archaeology. https://sha.org/bottle/soda.htm

Liquor vessels also varied in form. While tall, somewhat slender cylindrical bottles
were common, figured flasks were popular as well (“Liquor/Spirits Bottles” 2020). The
embossments and decorations on these flasks could range from commemorative renderings
to patriotic themes—which offers potential insight into the original owner of a vessel and
their cultural identity and/or ideology. In addition to liquor bottles, the presence of wine
bottles in the context of a Civil War prison might also be reflective of positionality. Wine
bottles in the 1860s seem to have been in the slender “Bordeaux” shape that is still used in
wine bottles today (“Wine and Champagne Bottles” 2020). Another dominant shape for
wine bottles during this period is the “Rhine” or “Hock” shape. Finally, beer and ale
bottles are also distinguishable by their shapes. Shorter, stouter glass bottles were
commonly used for heavier, less carbonated beer (“Beer and Ale Bottles” 2020). Over
time, however, beer bottles began to take on a taller, more slender shape. These
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distinctions can give us, at the very least, a general understanding of the former contents of
a glass bottle.

Figure 6.4 Mid-nineteenth Century Liquor bottle, light olive-colored. Society for Historical Archaeology.
https://sha.org/bottle/liquor.htm

In terms of glass artifacts, tableware also plays a role in the material culture of
health during the nineteenth century. While not explicitly related to medicine, they
nonetheless remain an important part of the health landscape given that these vessels were
often a means of consuming alcoholic beverages. Tableware encompasses a wide variety
of vessel shapes, including but not limited to: jugs, pitchers, vases, bowls, decanters,
tumblers, and wine glasses. Colorless glass was the primary color used for tableware
during the nineteenth century, although other colors such as aqua, yellow, and red
experienced spurts of popularity during this time (Jones 2000, 147). Tableware during the
nineteenth century also incorporated a variety of decorative techniques. These included
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threading patterns onto the glass, as well as pattern-molding (Jones 2000, 154-155).
Tableware patterns were also extremely varied during this time, with such popular designs
as the Ribbed-Leaf and Comet patterns (Jones 2000, 166-167). The presence of tableware
in the context of an American Civil War prison has potential to illuminate the nature of
access to alcoholic beverages in confinement.
Ceramics are also important pieces of material culture to consider in the realm of
health and medicine. As stated previously, ceramic vessels meant for holding certain
medicines were used during the American Civil War, although they were significantly
rarer. These bottles were often made out of porcelain, a vitrified and translucent ceramic
that was often considered to be one of the more expensive ceramic types (Chenoweth and
Janowitz 2016, 59). In addition to these, stoneware bottles were used to hold beer and
other non-alcoholic drinks throughout the nineteenth century (“Beer and Ale Bottles”
2020). One of the most common stoneware types was salt-glazed stoneware, also called
“Rhenish” stoneware due to its origins from the German Rhineland (Chenoweth and
Janowitz 2016, 57). This ceramic type was coarse, had an “orange-peel” texture, and often
came in colors such as brown and grey. The coarse nature of this ceramic type meant that
in addition to its use for utilitarian bottles, it was used for jugs, jars, and even chamber pots
(Chenoweth and Janowitz 2016, 59). Stoneware vessels are thus, a crucial part of
understanding access to health and medicine at nineteenth century sites—including
American Civil War POW prisons.
Much like glass tableware, ceramic tableware is also important to consider as items
related if not to medicine, then to health. Such vessel forms included plates, soup plates,
bowls, cups, and tureens. White refined earthenware, also known as whiteware, was one of
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the cheapest and most ubiquitous ceramic types during the nineteenth century (Chenoweth
and Janowitz 2016, 55). Whiteware was primarily used for tableware, as opposed to more
utilitarian vessel forms. Other types of refined earthenware were used for tableware as well
during this time. These included yellowware, an earthenware type with a light yellow glaze
and ironstone, a vitrified and denser white earthenware (Chenoweth and Janowitz 2016,
56). Porcelain, a vitrified and translucent ceramic was also common in the nineteenth
century. While more expensive than other ceramic types, it was regularly used for
tableware. Ceramic tableware such as these can further illuminate the health landscape of
Camp Lawton. The documented presence of ceramic plates with cut marks in the
Confederate guard area of Camp Lawton, for example, likely indicates that the guards may
have had access to high quality cuts of meat—a luxury rarely enjoyed by the prisoners.
Although this does not strictly fall within the realm of medicine, ceramic dining ware
cannot be ruled as a way of understanding health-seeking behaviors of those at Camp
Lawton. Given that many of the health issues that plagued those at Camp Lawton were
related to diet, the kinds of foods that might have been eaten by prisoners and guards,
using ceramic vessels as proxies, are important to understanding health at the site.
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Figure 6.5 Clay Tobacco Pipe, Glasgow Stamp. Museums Victoria Collections.
https://collections.museumsvictoria.com.au/items/1609728

In addition to vessel forms, clay pipes are also crucial to understanding health and
medicine in the context of an American Civil War prison. By the mid-nineteenth century,
Glasgow had become the leader in the imported pipe industry and maker’s marks on pipes
from this period reflect this (Walker 1970, 22). The Bristol-based firm Ring also
dominated the market until roughly ten years before the American Civil War began.
Although some pipe bowls were decorative, plain bowls remained more common. These
items have the potential to reveal not only the extent of access to tobacco at American
Civil War prison sites such as Camp Lawton.
Metal artifacts are also important when considering access to materials related to
health and medicine. Some medicine bottles were, in fact, made of metal. Specifically, they
were often made of black-painted tin--a technique known as “Japanning,” were rectangular
in shape, and were topped with corks (Echols 2009c, 225). Much like the ceramic medicine
jars, these are significantly rarer than the glass bottles and most have not survived to the
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present day. As stated previously, while the presence of metal surgeon’s tools in the
prisoner or guard areas is unlikely, the presence of select utensils can tell archaeologists
about the differences in access to food between the two parties. Although the very first
medicine spoon was not patented until 1890 (Young 1890), spoons were still used to
administer medicine. According to a post-war account from H. M. Davidson, a Union
prisoner who worked as a surgical clerk at Andersonville, medicines that required smaller
doses (such as sulfuric or nitric acid) were administered on the same utensils used to
prepare food (Davidson 1865, 215). Additionally, items containing food and liquids, such
as canteens and ration tins, while not explicitly related to medicine, remain an important
element in the landscape of health in American Civil War contexts. Snuff boxes are also
important for understanding tobacco-related materials at Civil War prisons. These were
usually made of tin and were wrapped with a paper label. Finally, smaller items such as
tourniquet buckles are an important part of material culture given the proliferation of
wounds and subsequent infections at American Civil War prison sites.
As demonstrated, the material culture of health and medicine spans a wide range of
items and functions. In the case of this project, the materials studied include glass
containers, ceramic vessels and dishes, metal spoons, tourniquet buckles, metal food
vessels, and tobacco paraphernalia. As will be explained further in the coming section,
many of the items discussed do not appear in the Camp Lawton assemblage at all and thus,
could not be fully studied. Nevertheless, a comprehensive discussion of the material
culture of health and medicine during the American Civil War is useful for understanding
what kinds of artifacts might appear in an archaeological context.
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2. Artifact Analysis Methods
The analysis of health-related artifacts from Camp Lawton proceeded as follows. I
went through the official Camp Lawton Microsoft Excel inventory and selected materials
that would be chosen for photography and analysis. I then placed the materials and their
associated data into a new Excel document. This document was split into two different
worksheets: one dedicated to artifacts that came from the federally-owned area, which
encompasses what was the Union area, and one for artifacts from the state-owned land, the
Confederate area. The worksheets retained the same data that was documented in the
official Camp Lawton inventory, including: FS, Test Area, Test Unit/STP, depth, Easting,
Northing, count, weight, affiliation, artifact class, artifact type, material type, description,
portion, as well as any comments. Materials related to health and medicine that were
already analyzed by previous parties were then physically pulled from the collections for
further examination. Previously unanalyzed materials from the 2019 field season
underwent analysis: they were separated by type, color, and portion, counted and weighed,
and this new information was placed in the Camp Lawton inventory. Once this was done,
all materials related to health and medicine from these more recent field seasons were
pulled and placed with the other artifacts awaiting further analysis. The materials of
interested that were selected included the following: metal artifacts such as knives, UID
metal fragments (potential knife fragments), buckles, and equipment such as spoons,
ceramic fragments, glass fragments. The artifacts pulled also included materials that were
definitively considered to be materials from the 20th century. While these materials did not
become part of the final analysis for this project, they are important for the consideration of
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health landscape at Magnolia Spring State Park, and have potential to be used for future
research.
Once the selected artifacts were pulled, they were photographed using a Canon
Rebel T5i. The photographed artifacts and their related information were then used to
generate a photography log that would be used not only for assistance in analyzing artifacts
for this project, but to have on record for future research on the project. Each photograph
was assigned a unique number that was recorded in the log, in addition to the field
specimen (FS) number, a brief description of the item, and the area from which the
artifact(s) came. Photographs of select artifacts that are currently held in other locations,
such as the Magnolia Springs State Park Museum, were provided as the artifacts
themselves could not be accessed. After the artifacts were photographed, another sheet in
the same Microsoft Excel document was created for items that could definitively be
defined as American Civil War-related, as well at items that are most likely related to the
Civil War based on the surrounding context of artifacts—i.e. if the other artifacts in the FS
were definitively classified as Civil War artifacts. These selected artifacts were then placed
in two more separate sheets within that same document, titled “Union Area” and
“Confederate Area” for the respective artifact(s). In the end, “Union Area” sheet contained
artifacts exclusively from Area 1 while the “Confederate Area” sheet comprised of artifacts
from Areas 8 and 4.
After this was accomplished, another Excel document was created for the purposes
of artifact analysis. This document was divided into six separate sheets, each dedicated to
either the metal, ceramic, or glass from the Union or Confederate areas. Within this new
document, the total of the glass, ceramics, and metals found in each area was calculated for
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each area of the site. The glass artifacts were subsequently separated and counted by color,
portion, and shape. The ceramic artifacts were separated by type/glaze/color, portion, and
form. The metal was separated out by the material makeup and separated out by artifact
function. The totals of each were calculated with the goal of understanding the differences
in the number of artifacts on each side, as well as what kinds of artifacts were more
common. These totals, and the differences between them, presented an excellent picture of
access to these materials, the consumption choices individuals made (or what they were
forced to), and what these might say about the overall health of those at Camp Lawton.
The analysis of ceramic, glass, and metal as it pertains to a specific period or
context can be difficult, given that colors and material makeup can span several centuries.
The analysis used in this thesis is based on the methodology outlined by Olive Jones and
Catherine Sullivan in the Glass Glossary that they created on behalf of the Canadian Parks
service (1989). The methodology for this thesis was additionally based on the work of Bill
Lindsey and his contributions to the Society for Historical Archaeology, including his
Historical Glass Identification Website (2020; 2006). Thus, in choosing what material
would be worthy of analysis, fragments that were definitively stated as belonging to the
American Civil War, or artifacts that came from a specific context with high
concentrations of other Civil War artifacts were chosen. In the case of the glass artifacts,
the glass types that were the most ubiquitous during the American Civil War period: aqua,
dark/black olive, light olive, light green, and amber, were prioritized in analysis. Colorless
glass was also analyzed, however, it was primarily with the purpose of determining
whether they could definitively be classified as tableware. Only diagnostic fragments of
solarized/amethyst glass were analyzed, as this color of glass was not as common until the
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twentieth century. In terms of the portions represented, each fragment was classified as one
of the following fragments: “body,” “base, neck,” “finish,” “top/lid,” “corner,”
“finish/neck,” “corner/base,” “handle,” or “undetermined.” In terms of the shape, the glass
fragments were separated into the following categories “alcohol bottles” (i.e. liquor, wine,
or beer), “tableware,” “formal/patent medicine bottles,” “jar,” and “undetermined.”
Ceramic fragments at Camp Lawton were analyzed primarily with the intention of
determining if any of the fragments belonged to medicine vessels, such as containers or
mortars and pestles. Most of the diagnostic ceramic is classified as tableware and while
this is not pertinent to medicine specifically, it can offer further insight into the nature of
health and access to food within the context of the prison. The methods for ceramic
analysis were based on Ivor Noel Hume’s (1969) and Miller et al.’s (2000) classifications
of ceramic types, as well as taking into account ceramic types that were analyzed previous
to this thesis that were not included in their original methodology. When it came to vessel
form, the analysis was based on JS Otto’s methodology was discerning status differences
manifested in different vessel forms and shapes, as was done in his work on ceramics from
antebellum plantation sites (1977). The ceramic fragments were classified as the following
types: “refined earthenware, whiteware, plain,” “refined earthenware, whiteware,
decorated, hand-painted,” “refined earthenware, yellowware, plain,” “stoneware, saltglazed,” “stoneware, other,” “ironstone,” “refined earthenware, pearlware,” “British
Brown,” “clay,” or “other.” The forms were designated as the following categories:
“plate,” “bowl,” “pitcher,” “cup,” “medicine container,” “bottle (utilitarian),” “clay pipe,”
and “undetermined.”
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The metal artifacts were mostly diagnostic. Initially, all of the buckles present in
the Camp Lawton collection were briefly examined in order to determine if they might
have been medical in nature. This did not seem to be the case and the buckles seemed to be
primarily related to clothing and were left out of the final analysis. A similar process was
carried out for the diagnostic knives that were present in the collection. These knives were
largely related to dining or were pocketknives and thus, these were left out of the ultimate
analysis. Although primarily related to dining, spoons were counted as part of the analysis
as they were also used for medicinal purposes, as stated previously. The composite
materials that the analyzed artifacts were classified as were “tin,” “iron,” copper,” “silver,”
“composite metal,” “bronze,” and “brass.” The functional categories were “medical
knives,” “tourniquet buckles,” “syringes,” “tobacco tin/snuff box,” “spoons,” “cans,”
“canteens,” and “undetermined.”
Finally, it should be noted that none of the artifacts analyzed came from Areas 5
and 6 on the site. This is because while there is a wealth of material culture related to
health and medicine from Areas 5 and 6, including many fragments of glass bottles, the
vast majority of this material dates to the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) period.
Despite this, many of these fragments, as well as other artifacts that date to after American
Civil War have been photographed and included as part of the photography log. These
areas of the site, their associated artifacts, and the period to which they date are certainly
worthy of further research.
Summary
This section discussed the methods used for qualitative analysis of American
Civil War POW and guard accounts and the artifact analysis of Camp Lawton materials of
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health and medicine. In Chapter 8, a nuanced relationship between the historical and
archaeological records becomes apparent. The use of qualitative analysis and artifact
analysis in this project produced a wealth of data that presents a clearer picture of the
American Civil War prison experience.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS
Introduction
The following chapter will discuss the results of the analyses, the methods of
which were outlined in Chapter 6. This project utilized a qualitative analysis of American
Civil War prison accounts and the analysis of artifacts related to health and medicine from
Camp Lawton to produce a better understanding of access to these resources by prisoners
and prison staff. Through these analyses, as well as a synthesis of the historical and
archaeological records, the differences in access to materials related to health and medicine
at Camp Lawton become apparent.
Qualitative Analysis of American Civil War Prison Accounts
This section discusses the results of the qualitative analysis portion of the project.
As explained in Chapter 6, through two rounds of qualitative coding, I detected
organizational, substantive, and theoretical categories that emerged in the prison narratives.
Such an analysis can be used to build a robust framework through which health and
medicine at American Civil War prisons can be studied.
1. Organizational and Substantive Categories
The first round of coding, which utilized both organizational and substantive
coding, saw the emergence of several patterns. As stated previously, a set of organizational
categories was established prior to the first round of coding. These categories were:
“pain/discomfort,” “disease/ailment,” “death,” “prison economies,” “theft,” and “the use of
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health-related materials—including alcohol and tobacco.” Generally, the most common
organizational themes articulated in the accounts were, predictably, “disease/ailment” and
“death.” These are backed up by the official records of deaths at American Civil War
prisons, as well as the poor conditions that resulted in this disease and death. Closely tied
to the theme of disease was the common theme of “discomfort/pain,” where authors of the
accounts described the accompanying physical feelings that came with disease, ailment, or
poor conditions at the camp. This could range from the physical pain that came from
infections or starvation, to the discomfort of sleeping on the wet ground without proper
shelter. “Discomfort/pain” was also commonly linked to the weather, with exposure to
either the extreme heat or cold causing severe discomfort to those recording the accounts.
The “use of materials related to health and medicine” was another common theme, where
prisoners described the use of medicine (formal or vernacular), as well as alcohol or
tobacco. The least mentioned, but still common, organizational categories were those of
“prison economy” and “theft.” Descriptions of prisoner economies mainly referred to the
exchange of clothing, tobacco, alcohol, and food between guards, prisoners, and sutlers
who came into the prisons. The most common incidents of theft referred to either prisoners
stealing from one another or allegations of guards confiscating goods from prisoners.
Organizational categories did not differ significantly depending on the type of the
account, as well as whether the writer of the account was a Union or Confederate soldier.
The theme of “disease/ailment” is prevalent in all but one account, regardless of length,
type of account, or side of the war on which the writer stood. However, there are some
more significant differences. The overall less common theme of “theft” is not present at all
in the accounts from Confederate soldiers, one of which comes from a letter from a Camp
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Lawton guards, and the other two coming from prisoners in Johnson’s Island and Elmira—
a series of letters and a personal diary, respectively. The letters may be accounted for due
to the avoidance of the discussion of theft for the sake of the writer’s audience, although
the omission of what appears to be a constant theme in Union prisoner’s accounts from the
Elmira prisoner’s account is noteworthy.
Several substantive themes emerged with the first reading of the accounts. These
were “the desire for health-related materials—including alcohol and tobacco,” “complaints
about poor or insufficient rations/supplies,” “treatment of sick/interactions with health
professionals,” “intentional bodily harm by others or by oneself,” “complaints about
unsanitary conditions,” “discussion of physical appearance in relation to health,” “other
health-seeking behaviors,” and “ideas regarding science and medicine.” As stated
previously, these categories rose organically in the account writers’ articulations of their
health, their bodies, and their access to materials. Thus, these substantive categories offer a
more emic view of how these men understood and articulated the culture of health and
medicine that formed in internment contexts.
The two most prominent substantive themes were “complaints about poor or
insufficient rations/supplies” and “intentional bodily harm by others or by oneself.” The
theme of “complaints about poor or insufficient rations/supplies” is appropriate given the
systemic issues that made getting food, clothing, and shelter to prisons difficult. Accounts,
particularly by prisoners, are also known to emphasize the casual harm or downright
cruelty that they faced—both at the hands of prison guards and from more unsavory
characters within the prison walls. The maiming and killing of captives, according the
writers of the accounts, naturally had effects on the health and lives of the prisoners.
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Following this, the category “treatment of the sick/interactions with health professionals”
was fairly common, although it should be noted that two of the Union prisoners became
medical assistants in some manner during their tenures. This theme also did not appear in
the single letter written by a Confederate guard at Camp Lawton. This category focused on
instances where prisoners found themselves responsible for the care of those who were
sick within the prison, whether in a formal or informal capacity. This category helped to
uncover their interactions with health professionals, which often varied. Several prisoner
accounts describe medical staff as well-intentioned, but poorly-supplied and often unable
to help as much as they would have preferred. At their worst, medical staff at American
Civil War prisons were described as utterly careless or excessively cruel, with allegations
of forced vaccinations by Confederate doctors on Union prisoners as being particularly
heinous. In these instances, the “care of the sick/interactions with health professionals”
often overlapped with the “intentional bodily harm by others or by oneself” category.
Another common substantive category was that of “references to unsanitary
conditions,” although this category was not present at all in any of the Confederate
prisoner or guard accounts. The category of “references to unsanitary conditions” also
tended to overlap with the categories of “disease/ailment” and “discomfort/pain.”
“Appearances related to health” was yet another common theme that overlapped with
“disease/ailment” and “discomfort/pain.” This category was most common in the postwar
prisoner accounts, where the writers provided vivid details regarding how prison life and
disease eroded away at the appearances of those who experienced them. After this, the
theme of “health-seeking behaviors,” appeared in all but four accounts: one from the
Confederate guard letter, one from the Confederate prisoner letter, one from a Union
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prisoner diary, and one from a post-war Union prisoner account. These “other healthseeking behaviors” refer to behaviors that did not involve materials or methods related to
health and medicine, but still reflected attempts by prisoners to ease whatever ailments or
general suffering that was brought on by their unfortunate conditions. Such behaviors
included exercise, prayer, bathing, and making jokes—all of which were described as
helping those who practiced these activities feel better. The final substantive theme was
that of “ideas regarding science and medicine.” This theme appears primarily in post-war
accounts and appears to be a reflection on the part of the writer to make sense of their
experiences while they were interned. These ideas included how the unsanitary conditions
and lack of nutritious food contributed to disease, as well as musings on how forced
vaccinations were unethical and caused the vaccinated more harm than good.
The theme that was held in common among all of the accounts was that of
“complaints about rations/supplies,” regardless of side, rank, and or position as guard or
prisoners. The lack of food and proper shelter was particularly a problem at Camp Lawton,
despite its location in one of the wealthiest counties in Georgia at the time (McNutt and
Jones 2020, 5). That this appeared to be a problem for both guards and prisoners offers a
more nuanced view of how both parties perceived their access to food, shelter, and other
supplies. However, it is the differences in the substantive themes that are of note. The
theme of intentional bodily harm was featured heavily in all but two of the accounts: one
of which was the single letter of the Confederate guard, while the other was the series of
letters from the Confederate prisoner at Johnson’s Island to his wife. While the evidence is
based on a single letter, it appears that the guards did not suffer the level of intentional
harm that prisoners claimed to have suffered. As for the Confederate prisoner at Johnson’s
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Island, given that the letters were written to his wife, he may have tailored his experience
to suit his audience—sparing her any unpleasant details or harm that he or other prisoners
faced as to not worry her.
There are several other notable differences in the substantive themes that arose.
The theme of “treatment of the sick/interactions with health professionals,” for example,
did not appear in the one guard account at all. Just as with the theme of “intentional bodily
harm,” this may also be due to the dearth of guard accounts that have been made publicly
available. While it is possible that guards would have faced less health issues, meaning
they would have had less involvement in the care of each other and interactions with health
professionals, this seems unlikely given the prevalence of disease and malnutrition at
Camp Lawton and other American Civil War prisons. Interestingly, the “desire for health
and medicine-related materials theme” appeared less than the “complaints about
insufficient rations/supplies” theme, although the two did overlap occasionally. The lack of
food, shelter, and clothing clearly seemed to be a clearer and more immediate problem to
the writers than a lack of access to medicine, alcohol, and tobacco—as well as one that had
a more significant effect on their health. In fact, the frequency of the “use of health-related
materials” theme appears to indicate that access to these materials may not have been as
difficult as one might assume.
References to unsanitary conditions at American Civil War prisons were not
present in any of the three Confederate accounts and were not present in one Union
prisoner’s diary. Considering that these four accounts were written more contemporarily to
when the events recounted were occurring, this may have been due to a lack of reflection
on their conditions, or due to the length of the accounts. As stated previously, many post-
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war accounts also tended to emphasize or even exaggerate the suffering they experienced
at the prisons in order to compare their struggles to that of the battlefield. Nevertheless, the
theme of “references to unsanitary conditions tended to overlap with the theme of “ideas
regarding science and medicine.” Given that this theme almost exclusively appears in
postwar accounts, it appears that these musings on contemporary science and medicine by
the writers were the result of several years of reflection, accumulated knowledge, as well
as serving to fill the pages of accounts that were ultimately the length of a typical book.
Even so, through this theme, the writers showed an ability to draw logical connections with
the conditions that they found themselves in and the effects that these conditions had on
their bodies. Finally, the theme of “other health-seeking behaviors” shows up only in postwar Union prisoner accounts and the series of letters from the Confederate prisoner at
Johnson’s Island. While this may be due to the longer length of these accounts, this theme
reflects an active response by prisoners to maintain their health when their access to
medicine, tobacco, alcohol, food, and other supplies is either limited or impossible.
2. Theoretical Categories
During the second reading, the organizational and substantive categories that were
coded for in the first reading were applied within the larger theoretical frameworks that
were outlined in Chapter 2: structural violence, symbolic violence, biopower,
panopticonism, hegemonic masculinity, and the practice of agency. In order to do this, I
created a matrix in Microsoft Excel, where each column corresponded with one of the
previously discussed theoretical frameworks. The rows below corresponded with the
writers of each account and discussed how the emerging themes related to the theories that
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can be applied to the health, medicine, and interned bodies in the context of the American
Civil War.
As is expected, most of the themes were applied to the theoretical framework of
structural violence. This reflects an acute ability by the authors of these texts to draw
connections between their situations and the structural violence responsible for them.
“Discomfort/Pain,” “Disease/Ailment,” and “Death” were all fit well within the framework
of structural violence. These three issues all stem from the structural issues inherently tied
to their internment. These recurring themes were the direct result of conditions addressed
in other organizational and substantive categories that emerged—conditions that also
would not have been possible without the structural violence that created hem. The lack of
access to food and supplies specifically, is written about extensively in the prisoner
narratives, however, it takes up a significant portion of the lone Confederate guard’s
account as well. This guard, stationed at Camp Lawton, not only spoke about the
fluctuating level of available rations, but also claimed that he never received a package
containing foodstuffs from his family (Harris 1864). This appears to be a testament to how
the structure and bureaucracy of the American Civil War prison system harmed both prison
staff in addition to prisoners. The lack of sufficient food and supplies, unsanitary
conditions, poor medical care, and lack of easy access to medicine was the result of the
larger bureaucratic and carceral structures that made providing prisoners and prison staff
with adequate food, shelter, supplies, and medicine a relatively low priority.
The lack of access to resources also led to themes of both prisoners and guards
explicitly desiring health and medicine-related materials, including alcohol and tobacco.
Not having easy access to these items demonstrated a form of structural violence that once
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again, showed a low prioritization of the health and comfort of those at prisons. At the
same time, poor medical care was also tied to structural violence. While access to what
Union prisoners believed to be appropriate medicine and medical treatment were in short
supply, they were horrified by Confederate doctors’ practice of vaccinating them against
smallpox and viewed this as an act of outright violence (McElroy 1993, 109). Attempts to
rectify these issues were often punished, with the policing and restriction of prison
economies being yet another manner in which the prison structure enacted violence. These
recurring themes display how the policing and punishment of prisoner behaviors was
ultimately built into the structure of American Civil War prisons.
This structural violence also resulted in active harm from guards and other prisoners.
The particular emphasis on intentional harm from the guards in the form of killing or
maiming, confiscation or theft of goods from the prisoners, humiliation, and in one case,
racist treatment of the guards toward Black prisoners, reflects carceral structure’s mission
to dehumanize prisoners. One prisoner held at Libby prison alleged that one guard left his
beat solely to shoot a Union prisoner through a window (McElroy 1993, 90). In this way,
not only was it easier to cause them intentional harm, but it further solidified the
bureaucratic structures’ inability to prioritize the health and wellbeing of prisoners. The
narratives also indicate the use of intentional bodily harm by prison staff as punishment for
indiscretions such as theft, i. e. the practice of agency within a space of confinement.
Structural violence that created the conditions for disease, death, insufficient rations and
supplies, a lack of easy access to medicine, and intentional bodily harm also resulted in
changes to the bodily appearance of prisoners and guards as their health began to change.
The chronicling of their changing appearances reflects an articulation on the part of the
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writers for understanding how the conditions around them were affecting their health. The
presence of other health-seeking behaviors in the narratives also reflects what prisoners
often found themselves turning to in the face of the structural violence they faced, whether
it was prayer or exercise or bathing. Even methods of sleeping fell under “other healthseeking behaviors.” One such incident recounts prisoners switching the directions in which
they would spoon in order to keep warm during the night (McElroy 1993, 104). Indeed, the
organizational and substantive themes fit neatly in the framework of structural violence.
The organizational and substantive themes that emerged within the second readings
also fit well in the theoretical framework of symbolic violence. Symbolic violence refers to
the ways in which individuals who are having violence enacted upon them accept this
violence as natural and expected. Symbolic violence usually exists in conjunction with
structural violence. This is seen mostly clearly in the lumpenization of prisoners by both
the other prisoners and prison staff. As stated previously, “lumpen” is a term used by Marx
to describe a residual class of people who are so marginalized that they are left out of the
means of production. Lumpenization is when this marginalization of the lumpen is used to
justify violence against them. In the case of American Civil War prisons, this
lumpenization was evident in the writers’ criminalization of prisoners who participated in
aberrant or violent behavior. These behaviors largely concerned survival, where these
lumpen prisoners would steal or coerce goods from other prisoners, harm them, or even try
to escape. These prisoners were frequently described in the narratives as inhuman and cruel
to the point of caricature, indicating the increasing “othering” of those who did not
conform to the expected rules of the prison society (McElroy 1993, 112). These behaviors
were often met with punishment from prison staff in the form of physical discipline or
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even execution, which many of the writers of the accounts viewed as being justified. In
other instances, the prisoners themselves would assume responsibility for punishing these
lumpenized prisoners for any transgressive behaviors. Despite writers’ decrying of the
prison staff’s alleged cruelty, these prisoners still viewed any punishing actions against
what they saw as inappropriate behavior as both justified and natural.
Foucault’s idea of biopower also encompasses several of the organizational and
substantive themes that emerged in the narratives. Biopower refers to how individual
bodies and populations are subject to governance that demands self-discipline and the
incorporation into complex structures. In studying the accounts, biopower is manifested
primarily in the ways that prisoners were incorporated into the management of activities of
the prison. One recurring substantive theme that fits into the framework of biopower is the
way that prisoners often became responsible for the treatment of the sick among them.
Prisoners were often made to transfer the sick between the hospital and stockade, as well as
moving them onto trains that would take them between prisons (Ames 1969, 2). In other
instances, prisoners found themselves performing more explicit health-seeking behaviors
in order to care for their suffering comrades. Such behaviors included helping other
prisoners de-louse their clothing by holding it close to a fire (McElroy 1993, 166). In more
formalized cases, some prisoners were recruited to become medical assistants and thus,
played a larger role in the treatment of the sick within the context of the prison (Davidson
1965, 77). Biopower was also present in the treatment of the dead, where prisoners also
became part of moving and burying their comrades who had passed (Ferris 2008). The
incorporation of the prisoners is a feature of the prison structure, where their bodies and
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labor can be used to maximize efficiency and thus, meant that fewer resources needed to be
spent on ensuring maximum health and safety of the prisoners and prison staff.
An additional substantive theme that manifests as biopower is that of intentional bodily
harm, specifically, the way that intentional bodily harm was perpetuated by prisoners in
order to police and punish the behavior of other prisoners. As stated previously, prisoners
who engaged in aberrant or criminal behavior as defined by the writers were frequently
othered. Many prisoners wrote that guards made very few attempts to promote order
beyond harming them if they ventured too close to the deadline or made escape attempts
(McElroy 1993, 223). Thus, many prisoners sought to quell these deviant behaviors by
themselves. In the case of Andersonville, a group of prisoners that came to be known as
“The Raiders” terrorized their fellow prisoners through theft and even murder. Eventually,
the other prisoners formed an internal police force known as the “Regulators” that
eventually subdued the “Raiders.” They were tried by a jury within the prison and
subjected to a number of physical punishments such as spanking and hanging by the
thumbs (McElroy 1993, 256). Their leaders were eventually put to death by hanging. In
other cases, prisoners were often made to participate in the policing and punishment of
other prisoners lest they be denied access to resources. One prisoner from Andersonville
alleged in his diary that when a part of the deadline had been torn down during the night,
prisoners were threatened by staff with cut rations unless they could produce the culprit
(Ames 1969, 13). As with the incorporation of prisoners into the care of the sick and dead,
the incorporation of the prisoners into the policing and punishing of each other was built
into the structure of American Civil War prisons and allowed for fewer resources to be
spent on ensuring that they functioned as they were intended.
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In continuing with Foucault’s theoretical frameworks, panopticonism can also be
applied to the American Civil War prison accounts. As was explained, panopticonism is a
feature of an institution where the manner of surveillance leads those within the institution
to not be fully sure that they are being watched. This, therefore, encourages inhabitants to
surveil themselves. Like biopower, this is built into the very structure of an institution and
maximizes the efficiency of an institution. This panopticonism is encapsulated in several of
the organizational and substantive themes present in the texts. It emerges clearly in the
surveillance of prisoner behavior by the guards, an act which often intersected with the
theme of intentional bodily harm done carried out against the prisoners by the prison staff.
In fact, the very structure of the prisons themselves made this panoptic manner of
surveillance an inherent feature. With Camp Lawton and Andersonville, especially, the
stockade walls were high and guards were placed in sentry boxes throughout the top of the
walls. In this way, prisoners could never fully be sure if they were being watched.
However, if the prisoner accounts are any indication, it would appear that they were being
closely surveilled and would be punished even for accidental transgressions, such as
wandering too close to the deadline. Likewise, the panopticonism of the prison structures
was also revealed with the policing and punishing of prisoners by other prisoners. The
substantive theme of intentional bodily harm fit well within this framework. As was stated
above, this was most explicit at Andersonville, where an internal police force became
responsible for carrying out what was perceived as justice within the prison, including
corporal punishment and execution (Davidson 1965, 176). This reveals the panoptic nature
of punishment for aberrant behavior within prisons, where the guards’ ability to see within
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the prison and the prisoners’ ability to govern, police, and punish themselves allowed these
carceral institutions to function.
Panopticonism also makes itself known in other themes that emerged in the narratives.
Medical care and the treatment of the sick had a panoptic nature to it. At the Danville
Prison in Virginia, for example, prison stewards were sent to each cell to examine for sick
prisoners, make a list of the sick, and separate them from the healthy (Davidson 1965, 81).
The alleged confiscation and restriction of outside goods also indicated a panoptic desire to
police prisoner behavior and access to necessary or comforting resources. At Camp
Lawton and Danville, prisoners claimed that their express boxes would frequently be
searched by the guards, and that the guards would often steal their contents (Davidson
1865, 178). This policing of prisoner behavior and bodily practices while also apparently
confiscating goods that might improve their health and comfort once again reveals the
panoptic nature of the prison. It displays a way to maximize the efficiency of the prison
system by making the most use of already limited resources, all while ensuring that the
institution is functioning to punish and limit the behavior of the interned.
Several of the organizational themes also fit into the framework of hegemonic
masculinity. In Chapter 2, the concept of hegemonic masculinity was defined by Raewynn
Connell as a societal tool for identifying the attitudes, behaviors, and practices that
perpetuate gender inequality primarily against women, as well as against other groups of
men on the basis of class, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, transgender identity, and/or
carceral status. The framework of hegemonic masculinity makes itself known in several of
the organizational and substantive themes, as hegemonic masculinity encompassed the
ways that the writers of the accounts related to their bodies, the bodies of others, and their
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ability to access resources. One of the ways that hegemonic masculinity was manifested in
the prisoner accounts was the frequent comparisons of their struggles in prisons to battle—
particularly as it related to the substantive category of intentional bodily harm. While this
naturally included physical punishments inflicted by the prison staff, it also included
accounts of prisoners themselves taking action against them—especially violent action. In
one instance, the writer alleges that prisoners captured a guard and tied him to a tree while
they made what was eventually an unsuccessful escape (McElroy 1993, 181). This further
confirms the idea that prisoner accounts, especially post-war accounts, often emphasized
specific details of their captivity that made it appear as an ordeal on par with suffering on
the battlefield. This reflected a need on the part of the writers to maintain a sense of
hegemonic masculinity that rendered their experiences meaningful in a society that
considered participating in battle a manly rite of passage—and allowed them to feel
superior to what they perceived as barbaric prison staff.
Hegemonic masculinity in the narratives also made itself known in the ways in which
the writers viewed themselves in relation to the prison staff on the basis of allegiance, and
in some cases, origin and race. The accounts from Northern prisoners maintained a
distinctly Yankee sense of masculinity, emphasizing their own cleverness and bravery in
the face of intentional bodily harm and structural harm that was brought upon them.
Several of the escape attempts, harm against prison staff, and even theft or smuggling were
all cited as evidence and the intelligence and intrepidness of Northern soldiers. One
prisoner alleged upon his entrance into the Libby Prison that it was “Yankee ingenuity”
that allowed him to smuggle his own journal into the complex in the face of “Rebel
cupidity” (Glazier 1869, 42-43). This cleverness could arguably also be seen in the
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frequent musings on scientific and medical processes that surfaced in several of the
accounts from Northerners (McElroy 1993, 183, Davidson 1865, 204). This cleverness and
bravery were frequently compared to the Confederate prison staff, who were regularly
depicted as uneducated, boorish, greedy, and cartoonishly violent. In one Northern
narrative it is articulated how the Yankee and Rebel forms of hegemonic masculinity
clashed with one another to cause harm, particularly how the behavior of Confederate
prison staff was perceived as a direct attack on Northern masculinity. One such case
involved Union prisoners at Camp Davidson, in Savannah asking a Confederate officer if
they could bury a recently deceased captain who had been among them. This request was
allegedly met with refusal and mockery from the Confederate officer, who apparently
stated that he was “nothing but a damned Yankee, deserving to be buried like a dog”
(Glazier 1869, 139). This case reveals that Union prisoners perceived that even the dead
among them could not go without having their manhood and humanity challenged by
Confederate forces within the prison system.
Hegemonic masculinity made itself known in the Confederate narratives as well.
Southern masculinity was often marked by having a sense of honor and chivalry. This is
especially poignant in the series of letters from the Confederate prisoner held at Johnson’s
Island, where he minimized and/or denied both his suffering and the conditions he faced at
the prison (Makely 1863). His motivation was likely maintaining a brave face for his
family, as well as shielding his wife from any horrors he faced as to not offend the delicate
sensibilities that were associated with upper or middle class white womanhood during the
nineteenth century. In Confederate narratives, hegemonic masculinity also made itself
known at the intersection of intentional harm by bodily staff and white, hegemonic
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manhood. In the diary from the Confederate prisoner who was held at Point Lookout, he
recounts his chagrin at being guarded by Black troops, whom he described as “devils” and
as being excessively cruel and violent—going so far as to kill a prisoner who accidentally
stepped over the deadline (Leon 1864). This particular account is made even more
noteworthy given that it came from that of a Jewish-German immigrant. Even with his
background, this prisoner seemed to understand and internalize that whiteness was as
central to Southern hegemonic masculinity as chivalry and honor.
It should also be noted that while the accounts from Northern prisoners do contain their
fair share of racist musings, only one of these narratives contains the same kind of racism
leveled at others at the prison. One prisoner held at Andersonville wrote disdainfully of the
“N’Yaarkers” who apparently made up the majority of the Raiders, whose uncouth and
violent ways the writer attributed to their largely Irish heritage (McElroy 1993, 110-111).
During the nineteenth century, the Irish people was thought to be a racial “hybrid” that
placed them outside the scope of whiteness (Strings 2019, 3). Between colonization of
their lands by England and nativist sentiments in the United States, the Irish became the
targets of racial scapegoating and the epitome of all the moral ills posed by large urban
centers. These nativist feelings are manifested in this one account of the Raiders, where
their supposedly inferior heritage was determined to be part of the reason they inflicted
violence and pain on other prisoners—while affirming the superior manhood of nativeborn Americans. As stated above, while there are plenty of racist and xenophobic remarks
in the other accounts studied, none of these others relate directly to their prison experience
and apparent suffering at the hands of the prison system and those who worked within it
(likely because none of the Northern accounts contain evidence of there being Black prison
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staff). Nevertheless, such accounts reveal how whiteness, in addition to honor, chivalry,
cleverness, and courage under fire, remained an integral part of hegemonic masculine
identity in the face of being harmed by the American Civil War prison system.
Hegemonic masculinity is further manifested in more direct bodily practices and
consumption habits at American Civil War prisons. Only one account associated
masculinity with appearance as it is related to health. One prisoner at Andersonville
describes another prisoner’s muscular and seemingly healthy body in detail, connecting his
physical appearance with both determination and violence against other prisoners
(McElroy 1993, 253). Indeed, the consumption of materials such as alcohol and tobacco as
is documented in the accounts appears to be far more illuminating in terms of their
connection to hegemonic masculinity. The guard from Camp Lawton, for example,
emphasized in the letter to his family his frequent tobacco use and even jokingly attributed
his recent weight gain to it (Harris 1864). The consumption of tobacco by Confederate
guards as chronicled in Union accounts can be interpreted as the maintenance of
hegemonic masculinity over their prisoners by displaying the comparatively easy access to
goods that many prisoners did not have. One such account even chronicles how
Confederate guards would spit their chewed tobacco on the prisoners, intending to mock
and humiliate them (McElroy 1993, 85). The consumption of tobacco was considered to be
a largely masculine habit in the nineteenth century. Masculine imagery was often evoked
in advertising as it was assumed that men would be the primary consumers (Hunt et al.
2004, 240). Women who did smoke were viewed as social pariahs, such as poor women,
women of color, and sex workers—all who fell outside the dominant ideal of delicate,
moral, upper-middle class, white womanhood. Therefore, this specific use of tobacco can
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be seen as an exercise of Southern hegemonic masculinity that was used to render the
Northern prisoners they guarded as subhuman. The use of tobacco among prisoners could
also be considered a way of maintaining hegemonic masculinity. One Union prisoner held
at Belle Island described purchasing tobacco from the Confederate guards (Ferris 2008, 6).
Tobacco products were also permitted within the prison walls by both the Union and
Confederacy, which meant that theoretically, prisoners could have access to tobacco
through packages that were sent to them as well as sutlers that operated stores throughout
the prison camps. While seemingly insignificant, tobacco use among prisoners and guards
appeared to allow them to maintain a sense of hegemonic masculinity that aligned with the
gendered customs surrounding tobacco at the time.
The consumption of alcohol also intersected with the framework of hegemonic
masculinity. One diary from a Union prisoner at Andersonville claimed that barrels were
issued to prisoners to make corn beer meant to combat scurvy (Ames 1969, 16). Another
post-war account from an Andersonville inmate claims that the ever-fearsome Raiders
smuggled a whiskey made of sorghum into the prison (McElroy 1993, 230). The
Confederate prisoner being held at Johnson’s Island specifically requested Hosteters bitters
and berry wine in two separate letters (Makely 1864). It is also worth noting that the
accounts from prisoners examined do not contain incidents of alcohol use among the
guards. In addition, the lone guard account from Camp Lawton also does not mention any
use of alcohol among the guards. While seemingly insignificant at first blush, these uses of
alcohol can be seen as a reproduction of the life outside of prison where men made the
consumption of alcohol an important part of public life. Gender has often played a large
role in alcohol throughout history, where masculinity has often been defined by men’s
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ability to drink around other men in public spaces—even when the production of alcohol
was the responsibility of women (Dietler 2006, 236). The same is true for the midnineteenth century, where men dominated the public sphere while women were confined to
the domestic sphere. Therefore, what alcohol consumption took place among prisoners in
these accounts can be interpreted as a construction of hegemonic masculinity within a
space where they themselves were confined to a prison, similarly to women being confined
to private spaces.
Hegemonic masculinity is tied closely to the final theoretical category, which is
that of the practice of agency. Agency exists in the midst of the other theoretical
frameworks of structural violence, symbolic violence, biopower, the panopticon, and
hegemonic masculinity. It can also be a direct response to the conditions posed by these
frameworks, as well as a direct performance of them. Nevertheless, the writers of the
accounts express their agency in a host of different ways that are reflected in the
organizational and substantive categories. For example, aberrant or criminal behaviors,
such as theft or physical violence by prisoners falls under the umbrella of agency. The
Andersonville Raiders used theft and physical violence to gather resources that were scarce
within the prison (McElroy 1993, 173). This kind of theft and violence as agency could
even be seen as an attack on the agency of others, such as the theft of other men’s
blankets—an act one Northern prisoner described as akin to murder (Ferris 2008, 8).
Another, more acceptable, form of the practice of agency proved to be the prison economy.
One Union soldier recounted prisoners trading stolen salt and sugar with guards in
exchange for tobacco (Davidson 1965, 59). This same prisoner, held later at Andersonville,
also described the manufacture and sale of sour beer by prisoners that became an important
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good in the prison economy (Davidson 1965, 162). Unfortunately, the one guard account
from Camp Lawton does not mention any participation in the prison economy. Still, the
economy not only allowed for the potential accumulation of wealth and power within the
prison complex on the part of staff and prisoners, but also potentially allowed them access
to items related to health and medicine—the uses of which also reflect the practice of
agency.
The use of tobacco as a practice of agency is documented in accounts from both
the Confederate and Union sides. The guard from Camp Lawton spoke extensively of his
tobacco use and implied that it often served as a substitute for the ever-worsening rations at
the prison (Harris 1864). As evidenced above, the prison economy also made tobacco use
among the prisoners possible. One account from a Union prisoner held at Andersonville
even alleges that tobacco was the cheapest and common good on the prison market
(Davidson 1965, 159). This reflects a practice of agency through the use of tobacco, as it
displays an attempt to relieve hunger and boredom in a place with scant resources and
forms of entertainment. The use of alcohol among prisoners also functioned as a practice
of agency. The manufacture of beer at Andersonville was used not only to trade, but to
alleviate the effects of scurvy. This reflects an attempt on the part of the prisoners to
participate in health-seeking behaviors in a context where medicine, food, and other
supplies was scarce. There is also some evidence that alcohol served as an escape from
prison life. The Confederate prisoner held at Johnson’s Island vocalized a desire for his
wife to send berry wine, likely reminiscent of his life outside the prison (Makely 1864).
The Andersonville Raiders also managed to obtain whiskey, although given that the
surviving narratives are not particularly sympathetic to the Raiders, their reasons for
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alcohol use remain more elusive. Still, these incidents lay bare how central alcohol and
tobacco were to exercise of agency at American Civil War prisons.
The use of medicine also functioned as a practice of agency. There is at one
account of a prisoner at Libby procuring medicine via the prison economy, although he did
not state what kind of medicine it was (Ferris 2008, 9). While there are references to the
use of formal medicines such as quinine, “chlorate of potassium,” acetic gum camphor,
salts, oil, and fly blister, these more formal medicines did not appear in contexts where the
soldiers or prison staff were practicing agency (Davidson 1965, 202). Rather, they were
almost exclusively used in a hospital context, where they were being administered by
medical staff at the prisons. Meanwhile, the use of patent or vernacular medicines in the
narratives appeared to be more closely related to the practice of agency. The Confederate
prisoner at Johnson’s Island, for example, expressed a desire for his wife to send
Hostetter’s Bitters, a kind of alcoholic patent medicine that claimed to cure a variety of
ailments. Many of the accounts also reflect a consideration of food as part of the medicine.
One diary from a Northern prisoner at Libby Prison chronicles his use of pickles from a
Sanitary Commission package to alleviate his scurvy, even as he sat in a Confederate
hospital (Glazier 1869, 52). This same writer, while imprisoned at Camp Oglethorpe, also
described chewing white bark to relieve his diarrhea (Glazier 1869, 128). The practice of
other health-seeking behaviors also manifests as a form of agency. Such behaviors
included bathing, praying, laying clothes near heat to stave off insects, and huddling close
to others to maintain warmth in the colder months. The accounts seem to indicate that the
pursuit of agency was most evident using materials and practices that were unrelated to
those sanctioned by the institutions of the prison system and the orthodox medical world.
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These other health-seeking behaviors, as well as the use of patent and vernacular
medicines, indicates a practice of agency in the context of confinement with limited
resources to achieve health. Indeed, the organizational and substantive themes that
emerged in the narratives, as well as the theoretical frameworks in which they were
contextualized, paint a clearer and more complete picture of the nature of health and
medicine at American Civil War prisons.
Artifact Analysis
The second portion of this project focused on the analysis of artifacts from both the
Union and Confederate areas of Camp Lawton. The analysis of the artifacts involved
obtaining a total of the artifacts in either area, including the colors, material types, portions,
and functions. The following section will provide the results of the artifact analysis of the
items found at Camp Lawton. The artifacts that were designated as being part of the Union
presence at Camp Lawton came from Area 1, the area of the site where the stockade was
determined to be. Most of the artifacts from Confederate areas are from Area 8, which is
has shown overwhelming evidence of the Confederate presence at Camp Lawton. Three of
the artifacts from the Confederate areas came from Area 4, an area that is thought to have
been close to the railroad depot that once stood by the prison complex. There are a total of
7,631 individual artifacts represented across 663 field specimens collected from Area 1. Of
these, the total amount of artifacts determined to be related to health and medicine in the
Union area was 53, making health and medicine related artifacts 0.7% of the artifacts from
the Area 1 assemblage. Meanwhile, there are 1,487 individual artifacts across 301 field
specimens from Area 8. There are also 256 individual artifacts among the 92 field
specimens in the Area 4 assemblage. Yet, the total of health and medicine-related artifacts
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in Areas 8 and 4 was 299, making health and medicine-related artifacts roughly 17% of the
Confederate assemblage. As chronicled in Chapter 4, not only was more field work carried
out in Area 1, but these investigations uncovered more material culture in general from the
prisoner area. Despite this, there is a significantly higher volume of artifacts specifically
related to health and medicine already in Areas 8 and 4. This seems to indicate greater
access to goods related to health and medicine on the part of the Confederate prison staff.
The differences in the nature of access to these materials between the prisoners and guards
will be detailed in the following sections.
1. Union Area/Area 1
This section will explore further the artifacts of health and medicine from Area 1, or
the Union area, further in depth. There were a total of 19 health and medicine-related metal
artifacts in Area; eighteen of which were made of iron and two of which were made of
bronze. None of these metal artifacts were specifically doctors’ tools, such as medical
knives or syringes. This is to be expected, as the hospitals at Camp Lawton lay outside of
the stockade. One of these metal artifacts was a bronze Julius Tienckin tourniquet buckle.
This artifact is not only diagnostic, but also remarkably retains some of the fabric that the
buckle would have held in place. This remains the only definitive item within the stockade
that can truly be tied to evidence of medical treatment among the prisoners of Camp
Lawton.
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Figure 7.1 Julius Tienckin Tourniquet Buckle from the POW Area of Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton Archaeological
Project.

Other metal artifacts more peripherally related to health and medicine were one ration
tin fragment and two canteen fragments. While these are not related to health and
medicine, these two different items still would have served an important role in the health
landscape of Camp Lawton. While the water at the prison was generally cleaner and more
accessible at Camp Lawton than at prisons such as Andersonville, the apparently routine
lack of food remained a problem for those at the prison. The presence of ration tins in the
prison area could have meant the difference between life and death for many prisoners.
The remaining 15 artifacts are iron and metal spoons. Spoons were used not only for food,
but to administer medicine as well, thus also rendering them an important part of the health
landscape among those at Camp Lawton.
Several ceramic fragments were found in Area of 1 at Camp Lawton.
Appropriately, the majority of the ceramic fragments were undecorated white refined
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earthenware, or whiteware, with a total of ten whiteware fragments found in the Unionoccupied area. Given that whiteware was a relatively inexpensive and common type of
ceramic, it is unsurprising that this was the case in the stockade area of the prison complex.
Of the whiteware, two of the fragments were body fragments, two were base fragments,
and 6 were rim fragments. Seven of these whiteware fragments were definitively classified
as plates, while one was determined to be from a cup. Two whiteware fragments were
classified as undetermined as they were not diagnostic enough to be definitively labeled as
a specific type of dish or vessel form. None of the whiteware fragments found in the
stockade area were bowls, pitchers, medicine containers, or utilitarian bottles. One
fragment of hand-painted whiteware was also present in the stockade area. This lone base
fragment was determined to have been to have belonged to a plate. Additionally, one rim
fragment of yellow refined earthenware (yellowware) was found in the stockade area and
was classified as having been part of a bowl.
The types of ceramics found in the Union area were not limited to earthenware.
Two fragments of salt-glazed stoneware, one brown body fragment and one olive base
fragment came from the Area 1. Both were determined to be fragments of utilitarian
bottles, likely used for the storage of alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverages. Finally, the
most diagnostic ceramic artifact from Area 1 came in the form of one clay pipe stem, with
the bowl partially fashioned out of a bullet. The word “Glasgow” is stamped on the pipe
stem, as is “Davidson”—which is the maker’s mark of the firm where it was manufactured.
Davidson was one of the several Scottish firms that dominated the pipe-manufacturing
market during the nineteenth century. The presence of this pipe reveals that there was some
level of tobacco use among the prisoners of Camp Lawton.
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Figure 7.2 Improvised Pipe from the POW Area of Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

The low amount of bowls may seem surprising at first, as much of the food the men
describe eating tends to consist of softened beans or peas. However, the frequency of plates
and the lack of bowls or other dishes present might speak more to the standardization of
and the lack of variety in the diets of Camp Lawton’s prisoners. Moreover, the absence of
ceramic medicine bottles seems to be reflective of the rarity of bottles made from such
material. While ceramic medicine bottles, often made of porcelain, were a part of medical
kits during the American Civil War (Dammann 1983, 63), very few of them have survived
to the present day. Moreover, utilitarian or storage bottles were primarily made of
stoneware, which is reflected by the two bottle fragments present in the assemblage
(Aultman et al. 2014, 11). The more uncommon ceramic (the yellowware and hand-painted
whiteware) in the Union assemblage may be a reflection of personal items, perhaps from
packages delivered to prisoners by their families. While there is room for the stockade area
to be further explored, the ceramics left behind give good insight into what kinds of
materials were accessible to the prisoners of Camp Lawton.
The glass artifacts in the Union area also offer insight into what items related to
health and medicine that the prisoners might have used. At a total of 19 fragments, the
glass fragments made up the majority of the artifacts found in the Union area that were
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selected for this study. Of these, amber/brown glass fragments made up the majority of
these fragments, with a total of nine. These amber fragments were all classified as body
fragments, although only two of them were diagnostic enough to be classified as alcohol
bottle forms based on their width. The remaining seven of the amber/brown fragments
were classified as “undetermined.” There was also a surprisingly high amount of colorless
glass in the Union area, with a total of six fragments. While five of these were determined
to be body fragments, one was too small to be identified in terms of what portion of the
vessel it might have been. While it should be noted that colorless glass was relatively
uncommon in medicine and alcohol bottles during the nineteenth century, it was
commonly used in tableware. Even so, none of the colorless glass fragments were
diagnostic enough to explain what function they might have served, and thus, were
declared “undetermined.”

Figure 7.3 Rum bottle fragment from the POW area of Camp Lawton.
Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

The olive glass was split into two types: dark olive and light olive. There was a
total of two black olive fragments and two light olive fragments. All four of these
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fragments were body fragments. Both of the dark olive fragments were determined to be
from alcohol bottles. One of these fragments was determined as a rum bottle during an
analysis that took place before this project. Dark olive was primarily used for the storage of
beer, wine, and liquor as the dark color was believed to protect the quality of the alcoholic
contents (“Bottle/Glass Colors” 2020). Dark olive was rarely used for medicinal items or
for food storage. Therefore, the likelihood that these two fragments belonged to beer, wine,
or liquor bottles is high. The two light olive body fragments were not diagnostic enough
for their functions to be clearly determined and for that reason, were declared undiagnostic.
No amethyst/solarized diagnostic fragments were counted in the assemblage from
the Union area. This was to be expected as amethyst/solarized glass was rather uncommon
in vessels until decades later. There were no light green glass fragments counted from the
Union area either. Interestingly, aqua glass was not present at all in the stockade area. This
is surprising largely because aqua was one of the most common colors for glass throughout
the nineteenth century. Aqua glass was largely used for medicinal bottles, jars, and
soda/mineral water (“Bottle/Glass Colors” 2020). While further research in Area 1 can and
should be done, the current absence of aqua glass vessels that might have held medicine or
bitters may well be reflective of the difficulties prisoners had accessing such items. This is
especially interesting given the apparent presence of either beer, wine, or liquor bottles as
shown by the dark olive fragments—indicating that access to these goods on the part of the
prisoners might have been easier than access to either formal or patent medicines. Beer,
wine, or liquor bottles may have been traded, stolen, or sent to soldiers in the form of
personal packages. Indeed, the artifacts left behind do offer some insight into what
materials of health and medicine the prisoners of Camp Lawton were able to access.
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2. The Confederate Area/Areas 8 and 4
This section will outline the artifacts related to health and medicine that were found in
Areas 8 and 4, otherwise known as the Confederate habitation area. There were total of 17
health and medicine-related metal artifacts found in Area 8. The majority of the artifacts
were made of tin, with a total of 16 specimens. Two of these tin fragments were
determined to be part of a can. The remaining 14 were officially declared undetermined,
although they may have once been part of a ration tin. The one iron fragment in the
assemblage that was determined to related to health and medicine was also a can fragment.
While these items are more peripherally related to health and medicine, they are important
for understanding the culture of health among the Confederate guards at Camp Lawton. As
demonstrated in McNutt and Jones’s study of nails at Camp Lawton, there seems to be
reasonable evidence that Confederate guards were better supplied as far as rations went
when compared to prisoners, as many of the nails found in the Confederate area were
associated with ration crates and boxes (McNutt and Jones 2020, 23). Therefore the
presence of these artifacts is important for understanding the landscape of health among
the Confederate presence at Camp Lawton.
The ceramics present in the Confederate area can also illuminate our understanding of
health among the guards and officers at Camp Lawton. There were a total of 60 ceramic
fragments found in the Confederate area, with the vast majority of fragments being white
refined earthenware (whiteware) with 50 fragments. Among the whiteware, there were 29
body fragments, five base fragments, 13 rim fragments, one combined body and base
fragment, one combined rim, base, and body fragment, and one fragment that was too
small and undiagnostic to be identified. In terms of function, there were 21 plate fragments
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altogether. While 17 of these fragments appeared to come from regular dining plates, 4 of
these fragments were apparently from soup plates—indicating a potentially more varied
diet among the Confederates of Camp Lawton. Strengthening the likelihood of a more
varied diet among the Confederate guards and officers is the presence of 10 bowl
fragments and 3 cup fragments. The remaining 16 whiteware fragments were not
diagnostic enough to be classified as a specific kind of vessel and their forms are
undetermined. Even with these undetermined fragments, the variation in whiteware
ceramics seems indicates access to a wider array of food by the Confederate guards and
officers at Camp Lawton.

Figure 7.4 Whiteware soup plate rim from the Confederate guard area of Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton Archaeological
Project.

In addition to whiteware, ironstone ceramic was also represented among the
Confederate assemblage, with a total of five fragments. Three of these were body
fragments, while the remaining two were rim fragments. All of the ironstone fragments
were determined to have belonged to plates. Ironstone was fairly common utilitarian
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ceramic with an often thick, white paste. Even so, the relative amount of fragments
demonstrates a greater variety of dining plates on the part of the Confederates.
Additionally, one fragment of British Brown ceramic was found in the Confederate area,
however, this fragment was declared undetermined in terms of function. While it is
officially declared as “undetermined,” it should be noted that British Brown ceramic is
most commonly associated with the Brown Betty teapot, which peaked in popularity
during the nineteenth century (Ambler 2019). Its presence may imply that members of the
Confederate staff might have enjoyed tea during their stay at Lawton—a welcome comfort
during the presumably cooler autumn months. Also present was one fragment of
pearlware. Although it was a body fragment, it was undiagnostic enough for its function to
be designated as “undetermined.” The presence of pearlware, a kind of refined earthenware
with a blue tinted glaze is notable, as it generally fell out of style by the 1840s (“Pearlware,
Plain” 2021). This may indicate the possession by members of the Confederate staff of
more vintage ceramics. The Confederate assemblage additionally included one ceramic
pipe bowl fragment, indicating some tobacco usage among the prison staff as well.
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Figure 7.5 Eglinton jug fragment from the Confederate Area of Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

Finally, the Confederate assemblage featured two fragments of blue-grey drabware,
originating from what is known as an Eglinton jug. The Eglinton jug was created by
William Ridgeway, Son, & Co. to commemorate a medieval tournament reenactment held
by Lord Eglinton in Ayshire, Scotland (McNutt 2018, 28). The presence of such an item in
the Confederate area speaks to the high status of the officers who inhabited the area. While
this particular vessel was primarily commemorative in nature, as opposed to health or
medicine-related, this item also might be reflective of the nature of access to a variety of
dishes and high-status personal items by the Confederate staff. This is shown by the sheer
volume and variation in ceramics. There is variation in ceramic type among the Union
assemblage, however, there appears to be a greater variety in specific function among the
Confederate ceramics, given the different kinds of dining ware, as well as personal items
such as the Eglinton jug. It should also be noted that there were no ceramic medicine
bottles present in the Confederate assemblage, nor were there utilitarian bottles or clay
pipes represented. The absence of ceramic medicine bottles may also be merely be
indicative of how rare these bottles were. The lack of utilitarian or alcohol stoneware
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bottles does not necessarily mean that they were not used by the Confederate staff, but
their absence might mean that they may have had relatively easy access to other kinds of
alcohol.
Confederate access to alcohol at Camp Lawton can thus be illuminated by
examining the glass fragments in Area 8. There were a total of 222 glass fragments found
in the Confederate Area. The majority of these were aqua glass fragments, with a total of
105. Among the aqua glass, there were 70 body fragments, one base fragment, one neck
fragment, two finish fragments, 21 corner fragments, four combined finish/neck fragments,
one combined corner/base fragment, and one fragment that was too small and undiagnostic
to be determined in terms of portion. While 68 of these fragments were not diagnostic
enough to have their shapes determined, the remaining 33 fragments were classified as
having come from either formal or patent medicine bottles. This is due to the large number
of corner fragments, as well as a body fragment that had “FFAL…N.Y embossed on it.
This is notable as New York remained an important center for manufacturing medicine
during the American Civil War (“Medicinal/Chemical/Druggist Bottles” 2021), as well as
the fact that the Union had been maintaining a blockade on Confederate states throughout
the conflict. The amount of aqua glass is unsurprising given that it was one of the most
common colors of glass used in the nineteenth century. As stated previously, aqua glass
was most commonly used for medicine bottles and bottles. While the majority of the aqua
glass fragments were not diagnostic enough to be identified, the sheer volume of aqua
glass, as well as the 33 diagnostic fragments seem to suggest that access to formal or patent
medicines (or even jars of food or mineral water) were relatively accessible on the part of
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the Confederate staff. Other types of glass present in the Confederate area seem to imply
this as well.

Figure 7.6 Aqua bottle glass fragment, embossed: "...FFAL…N.Y", from Confederate Guard Area of Camp Lawton.
Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

Notably, there were 73 colorless fragments in the Confederate Area. Of these
colorless fragments, there were 51 body fragments, one finish fragment, two rim
fragments, one top/lid, two corner fragments, one handle, and 15 undetermined fragments.
Among the colorless fragments, two were definitively classified as fragments of
tableware—with the most diagnostic fragment being a decanter stopper. There was 1 jar
fragment, and the remaining 70 fragments were not diagnostic enough to be classified
regarding their shapes. The high volume of colorless glass is notable as this was a less
common color for bottles during this period. However, colorless glass was more common
in nineteenth-century tableware. While there is a possibility that this glass dates to a later
period, their association with American Civil War contexts—as well as the presence of 2
diagnostic fragments of tableware may suggest that many of these fragments were, in fact,
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tableware. In addition to the colorless glass, there was one amethyst glass fragment that
was classified as a decanter stopper. Much like colorless glass, amethyst glass was not as
common a color for bottles until after the American Civil War, however, it is more
common to see this color in tableware (“Bottle/Glass Colors” 2021). Thus, the
archaeological evidence suggests the use of at least some tableware by the Confederate
staff at Camp Lawton. The presence of high status items does make this a likely
possibility, as does the apparent presence of glass liquor, wine, and/or beer bottles.

Figure 7.7 Olive bottle glass neck fragment from the Confederate guard area of Camp Lawton. Camp Lawton
Archaeological Project.

There were nine dark olive fragments represented in the Confederate Area
assemblage. There were five body fragments, two neck fragments, and two finish
fragments. Of these dark olive fragments, four were determined to have belonged to
alcohol bottles while the remaining five fragments were too undiagnostic for their
functions to be determined. Light olive glass was also present in the Confederate
assemblage, with a total of six fragments, all of which were body fragments. Only one of
these fragments was diagnostic enough to be classified as having come from an alcohol
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bottle, while the remaining 5 were undetermined. While dark olive was mostly used for
alcoholic beverage bottles, light olive glass had a wider variety of uses during this period
which included medicine bottles, soda/mineral water, and ink bottles. Most of the dark
olive glass and light olive fragments are undiagnostic. However, even without knowing the
specific functions of these fragments, the presence of dark and light olive glass in the
assemblage means that materials ranging from beer, wine, and liquor to formal and patent
medicines were more easily accessible to members of the Confederate staff at Camp
Lawton than they were to the prisoners. Additionally, while green glass is not considered
to be the same as olive glass, 3 fragments of light green glass were present. Of these, there
was 1 body fragment, 1 finish fragment, and 1 undetermined fragment. None of these
fragments were diagnostic enough for their specific functions to be determined. This tends
to be a common issue with green glass, which has limited utility when it comes to dating
and typology (“Bottle/Glass Colors” 2021). However, their representation among the
artifacts from the Confederate area still indicates that the staff may have had easier access
to items such as soda/mineral water, liquor vessels, or medicine bottles.
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Figure 7.8 Amber bottle glass with embossed "K" from Confederate guard area. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.

Amber glass was also represented among the assemblage from the Confederate
area. There was a total of 24 amber glass fragments, 17 of which were body fragments.
One was a finish fragment, three were corner fragments, and three were undetermined as
they were too small. Of the amber glass, eight were classified as having belonged to
medicine bottles. The remaining 16 were undiagnostic and their shapes could not be
determined. This determination was based not only on the presence of corner fragments,
but because of the embossing on several of the amber glass fragments present in the
assemblage. One fragment was embossed with the letters “D. R.,” as well as another
fragment with an indeterminate letter. Most notably, there was an amber glass fragment
with an embossed “K” on it--potentially meaning that it came from New York. As stated
previously, the presence of medicines in the Confederate area of Camp Lawton indicates
that the Confederate staff at Camp Lawton would have had easier access to these materials.
However, the presence of items that may have come from northern states, such as New
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York, present other implications given the blockade by the Union at the time. Bottle reuse
was not an uncommon practice at the time, and the possibility that bottles from before the
war were being reused by the Confederate guards should not be ruled out entirely.
However, the evolution of bottle manufacturing technology meant an increasing number of
glass bottles at cheaper prices, diminishing the need for bottle reuse over time (Busch
1987, 128). While the reuse or retention of likely northern-made bottles by Confederate
soldiers from before the start of the war is not impossible, the inclusion of these patent or
formal medicine bottles in the assemblage may also be due to the confiscation of such
items from packages meant for the Union prisoners.
As has been demonstrated, the sheer volume of health and medicine-related
artifacts is much higher in the Confederate area than it is in the Union prisoner area. This is
especially notable given the differences in the amount of work done between the POW and
guard areas. Despite the greater amount of fieldwork and material culture obtained from
the stockade area, there is significantly more material culture related to health and
medicine in the Confederate guard area. The variability in function among the glass and
ceramic items is also greater in the Confederate area than it is in the Union area.
Conversely, there seems to be greater variability in function among metal artifacts in the
Union Area. These variations seem to be reflective of differences in consumption practices
between the Union prisoners and the Confederate guards. The variability in ceramic and
glass seems indicate greater consumption of alcoholic beverages, formal and patent
medicines, as well as different kinds of food. Meanwhile, the consumption habits of the
Union prisoners seems to suggest a more standardized diet with limited access to alcoholic
beverages and formal and patent medicines. This was demonstrated by the spoons, plates,
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and possible ration tins, as well as the comparatively low amount of glass. Moreover, the
presence of tobacco-related items in the Union area and Confederate areas suggests
tobacco usage among prisoners and prison staff. The only item that can be directly traced
to the medical world is the tourniquet buckle found in the Union Area. The presence of
such an item does not necessarily indicate different consumption habits between the
Confederate guards and Union prisoners, however, it may be reflective of real health issues
that the Union prisoners faced in captivity—such as infections. The health problems were
in no small part created by the conditions of the institution in which they were held. Thus,
in examining the artifacts related to health and medicine at Camp Lawton, the health
landscapes of the Union prisoners and Confederate staff can be understood more clearly.
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Table 7.1 Glass Artifacts from Area 1 vs. Areas 8 & 4. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.
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Table 7.2 Metal Artifacts from Area 1 vs. Areas 8 & 4. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.
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Table 7.3 Ceramic Artifacts from Area 1 vs. Areas 8 & 4. Camp Lawton Archaeological Project.
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Table 7.4 Percentage Comparisons of Artifacts

Summary
This chapter discussed the results of the qualitative analysis and artifact analysis
used in this project. The firsthand accounts by prisoners alleged details of disease, death,
and general misery that were frequently linked to poor conditions and the lack of readily
available resources, while the lone guard account also reports dissatisfaction with the
resources available. The results of the archaeological analysis reveal that the Confederate
staff at Camp Lawton seem to have had easier access to materials of health and medicine,
while the smaller amount of this material culture in the prisoner area indicates that the
inmates did not share this ease of access. The following chapter will discuss the
relationship between the historical and archaeological record in further detail.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The goal of this research was to utilize an analysis of material culture from
internment contexts to create a meaningful dataset; whose interpretation would allow us to
better understand differences in access between prisoners and guards to materials of health
and medicine at Camp Lawton, as well as what it might say about the overall health of
those at the prison complex. This was accomplished by analyzing the strands of evidence,
sometimes complimentary, and sometimes contradictory—the historical narratives of
Union POWs and Confederate guards and the material culture excavated from locations
exclusively inhabited by each group associated with health and medicine. This section will
be used to further discuss the relationship between the results of the qualitative analysis
and artifact analysis, as well as placing these relationships in the context of the larger
theoretical frameworks that were outlined previously. The following section will
additionally discuss the health disparities that might have resulted as a result of these
differences in access to materials of health and medicine at Camp Lawton The research
done in this project is one of the first to examine, from an archaeological perspective, the
nature of access to materials of health and medicine within the context of a American Civil
War prison, as well as developing frameworks that can be used to better understand how
the experience of internment was preserved both in the historical and archaeological
records.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION
1. The Relationship Between the Archaeological and Historical Records
This section will provide a brief summary of the qualitative analysis results, before
drawing connections between the historical and archaeological records. In the first round
of coding, the qualitative analysis of the prisoner and guard accounts revealed that the
organizational themes of “disease/ailment” and “death” were the most common themes in
virtually all of the accounts, regardless of side or status as prisoner or guard (Ames 1969;
Brown 1869; Davidson 1865; Ferris 2008; Glazier 1869; Harris 1864; Leon 1913;
Lightcap 1902; Makely 1863-1864; McElroy 1993; Pendlebury 1897; Richardson 1869).
The themes of “pain/discomfort” and “use of materials of health and medicine” were
present, although not as common as the two previously mentioned themes. The least
mentioned themes in the narratives were those of “prison economy” and “theft,” with
several of the narratives not featuring these two organizational themes at all (Harris 1864;
Leon 1913; Makely 1863-1864; Pendlebury 1897; Richardson 1869).
Several substantive themes emerged in the narratives as well. The most common of
these substantive themes were “complaints about insufficient rations/supplies” and
“intentional bodily harm to others or to oneself.” This was followed in frequency by the
category of “treatment of the sick/interactions with health professionals”—which
frequently overlapped with “intentional bodily harm to others or to oneself.” “References
to unsanitary conditions,” was another substantive category that arose, as were the themes
of “appearances related to health” and “treatment of the sick.” These two themes also
tended to overlap with “disease/ailment” and “discomfort/pain.” The theme of “other
health-seeking behaviors” (which referred to practices that did not directly involve
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materials related to health and medicine, but still reflected a need to maintain health
and/or hygiene) was somewhat common (Brown 1869; Davidson 1865; Glazier 1869;
Lightcap 1902; Makely 1863-1864; McElroy 1993; Pendlebury 1897; Richardson 1869).
A lesser mentioned theme was that of “ideas regarding science and medicine,” wherein
the writers attempted to articulate their ideas regarding health and medicine using the
knowledge of their time also emerged with relative frequency (Brown 1869; Davidson
1865; Ferris 2008; Glazier 1869; Lightcap 1902; McElroy 1993). The least mentioned
theme was that of “desire for health-related materials,” wherein the writers actively
voiced their desire for medicine, alcohol, or tobacco products (Glazier 1869; Lightcap
1902; Makely 1863-1864; McElroy 1993; Pendlebury 1897).
After this initial coding for themes, the accounts underwent a second round of coding
to place the organizational and substantive themes in the context of the larger theoretical
frameworks. These theoretical frameworks were structural violence, symbolic violence,
biopower, panopticonism, hegemonic masculinity, and the practice of agency. Predictably,
most of the themes fit neatly into the framework of structural violence. Mentions of
“disease/ailment,” “death,” and “discomfort/pain,” as well as “complaints about
insufficient rations/supplies,” “unsanitary conditions,” and “a desire for health-related
materials” are present throughout the narratives largely because internment itself, as well
as the bureaucracy of the prison system, were at the root of these issues. The strenuous
conditions brought about by the violent structure of the prisons meant not only that writers
would often chronicle changing physical appearances as they pertained to health, but they
would also turn to other health-seeking behaviors. The structure of prisons as “total
institutions” also meant that the security of the homefront came before the physical and
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mental wellbeing of those imprisoned (Goffman 1968, 15-19). The lack of prioritization of
prisoner safety led to dehumanizing attitudes among both prison staff and other prisoners,
explaining the “intentional harm” prisoners allegedly faced. According to firsthand
accounts, such physical harm included torture, execution, and forced vaccinations. .
Meanwhile, the theoretical framework of symbolic violence made itself present through the
themes of “intentional bodily harm,” which became reflective of the prisoners
dehumanizing each other within the walls of confinement. This was seen in the
justification of violence towards prisoners by both the prison staff and other prisoners,
often for what was or was perceived as inappropriate or aberrant behavior.
In addition to the aforementioned themes, Foucault’s (Coole 2015, 1) concept of
biopower is present throughout the narratives, primarily through the theme of “treatment of
the sick,” where prisoners were incorporated into the work of taking care of their fellow
prisoners. Biopower was also present in the theme of “intentional bodily harm,” where
prisoners became responsible for the policing of their fellow prisoners, even resorting to
violence if necessary. Foucault’s idea of panopticonism emerges in the narrative, mainly
with the themes of “intentional bodily harm” through prisoners policing themselves and
the movements of other prisoners. It additionally arises with the theme of “treatment of the
sick” by prisoners themselves and by prison staff. Moreover, panopticonism in the
narratives is frequently subverted or resisted through the practice of theft and the use of
illicit materials, such as alcohol. Such practices are closely tied to the final two
frameworks: hegemonic masculinity and the practice of agency.
Hegemonic masculinity is a theoretical framework (Jewkes et al. 2015) under which
many of the organizational and substantive themes of “intentional harm” fall, although it
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was also present when it came to the themes of obtaining access to resources. The theme
of “theft” was often linked with hegemonic masculinity, as it was seen as outwitting and
resisting the authorities of the prison system. Meanwhile, the consumption of items such as
alcohol and tobacco allowed prisoners to replicate consumption habits that were associated
with manhood in the outside world. The framework of hegemonic masculinity was also
closely associated with the practice of agency, which exists within the frameworks of
structural violence, symbolic violence, biopower, and panopticonism. The practice of
agency makes itself known through the categories of theft, intentional violence, and the
prison economy. Crucially, the practice of agency also shows up in the theme “use of
materials related to health and medicine”—specifically as it concerns alcohol, tobacco, and
patent medicines specifically. It also appears in the theme of “other health seeking
behaviors.” Conversely, use of formal medicines did not appear in the context of the
writers, or the individuals they wrote about, practicing agency. In short, the practice of
agency existed in the texts when the writers or those around them were participating in
health-seeking behaviors that were not officially sanctioned by the world of formal
medicine.
Thus, these frameworks and their applications to prisoner accounts allowed for
the relational dialectic between the historical and archaeological record to be further
explored. The differences in access to health and medicine at Camp Lawton can be placed
in the context of these frameworks and the narratives left behind by both prisoners and
staff. Some previous work has been done on the nature of access to materials such as
rations and other supplies with nails being used as a proxy (McNutt and Jones 2020), and
the study of the different material culture assemblages related to health and medicine has
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further helped to develop the nature of access at Camp Lawton. In large part, of course,
these differences in access can be placed in the context of structural violence. As stated
previously, prisoners and staff often complained of the lack of rations and supplies at
various prisons. The homogeneity of ceramic dishes within the prisoner area at Camp
Lawton seems to add weight to these allegations given that the lack of bowls and other
vessels in favor of plates. The low amount of access to rations and other supplies is also
backed up by the relatively low volume of glass bottles. Meanwhile, the diversity of
ceramic dishes such as bowls, plates with knife and fork cut marks, and cups in the
Confederate area is evidence of a more varied diet and better access to resources.
Additionally, the presence of high-status items such as the Eglinton jug and the
greater volume of glass containers including the five liquor/beer/wine bottle fragments, the
three tableware fragments, the 35 formal/patent medicine jar fragments, and the 167
undiagnostic glass container fragments in the Confederate living area indicates better
access to these materials on the part of the prison staff. Many of the firsthand accounts
also describe a host of other health-seeking behaviors that they participated in as a result of
the conditions they faced. In the prisoner area of Camp Lawton, these health-seeking
behaviors may have included the manufacture of alcohol or other beverages as evidenced
by the fragments of stoneware present at the site. Additionally, the presence of a ceramic
pipe that was painstakingly modified by shaping a bowl out of a bullet is evidence of how
prisoners reacted to a lack of resources by using tobacco to stave off hunger or boredom, or
both. As seen with the studies of contemporary prisons (Bichell 2019; Bick 2007; Crewe
2006,; Ginn 2012; Kauffman et al. 2007; Saadi et al. 2020; Topp et al. 2016; “2.3
Contraband” 2020), these disparities exist to due to the inherent violence of the way that
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confinement is structured. Those who guard the prisoners control the access of the
prisoners closely, leading to common and continually replicated differences in access to
medicine and other materials related to health.
The theoretical framework of symbolic violence may be a little more difficult to
discern in the archaeological record, although it is not impossible. As stated previously,
symbolic violence emerged in the text primarily through the theme of “intentional bodily
harm to others or to oneself.” In many of these instances, the prisoners seemed to accept
the violence of confinement by dehumanizing each other and accepting violence from
prison authorities as punishment for illicit behaviors. While it is difficult to trace this kind
of interaction in the archaeological record, the archaeological evidence that can probably
be tied the closest to the acceptance of such violence may be the tourniquet buckle. While
it is just as likely that it may have been reflective of an ailment due to the elements or an
accident, it is also possible that such an objective may have been used to heal an injury by
prison staff or by other prisoners. It is equally possible that such an artifact may have been
the result of a battle injury, reflecting an active participation in the war itself. These
possibilities speak to the symbolic violence that prevails in the context of war and war
prisons: a kind that compels inmates and soldiers to except their positions as subjugated
individuals to be used in larger projects of violence.
Biopower can also be seen at work in the artifacts related to health and medicine
at Camp Lawton, arguably in the ways that prisoners and staff were incorporated into the
structure of internment by maintaining health practices unto themselves. This can be seen
with the presence of two stoneware utilitarian bottle fragments in the prisoner area—
possibly used for the manufacturing of alcohol or other beverages. It can also be seen in
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the glass alcohol bottle fragments, which may indicate an attempt at managing health, or
what may have been perceived as health. The high volume of spoons in this area may also
indicate not only food related uses, but the administration of medicine or other items as
well. The tourniquet buckle in the Union area also reveals some management of healthrelated behavior within the walls of the stockade. In the Confederate area, meanwhile, the
high volume of alcohol and medicine bottles also reveals attempts at managing health
outside of a hospital context with limited resources. In these ways, biopower makes itself
known through consumption habits that allowed the Union prisoners and Confederate
prison staff to manage not only their own health, but possibly the health of others as well.
Panopticonism also plays a major role in understanding issues of access to
materials of health and medicine. While the historical narratives describe both upholding
and subverting the panoptic structure, the archaeological record seems to mostly reveal
subversion of and resistance to it. This is seen most clearly in the case of Camp Lawton
with the presence of glass alcohol bottle fragments in Area 1, the stockade area. If the
stoneware bottles in the stockade area were used for alcohol, this would also be a form of
resistance to the panoptic structure. This was a practice that was documented in the POW
narratives as it concerned Andersonville (Davidson 1865, 162), and it is not impossible
that such a practice might have occurred at Camp Lawton as well. Indeed, the illicit use of
alcohol is important to understanding not only the prisoners’ engagement with the panoptic
structure, but that of the prison staff as well. In the beginning of war, the Confederacy’s
policies regarding alcohol were based more on regulation, rather than outright prohibition.
The Confederacy accepted that drinking was a normal part of life for many, and even
acknowledged its many uses in medicine (Bever 2019, 260). As the war progressed,
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however, the relatively free flow of alcohol became an issue in terms of regulating
behavior. Thus, throughout the war, laws regarding the trade of alcohol became
increasingly stricter, with the Confederate Congress passing a law in early 1864 that
expressly forbade the importation of beer, liquor, and wine by blockade runners—unless it
was for medicinal use (Bever 2019, 268). This meant that even with restricted access to
alcoholic beverages, the Confederate staff at Camp Lawton were accessing these items
with relative ease. It also means that like the prisoners, the Camp Lawton staff were going
around the rules and regulations imposed by the structure of the Confederacy. That the
items are present in what is likely to be a habitation area for Confederate staff indicates
behavior that would likely have been conducted in the privacy of a living space. It is also
notable that such behavior is not mentioned at all in the single guard account that we have
from Camp Lawton—potentially indicating the illicitness of such practices as well as the
privileges inherent in rank and class, as Camp Lawton guard himself was not an officer. In
this way, the Confederate staff of Camp Lawton were subverting and resisting the structure
that expected them to regulate their behavior in accordance with the rules of the
Confederate military.
The contradictions and subversions of certain theoretical frameworks can be seen
not only when it comes to panopticonism at Camp Lawton, but also when it comes to
manifestations of hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity for Northern men
during the American Civil War was closely tied to bravery under fire and cleverness, while
Southern masculinity often tended to emphasize honor, chivalry, and a sense of the
perceived gentility of ages past (McNutt 2020, 15). In terms of consumption habits, the use
of tobacco and alcohol was also an important part of public displays of masculinity, where
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drinking and smoking with one’s comrades was a normal and expected part of a man’s
social life. In the archaeological record of Camp Lawton, one can see the reproduction of
hegemonic masculinity in the stockade area with the presence of glass alcohol bottles and
the ceramic pipe. The presence of prohibited alcohol bottles reflects the replication of
consumption habits associated with the maintenance of masculinity outside of the prison
walls. While not an illicit substance, the same could be said for the presence of the tobacco
pipe. Conversely, the contradiction of nineteenth century hegemonic masculinity may also
be reflected in the consumption habits of the Camp Lawton prisoners. This contradiction of
hegemonic masculinity may exist with the presence of utilitarian stoneware bottles—
possibly used for the manufacture and storage of alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverages
within the walls of the stockade. While the consumption of alcohol was a normal part of a
man’s public and social life, the manufacture of alcohol was often associated with women
(Dietler 2006, 236). Thus, the presence of stoneware bottles that may have been used to
manufacture beverages such as ginger beer or corn-based beer would be a subversion of
nineteenth century hegemonic masculinity.
In the Confederate area of Camp Lawton, hegemonic masculinity manifests itself
in a rather distinct way from the stockade area. The higher volume of alcohol bottles in the
Confederate living area reflects a maintenance of the important role that drinking played in
male socialization. However, the presence of high-status alcohol related items, such as
decanter stoppers and other possible tableware fragments reveals a version of hegemonic
masculinity that was more in line with the white, upper-class manhood of the Confederate
officers. This masculinity also makes itself known with the ceramic fragments in the area.
The sheer variety of dining ware found in the area, such as plates, cups, and bowls, is
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reflective of the maintenance of this higher status lifestyle—and a luxury that lower-status
staff at the camp may also have enjoyed despite their rank. Moreover, the presence of the
Eglinton jug fragments, while not an explicitly utilitarian or health-related vessel, indicates
the manifestation of the Southern masculine ideal: one marked by romanticized notions of
chivalry and gentility associated with the medieval Europe. The presence of these materials
in the Confederate area indicates not only reveals a maintenance of consumption habits
deemed important to nineteenth century men’s social lives, but also a maintenance of
power through the very ability to consume these products. The very consumption of
products related to health and medicine, both the variety and volume, is reflective of the
power they maintained over the prisoners they guarded—a power imbalance that deemed
the prisoners not fully human or men, and one that most likely resulted in different health
outcomes.
Closely tied to the theme of hegemonic masculinity is the practice of agency. The
practice of agency is also tied to the frameworks of structural violence, symbolic violence,
biopower, and panopticonism in that it can reveal how individuals made decisions and
behaved in response to the circumstances articulated by these frameworks. In the context
of a Civil War prison, responses could potentially include subversions and defiance of the
rules and regulations that were placed upon them in addition to the structural conditions
that would have induced them to make such decisions. It is clear that the practice of agency
is present in regards to tobacco usage at the prison. Practices such as chewing tobacco may
have been used to alleviate boredom or hunger, and such practices are clear with the pipe.
The practice of agency is also, of course, is seen with the presence of illicit glass alcohol
bottles in the stockade area. While it is likely that these were consumed for the enjoyment
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and comfort of the prisoners, the possibility that these alcoholic products were used for
medicinal purposes cannot be ruled out either. Spirits such as whiskey and brandy were an
important part of both formal and vernacular medicine during the nineteenth century.
Given the absence of diagnostic formal or patent medicine bottles in the stockade area, it is
not unreasonable to believe that the alcohol bottles (either obtained via theft or the prison
economy) that were present may have been used as substitutes for other important
medicinal products as they were needed. The presence of utilitarian stoneware containers
may also be reflective of the manufacturing of alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverages. In
Andersonville, this practice was often used to fend off the effects of scurvy—a disease that
was an issue at both Andersonville and Camp Lawton, according to historic sources (Ames
1969, 16). Thus, the existence of these stoneware fragments in Area 1 might indicate a
response by the prisoners to the structural problems concerning diet and health at the
prison.
Likewise, we see the practice of agency in the Confederate area of the prison
when it comes to items related to health and medicine. The presence of possible cans
reflects the possible consumption of preserved food. The variation in ceramic dining ware
also seems to reflect a more diverse diet on the part of the staff. Both phenomena seem to
reveal the practice of agency by the Confederate staff in that they might have made more
proactive choices when it came to diet. This archaeological evidence is noteworthy as such
choices are not recorded in the lone Confederate guard account from Camp Lawton. The
presence of a ceramic pipe bowl in the Confederate area additionally seems to indicate an
active choice when it came to consumption habits despite having potentially better access
to food. Moreover, while the practice of agency is also clearly seen with the high volume
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of liquor bottles in the area, it is also notably seen with what are likely formal or patent
medicine bottles in the area. Formal and patent medicines were an important part of the
medicinal landscape in the South. In the letters from one Confederate officer held at
Johnson’s Island, he makes a request to his wife to send him bitters (Makely 1863).
However, in the single letter written by a guard at Camp Lawton, there are no references to
formal or patent medicines. Still, the archaeological evidence suggests that such items were
present and consumed in the Confederate habitation area of the prison. The presence of
these items might be due to requests from their families to send such items, confiscation of
items from prisoner packages, or possibly obtained from the currently unknown hospital
areas. Regardless, these items indicate the pursuit of health-seeking behavior outside of a
hospital context. Such behaviors may have been a response to dwindling resources in the
Confederacy as the war entered its final stages. Truly, these items reveal the exercise of
agency among the Confederate staff when it comes to health-seeking behavior.
The archaeological evidence offers a nuanced view of the health and medicinerelated landscape at Camp Lawton. It similarly has a nuanced relationship to the historical
record and the theoretical frameworks that emerge in interpreting it. In the case of the
prisoners of Camp Lawton, while access to materials of health and medicine were severely
limited, they were not impossible to access. The archaeological evidence in the Union area
seems to suggest attempts at access and the pursuit of other practices to achieve health.
Meanwhile, the complaints about the lack of rations and supplies in the one guard account,
are somewhat contradicted by the high volume of these materials in the Confederate area.
The archaeological evidence demonstrates easier access of materials related to health and
medicine due to their positions as staff, which is to be expected. This position of power
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compared to the prisoners, however, did not mean that they were not held to the standards
and regulations put in place by the Confederacy. It also does not mean that the
Confederate staff were not subjected to the circumstances and conditions created by the
war and the diminishing resources in the South. The high volume of items such as what are
likely to be medicine bottles, liquor bottles, and a variety of dining ware suggests a drive to
take advantage of their ability to more easily access these materials—an ability made
possible due to their status as those responsible for interning as opposed to the ones being
interned.
2. Health Outcomes and Implications
The studies of health among modern prison populations reveal that those who are
interned face a range of health problems that are at higher rates than the general population
(Bichell 2019; Bick 2007; Crewe 2006,; Ginn 2012; Kauffman et al. 2007; Saadi et al.
2020; Topp et al. 2016; “2.3 Contraband” 2020). As seen in the prisons studied in the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Zambia, the conditions of internment and the
health problems prisoners faced were closely tied to one another population (Bichell 2019;
Bick 2007; Crewe 2006,; Ginn 2012; Kauffman et al. 2007; Saadi et al. 2020; Topp et al.
2016; “2.3 Contraband” 2020) . These health disparities are present in both correctional
facilities and detention centers meant for undocumented immigrants. Unsanitary conditions
led and continue to lead to the proliferation of infectious diseases. These studies also
demonstrated that the control of prisoner access to materials also tended to lead to health
problems among the interned. Items considered contraband in modern prisons include not
only illicit drugs, but could also include items such as perishable food, medicine, tobacco,
and sanitary products. The control over prisoner access to these items is found to not only
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contribute to health problems, but also renders the prisoners completely dependent on
prison staff to fulfill their health needs. The presence of these contraband items among the
interned is frequently a response to both the lack of resources and control over access to
resources within the prison system. Moreover, the confiscation of these contraband items
by guards can result in worse health outcomes for prisoners.
Several archaeological, material culture, and visual studies have been done in regards
to health and medicine, in internment contexts. However, in many of these cases, the
differences in access between prisoners and prison staff had not been fully explored and
thus, potential differences in health outcomes cannot be fully explored either. Nevertheless,
the work at these prisons offer up a host of useful frameworks which can be used to study
health and medicine at Camp Lawton. At the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, prisoners were
subjected to violent and often traumatizing treatment (Tetreault 2006). At the Buchenwald
concentration camp during WWII, middens revealed that prisoners managed to obtain or
improvise medical items and toiletries in light of deliberate protocols to withold these
items from them (Hirte nd, Katz 2020; Myers 2008). Archaeological work at the Kooskia
incarceration camp for Japanese-American men during the Second World War showed that
prisoners were using American hygienic and dental products (Hosken and Tiede 2018). In
terms of POW camps during WWII, exposure and unsanitary conditions were shown to be
persistent problems plaguing the German prisoners at Camp Hood (Thomas 2011).
Meanwhile at Camp Monticello, archaeological work uncovered many cosmetic and
hygiene products—indicating an effort by Italian POWs to retain clean and healthy
appearances (Barnes 2015). In looking at WWI prisons, work on the Quedlinburg prison in
Germany exposed beer and wine bottle fragments—items which had been made available
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to prisoners for purchase (Demuth 2009). During the same war, alcohol was forbidden and
behavior was strictly regulated at the Douglas prison on the Isle of Man, which
additionally suffered from overcrowding and unsanitary conditions (Mytum 2011).
Although not a POW prison, archaeological work on the Ross Female factory showed that
women who were held there managed to retain contraband items despite the strict
regulations imposed on them (Casella 2000).
Archaeological and historical studies of American Civil War prisons offer insight into
access to materials of health and medicine, as well as potential health disparities.
Regardless of the prison and side of the war, complaints about rations and unpleasant seem
to be a constant in virtually all prisoner accounts. Archaeological work at Johnson’s Island
showed that the high-status Confederate prisoners held there still retained access to
officially banned materials, such as liquor (Bush 2000, 2011). At Fort Pulaski in Georgia,
the Confederate officers held there suffered from a lack of rations and supplies. While
archaeological investigations have uncovered some artifacts possibly related to health at
Fort Pulaski, these have not been extensively analyzed (Anderson 1995; Kidd 2008;
McNeil 2013; Patch 2002; Patch 2004). Investigations at Camp Ford in Texas potentially
reveal easier access to materials of health and medicine by the Confederate guards,
although these materials require further analysis (Donald and Thoms 2000). Thousands of
artifacts, including those related to health and medicine, were recovered from the
Andersonville, although these have not been fully analyzed (Larson and Crook 1974;
Prentice and Prentice 1989, 1990). Additionally, the nature of the Confederate guard
presence at Andersonville is largely a mystery. The Florence Stockade in South Carolina
underwent investigations that explored the prisoner and guard presence at the site (Avery
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and Garrow 2013). One of these investigations unearthed higher amounts of glass and
ceramics in the Confederate guard area, possibly implying that the prison staff had better
access to these resources. Indeed, the American Civil War and non-Civil War prisons that
undergone more extensive analyses seem to show that while prison staff retain most of the
control over materials related to health and medicine in the context of internment, there
remains an effort by prisoners to participate in health-seeking behaviors by obtaining these
materials. In synthesizing the archaeological evidence and historical accounts, it is
therefore reasonable to conclude that these differences would have resulted in health
disparities between the prisoners and prison staff.
The historical and archaeological evidence at Camp Lawton seems to be in
keeping with the patterns that are seen in both modern and historic prisons. While
infectious diseases did not seem to be as pervasive an issue as they were at Andersonville,
diet-related diseases seemed to be a larger problem for prisoners at Camp Lawton. Clearly,
prisoners had access to food and water as evidenced by the possible canteens, possible
ration tin, spoons, and ceramic dishes. However, the lower diversity in types of dishes
from the stockade area indicates a diet void of any great variety. This might explain the
diet-related issues that the Camp Lawton prisoners alleged in their written accounts, such
as scurvy and starvation. Contraband items were also present in the Union area, albeit in
lower amounts than the Confederate area. As stated previously, the presence of such items
can be seen as a response to the conditions created by their interment.
Meanwhile, the archaeological evidence in the Confederate area indicates a control
over access to resources that can also be seen in modern prisons. In the lone guard account
from Camp Lawton, the author expresses dissatisfaction with the meager rations and
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supplies at the prison (Harris 1864). While the prison staff at Camp Lawton were certainly
at the mercy of external conditions that affected their rations and did not have unlimited
access to food and other resources, the higher volume and variety of dining ware in the
Confederate area seems to be reflective of a more diverse diet than their interned
counterparts. This pattern shares similarities to the differences in diet and access to food
between today’s prison staff and prisoners. Modern correctional facility and detention
center staff are rarely lodged at their place of work; they are free to consume whatever
foods they wish while at the same time, retaining power over what foods prisoners may
access. Although the diet of the prison staff was likely still meager, they likely would have
enjoyed fewer problems with malnutrition and starvation than those they guarded.
The archaeological evidence from the Confederate area also revealed a high amount of
what are likely liquor and medicine bottles—indicating a higher consumption of alcoholic
and medicines that contained alcohol and other properties among the staff than the
prisoners. While it is impossible to measure the specific effects of the consumption of such
items had on their bodies, it can be assumed that their health would have reflected a higher
consumption of alcohol. The alleged lack of discipline among the prison staff seems to be
a little more apt given the high volume of these items. It should also be noted that while
many members of the prison staff were local to the area, there is currently no evidence that
indicates the use of local flora for medical remedies in the Confederate area. The study of
such practices would likely be best accomplished with intensive floral and/or residual
analyses. It should be noted that the current lack of evidence does not necessarily indicate
that the use of local flora for vernacular or folk remedies did not take place at all. Still, the
proliferation of what are most likely liquor and medicine bottles suggests that these
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materials may have been the primary means that the Confederate prison staff used to
achieve health. As with the variety in dining ware in from the Confederate area, the high
usage demonstrates the control that prison staff had over the access to resources. This
means that the guards had easier access to medicines and alcoholic beverages even outside
the hospital context. Moreover, the likely presence of medicines from the North, such as
the medicine bottles embossed with “Buffalo” and possibly “New York” may well indicate
that items meant for the prisoners were being confiscated or traded with the Union
prisoners. Regardless, it is clear that the prison staff held most of the control over the
resources at the prison—including items related to health and medicine. While determining
the specific health outcomes for the prison staff is not currently possible, the
archaeological evidence seems to show that the prison staff may have had slightly better
health outcomes given this control over health resources and access to them. In the end, the
imbalance in power on the basis of one’s status as “interned” or “interning” is what
ultimately decided who at Camp Lawton retained control over materials related to health
and medicine.
Conclusion
Camp Lawton, like many other POW archaeological sites, can offer a telling
glimpse into past human behavior in spite of its ephemerality. Through Camp Lawton, and
other sites like it, archaeologists are able to study how power and control play out against a
short-lived, but information-rich landscape. The purpose of this thesis was to study
differences in the nature of access to materials of health and medicine among the prisoners
and guards at Camp Lawton, as well as to gain a better understanding of the health
disparities that may have come about as a result of said differences. This was done using
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qualitative analysis of Civil War prisoner and guard accounts and artifact analysis of
materials of health and medicine from Camp Lawton. The qualitative analysis seemed to
indicate an exercise in agency through health-seeking behaviors despite the apparent
conditions at the prisons. Likewise, although use of materials of health and medicine
seemed to be more widespread among the Camp Lawton prison staff, the presence of these
materials within the stockade (however low) reflects attempts at health-seeking behavior
while in confinement. The differences in this access hinge on the imbalance of power
between the prisoners and prison staff.
There were several limitations in this research. The lack of available Confederate
guard accounts from Camp Lawton, as well as other American Civil War prisons, led to a
disproportionate amount of qualitative data from the Union prisoners. While this was noted
in the thesis, a qualitative analysis of additional guard accounts would undoubtedly have
offered a more complete picture of recurring themes in American Civil War narratives.
Factors such as the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 additionally made comparative analysis
of the Camp Lawton materials with materials from Fort Pulaski and Andersonville, as was
planned in the proposal of this thesis, not possible. The relatively low amount of diagnostic
materials of health and medicine at Camp Lawton also leaves the picture of consumption
habits and access incomplete. Finally, given that research at Camp Lawton is ongoing, the
data pools do have the potential to change—as can be the case with collections-based
analysis. Even with these gaps in the research, however, I still managed to observe
differences and disparities as they played out on the archaeological landscape based on the
available materials. Moreover, Camp Lawton still offers plenty of opportunity for intensive
archaeological study in the future. As of the 2021 spring field school, which has continued
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to explore Area 8, more items related to health and medicine, including a medicine bottle
manufactured in Augusta, Georgia, have been unearthed. Such discoveries further
demonstrate the access prison staff had to materials of health and medicine.
Camp Lawton remains ripe for archaeological exploration in a variety of areas,
but particularly as it concerns health and medicine. The hospitals at Camp Lawton have yet
to be uncovered through field investigations, for example. A more extensive analysis of
diet would also be crucial to understanding consumption habits and their impacts on the
health of those at the prison. Such studies could potentially be carried out using faunal,
floral, and/or residual analyses. Studies of potential health disparities at Camp Lawton can
also be studied through the lens of differences in class, race, ethnicity, gender, or sexuality.
Additionally, while not related to the Civil War occupation, the areas of the site with CCCera activity revealed a wealth of items related to health and medicine, which is worth
exploring. This kind of research can and should be carried out at other American Civil War
prison sites as well.
In the year 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic magnified health disparities and the
differences in access to resources for millions of Americans—interned and free. The
uprisings in wake of the killings of Black Americans at the hands of law enforcement
additionally laid bare the ways in which the American Civil War, its causes, and its
outcomes reverberate to the present. The current issues of over-policing and mass
incarceration of the poor and racial/ethnic minorities are inherently tied to health
disparities and access to resources. As was demonstrated in this thesis, the incarceration of
ambiguously defined noncitizens and marginalized citizens, as well as control over their
bodies, has been part of the American tradition of internment since the Civil War.
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Archaeologists and historians must continue to study the American Civil War and the
prisons it created. It should go without saying that this work should be done to enrich and
expand our knowledge of American Civil War archaeology and history. Just as important,
if not more so, is that this work must be done so that we may fully understand the legacy of
the American Civil War and its institutions. Doing so will allow us to draw connections
between the past and the present, with the hope that we can build a safer and more
equitable future.
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Appendix A: Photography Log for Artifacts of Interest from Camp Lawton
FS
Number
4
11
11

Item
colorless glass fragment
colorless glass fragment
machine-made aqua glass

CLAP 4
CLAP 5
CLAP 6
CLAP 7
CLAP 8
CLAP 9
CLAP 10
CLAP 11

11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

whiteware, undecorated,
base
whiteware, fragments
stoneware bottle, exterior
stoneware bottle, interior
amethyst glass
clear glass
amber glass
dark green glass

CLAP 12

iron fragments, possible
12 hinge

1

CLAP 13

porcelain cup, handle
13 broken off

1

CLAP 14

turquoise glass, container
15 base

1

CLAP 15

whiteware plate base,
whiteware body,
whiteware bowl base,
13 whiteware cup/vessel

1

CLAP 16

amethyst glass fragment,
13 horizontal

1

CLAP 17

amethyst glass fragment,
13 vertical

1

CLAP 18

brown salt-glazed
13 stoneware

1

CLAP 19
CLAP 20
CLAP 21

brown salt-glazed
13 stoneware
13 clear glass, corners
13 clear glass, corners

1
1
1

CLAP 22

cobalt blue glass,
embossed "TIF"? Possibly
13 Tiffin Bottling Works

1

CLAP 23

stoneware beige and brown
13 jug

1

CLAP 24

stoneware beige and brown
13 jug

1

Photo Number
CLAP 1
CLAP 2
CLAP 3

Area
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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CLAP 25

black transferprint
14 whiteware

1

CLAP 26

blue transferprint
14 whiteware

1

CLAP 27

clear glass bottle base,
14 vertical

1

CLAP 28
CLAP 29
CLAP 30
CLAP 31
CLAP 32
CLAP 33
CLAP 34
CLAP 35
CLAP 36
CLAP 37
CLAP 38
CLAP 39
CLAP 40
CLAP 41

14
38
38
38
39
55
62
65
67
77
253
279
299
317

clear glass bottle base,
horizontal
spoon bowl
metal lid
metal lid
ration can
knife blade fragment
spoon handle
spoon handle
knife
buckle
knife blade fragment
whiteware fragment
pocket knife
metal lid, mason jar lid

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CLAP 42
CLAP 43
CLAP 44
CLAP 45
CLAP 46
CLAP 47
CLAP 48
CLAP 49
CLAP 50
CLAP 51

326
390
390
391
391
402
407
411
411
411

thin iron sheet, possible
canteen half
brown container glass
colorless glass fragment
brown container glass
colorless glass fragment
colorless glass fragment
brown container glass
colorless container glass
whiteware rim
whiteware rim

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CLAP 52
CLAP 53
CLAP 54
CLAP 55
CLAP 56
CLAP 57
CLAP 58
CLAP 59
CLAP 60

411
413
413
413
422
436
597
597
606

brown amber glass
fragments
colorless glass
white plastic cup rim
white plastic cup rim
knife blade fragment
UID metal
iron can
knife blade fragment
possible canteen half

1
1
1
1
1
1
8
8
8
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CLAP 61
CLAP 62
CLAP 63
CLAP 64
CLAP 65
CLAP 66
CLAP 67
CLAP 68

618
618
671
671
671
624
624
624

scrap iron
olive amber glass fragment
milk glass
milk glass
colorless class, molded
scrap metal
whiteware fragment
whiteware fragment

CLAP 69

amethyst glass container
611 fragments

CLAP 70
CLAP 71
CLAP 72
CLAP 73
CLAP 74
CLAP 75
CLAP 76
CLAP 77
CLAP 78
CLAP 79
CLAP 80

627
627
627
634
714
714
716
716
716
716
717

CLAP 81
CLAP 82

brown amber glass bottle
718 fragment
718 aqua glass bottle fragment

8
8

CLAP 83

aqua container glass
721 fragment, rim

8

CLAP 84
CLAP 85
CLAP 86
CLAP 87
CLAP 88

721
721
721
721
725

CLAP 89

UID tin, possible ration tin
789 or cup rim

8

CLAP 90
CLAP 91

colorless container glass
726 fragment
728 brown-amber glass

8
8

CLAP 92
CLAP 93
CLAP 94

clear glass fragment,
729 shebang unit
735 olive glass fragment
735 olive glass fragment

8
8
8

iron fragment, most likely
a nail
whiteware rim fragment
whiteware rim fragment
amethyst container glass
olive glass fragment
aqua glass bottle fragments
amethyst bottle glass
amethyst bottle glass
amethyst bottle glass
aqua glass bottle fragment
aqua glass bottle fragments

aqua container glass
fragment, rim
aqua flat glass
whiteware rim
whiteware rim
brown amber bottle glass

8
8
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
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CLAP 95
CLAP 96
CLAP 97
CLAP 98
CLAP 99
CLAP 100
CLAP 101
CLAP 102

736
736
737
737
737
742
742
745

whiteware plate fragment
whiteware plate fragment
amethyst bottle glass
amethyst bottle glass
amethyst bottle glass
Whiteware plate, ridged
yelloware container rim
amber glass fragment

8
8
8
8
8
1
1
1

CLAP 103

amber glass fragment with
molded decoration, most
746 likely post-war

1

CLAP 104

whiteware rim, decorative
746 ribbed texture

1

CLAP 105

whiteware plate fragments,
746 mende

1

CLAP 106
CLAP 107
CLAP 108
CLAP 109

746
746
756
759

whiteware plate base
fragments
whiteware body fragments
clear glass fragment
whiteware cup rim, ribbed

1
1
8
1

CLAP 111
CLAP 112
CLAP 113
CLAP 114
CLAP 115
CLAP 116

amber bottle glass
759 fragments
colorless glass, corner
763 piece
763 aqua glass bottle fragment
766 amber glass fragment
766 colorless glass fragment
789 tin
794 aqua container glass

CLAP 117
CLAP 118
CLAP 119

amethyst glass top, maybe
798 decanter stopper, molded
800 aqua container glass
800 clear glass, corner piece

8
8
8

CLAP 120
CLAP 121
CLAP 122

amber glass, corner and
805 base fragment
805 aqua bottle glass fragments
805 olive bottle glass fragment

8
8
8

CLAP 123

amethyst bottle glass
806 fragments

8

CLAP 124
CLAP 125

olive bottle glass fragment,
806 devitrified
806 olive bottle lip

8
8

CLAP 110

1
8
8
8
8
8
8
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CLAP 126

806 whiteware cup fragments

8

CLAP 127

colorless bottle glass
806 fragments

8

CLAP 128

aqua container glass
806 fragments

8

CLAP 129

aqua container glass
807 fragments

8

CLAP 130

colorless bottle glass
807 fragments

8

CLAP 131

aqua container glass
807 fragment

8

CLAP 132
CLAP 133

whiteware cup/container
807 fragment
807 olive bottle glass fragment

8
8

CLAP 134

colorless container glass,
809 corner/base fragment

8

CLAP 136
CLAP 137

colorless container glass
814 fragment
amber bottle glass
815 fragment
815 olive bottle glass fragment

CLAP 138
CLAP 139

aqua glass fragments, one
is flat glass, one side
fragment has an embossed
"0," another has an
816 embossed "Er(?)"
816 light green glass fragment

8
8

CLAP 140

colorless container glass
816 fragments

8

CLAP 141
CLAP 142
CLAP 143

devitricated clear container
816 glass fragment
816 green glass fragment
816 amethyst glass fragment

8
8
8

CLAP 144
CLAP 145
CLAP 146
CLAP 147
CLAP 148

819
819
820
827
828

aqua bottle glass fragment,
has.."..FFAL…N.Y."
impressed on glass
pearlware vessel fragment
amethyst base fragment
aqua bottle glass
light green bottle glass lip

8
8
8
8
8

CLAP 149

colorless vessel glass
828 fragments

CLAP 135

8
8
8

8
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CLAP 150

amber glass container
833 fragment

8

CLAP 151
CLAP 152

whiteware base ceramic
833 fragment
835 aqua bottle glass fragments

8
8

CLAP 153
CLAP 154

colorless glass fragment,
836 possible handle
852 tin can base

8
8

CLAP 155
CLAP 156

colorless glass fragment
852 rim, possible mason rim jar
857 whiteware plate rim

1504 E, 1498 N

CLAP 157

yellow frosted glass
857 container rim

1504 E, 1498 N

CLAP 158

colorless glass bottle neck
875 and rim, CCC

1506 E, 1498 N

CLAP 159

colorless container glass,
876 burned

1506 E, 1500 N

8

CLAP 161
CLAP 162

colorless container glass,
955 American Civil War
olive glass fragment,
American Civil War, rum
955 bottle
967 clear glass container base

CLAP 163

colorless container class,
969 body fragment

5

CLAP 164

colorless bottle glass base
fragments, one fragment
has an embossed "..AT
D…47," another fragment
972 has an "S" embossed on it

5

CLAP 165

whiteware rim fragment,
red line, molded edge,
972 possible kitchen tile

5

CLAP 166

colorless container glass
974 fragment

5

CLAP 167

aqua cobalt glass container
974 fragment

5

CLAP 168
CLAP 169

light green machine made
974 glass fragment
974 white glass bowl rim

5
5

CLAP 160

1
1
5
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CLAP 170
CLAP 171

brown bottle glass neck
and body fragments,
975 possible Clorox bottle
975 brown bottle glass neck

5
5

CLAP 172

colorless glass fragments,
975 corner

5

CLAP 173

clear glass, corner/ base
976 fragment, body fragment

5

CLAP 174

green container glass
976 fragments

5

CLAP 175

colorless glass fragments,
978 one with a seam

5

CLAP 176

brown glass container glass
978 fragments

5

CLAP 177

colorless glass container
fragment, possible jar or
979 vial, neck fragment

5

CLAP 178
CLAP 179

amber bottle glass body
979 fragment
980 cobalt blue glass fragment

5
5

CLAP 180

colorless glass container
982 fragment, corner fragment

5

CLAP 181

amber container glass body
983 fragment

5

CLAP 182

colorless container glass,
medicine vial glass,
984 nineteenth century

5

CLAP 183

white glass fragment,
984 lantern glass

5

CLAP 184

dark blue glass container
984 fragments

5

CLAP 185

dark blue glass container
985 fragments

5

CLAP 186

dark blue glass container
986 fragments

5

CLAP 187
CLAP 188

dark blue glass container
987 fragment
988 clear bottle glass, burned

5
5

CLAP 189

colorless glass bottle
fragments, base and corner
988 fragment

5
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CLAP 190

colorless glass bottle
fragments, base and corner
988 fragment

5

CLAP 191
CLAP 192

colorless container glass
990 fragments, rim fragment
990 iron pill container

5
5

CLAP 193

amber bottle glass
990 fragments, melted

5

CLAP 194

colorless patinated bottle
glass fragment, neck
fragment, corner/base
990 fragment

5

colorless patinated bottle
glass fragment, neck
fragment, corner/base
fragment
copper? Clothing fastener
iron knife body fragment
iron spoon handle
colorless container glass

CLAP 195
CLAP 196
CLAP 197
CLAP 198
CLAP 199

990
990
1014
1078
1138

CLAP 200
CLAP 201

whiteware plate base
1182 fragment
1183 iron scissor handle

CLAP 202
CLAP 203
CLAP 204
CLAP 205
CLAP 206

possible iron buckle
1184 fragment
colorless glass container
1198 rim
55 bronze grocer token
55 bronze grocer token
80 bronze tourniquet buckle

5
5
4
1
1
Unknown, surface
Unknown
3
8
1
1
1

CLAP 207

iron knife blade fragment,
128 conserved

1

CLAP 208

iron knife blade fragment,
129 conserved

1

CLAP 209
CLAP 210
CLAP 211
CLAP 212

133
148
154
154

iron knife blade fragment,
conserved
iron spoon bowl
iron canteen spout
iron canteen spout

1
1
1
1

CLAP 213
CLAP 214

iron knife blade fragment,
155 conserved
156 small iron clothes buckle

1
1
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CLAP 215

iron knife blade fragment,
157 conserved

CLAP 216
CLAP 217
CLAP 218
CLAP 219
CLAP 220

158
163
164
312
313

CLAP 221

iron spoon handle,
344 conserved

1

CLAP 222
CLAP 223
CLAP 224

iron spoon handle near
346 bowl, conserved
347 iron spoon handle
348 spoon

1
1
1

CLAP 225
CLAP 226
CLAP 227
CLAP 228
CLAP 229

856
437
443
454
477

CLAP 230

aqua bottle glass fragment,
788 corner fragment

CLAP 231
CLAP 232
CLAP 233
CLAP 234

788
788
797
797

CLAP 235
CLAP 236
CLAP 237
CLAP 238
CLAP 239
CLAP 240
CLAP 241

797
798
798
798
810
810
817

CLAP 242
CLAP 243
CLAP 244

colorless bottle glass
817 fragment
817 colorless glass fragment
817 colorless glass fragment

8
8
8

CLAP 245

burned refined earthenware
817 fragment

8

1

iron knife blade fragment,
conserved
brass clothes buckle
iron buckle
iron pocket knife side plate
brass lid

clear container glass, 20th
century
iron buckle
brass buckle fragment
iron knife fragment
iron spoon handle

aqua bottle glass fragment,
corner fragment
Whiteware fragment
Whiteware fragment
aqua bottle glass fragment
amber bottle glass
fragment
whiteware plate, molded
whiteware bowl/cup base
whiteware bowl/cup base
Eglington jar, drabware
colorless container glass
aqua bottle glass

1
1
1
1
1

409775 E, 3637756
N
1
1
1
1
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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CLAP 246

amber glass bottle
817 fragment

8

CLAP 247

aqua bottle glass, corner
818 fragment

8

CLAP 248
CLAP 249

aqua bottle glass fragment,
818 body
818 whiteware plate fragment

8
8

CLAP 250
CLAP 251

amethsyt bottle glass rim
818 fragment
820 amber glass fragment

8
8

CLAP 253
CLAP 254
CLAP 255

colorless glass fragment,
820 melted
tiny colorless glass
820 fragment
820 whiteware rim fragment
820 whiteware fragments

CLAP 256
CLAP 257

colorless bottle glass
821 fragment
821 whiteware cup fragments

8
8

CLAP 258

amber container glass
821 fragment

8

CLAP 259
CLAP 260
CLAP 261

aqua bottle glass, corner
821 fragment
822 aqua bottle glass base
822 light green bottle glass

8
8
8

CLAP 262

light green bottle glass,
822 corner fragment

8

CLAP 263

light green container glass
822 fragment, burnt

8

CLAP 264

colorless bottle glass
822 fragment

8

CLAP 265

olive bottle glass neck
822 fragment

8

CLAP 266
CLAP 267
CLAP 268

amethyst bottle glass
fragment, molded
geometric pattern along a
822 strip
822 whiteware fragment
824 Eglington jar, drabware

8
8
8

CLAP 269
CLAP 270

colorless bottle glass
824 fragments
824 aqua bottle glass

8
8

CLAP 252

8
8
8
8
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CLAP 271
CLAP 272
CLAP 273

whiteware fragment,
830 burned
834 whiteware fragments
849 whiteware fragment

CLAP 274

colorless glass container
856 fragment

CLAP 275
CLAP 276
CLAP 277
CLAP 278

804
804
935
938

CLAP 279
CLAP 280

milk glass canning lid,
963 "Genuine Zinc Cap"
963 tin can lid

CLAP 281

colorless glass, neck
967 fragment

CLAP 282

607 tin can

CLAP 283

small iron knife blade
457 fragment, conserved

1

CLAP 284

amber bottle glass body
790 fragments, "D"

8

CLAP 285

whiteware soup plate
790 rim/base

8

CLAP 286

aqua bottle glass, neck
fragment and corner base
790 fragment

8

CLAP 287
CLAP 288
CLAP 289

amethyst container glass
790 fragment
795 amber bottle glass
795 whiteware bowl fragment

8
8
8

CLAP 290

colorless container glass,
795 frosted

8

CLAP 291
CLAP 292

aqua container glass
fragments, corner
795 fragments
795 frosted aqua glass fragment

8
8

CLAP 293

aqua container glass, body
808 fragments

8

CLAP 294
CLAP 295

amethyst container glass,
808 body fragments
808 olive bottle glass fragment

8
8

8
8
8
409783 E, 3637751
N

whiteware ceramic
fragment
olive glass, neck fragment
colorless glass fragment
British Brown ceramic

8
8
4
8
6
6

5521.84 E, 5208.37
N

5
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CLAP 296

808 whiteware body fragment

8

CLAP 297

whiteware ceramic, rim
808 fragment

8

CLAP 300

whiteware ceramic,
bowl/soup plate base
808 fragment
808 whiteware cup base
amber bottle glass
fragment, "F(?)S"
813 embossed

CLAP 301

whiteware ceramic plate
813 fragment

8

CLAP 302

aqua container glass, body
823 fragment

8

CLAP 303

amber bottle glass
823 fragment, melted

8

CLAP 304

whiteware body fragments,
823 most likely post-war

8

CLAP 305

whiteware base fragment,
826 burnt

8

CLAP 306

whiteware base fragment,
826 burnt

8

CLAP 307

olive bottle glass body
fragment, rum bottle
960 fragment

1

CLAP 308

small colorless glass
960 fragment

1

CLAP 298
CLAP 299

whiteware soup plate
fragments, 1 body
fragment, 1 rim fragment

CLAP 309

Bag 002

CLAP 310

Bag 003

CLAP 311

Bag 003

CLAP 312

Bag 004

CLAP 313

Bag 005

aqua container glass,
body/corner fragment
aqua container glass; 1
body fragment, 1 corner
fragment

CLAP 314

Bag 006

olive bottle glass, 1 body
fragment

whiteware cup fragment,
body fragment
aqua container glass; 2
body fragments, 1 base
fragment

8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
8
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CLAP 315

Bag 006

whiteware -1 plate, 1 bowl
(?) fragment; 1 flat
flagment, 1 base fragment

CLAP 316

Bag 007

amethyst container glass,
body fragment

8

CLAP 317

Bag 011

olive bottle glass, body
fragment

8

CLAP 318

Bag 012

aqua bottle glass, body
fragment, embossed "K"
for "New York"?

8

CLAP 319

Bag 014

amber bottle glass, body
fragment

8

CLAP 320

Bag 014

aqua container glass, body
fragments

8

CLAP 321

Bag 016

amber bottle glass, body
fragment

8

CLAP 322

Bag 026

amethyst container glass,
body fragment

8

Bag 027

aqua container glass; body
fragments, 1 corner
fragment

8

Bag 028

ironstone plate fragments;
2 rim fragments, 3 body
fragments

8

CLAP 325

Bag 032

colorless container glass; 2
body fragments, 3 flat
glass fragments

8

CLAP 326

Bag 032

aqua container glass, 2
corner fragments

8

Bag 032

aqua container glass,
melted, body fragments

8

Bag 032

whiteware plate(?)
fragments; 1 base
fragment, 1 body fragment,
1 rim fragment

8

Bag 032

colorless container glass;
body fragment, corner
fragment, thick, molded

8

Bag 033

whiteware soup plate
fragment; body fragment,
burnt?

8

CLAP 323

CLAP 324

CLAP 327

CLAP 328

CLAP 329

CLAP 330

8
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CLAP 331

Bag 033

amber bottle glass, body
fragment

8

CLAP 332

Bag 033

olive bottle glass; body
fragment, blown glass

8

CLAP 333

Bag 035

colorless container glass,
body fragments

8

CLAP 334

Bag 035

aqua container glass; body
fragment, melted/burnt

8

CLAP 335

Bag 036

aqua container glass; body
fragments, 1 melted
fragment

8

CLAP 336

Bag 037

colorless container glass,
body fragment

8

CLAP 337

Bag 037

aqua container glass; body
fragment, melted/burnt

8

CLAP 338

Bag 039

whiteware plate; 1 base
fragment, 1 body fragment

8

CLAP 339

Bag 039

yellow/amber container
glass, body fragment

8

CLAP 340

Bag 039

olive bottle glass, body
fragment

8

CLAP 341

Bag 039

aqua container glass; body
fragment, corner fragment

8

CLAP 342

Bag 039

colorless container glass; 4
body fragments--including
1 corner fragment, 1 rim
fragment4

8

CLAP 343

Bag 040

colorless container glass,
body fragment

8

CLAP 344

Bag 041

aqua container glass; body
fragment

8

CLAP 345

Bag 042

colorless container glass;
body fragments, 1 corner
fragment, 1 neck fragment

8

CLAP 346

Bag 045

amethyst container glass;
body fragment, seam

8

CLAP 347

Bag 045

amber bottle glass, body
fragment

8

Bag 045

aqua container glass; body
fragments, 1 corner
fragment, melted

8

CLAP 348
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Bag 046

colorless container glass,
body fragments

8

CLAP 350

Bag 046

aqua container glass; body
fragments, 1 corner
fragment, Embossed: "D"

8

CLAP 351

Bag 047

colorless container glass;
body fragments

8

CLAP 352

Bag 047

amber bottle glass, body
fragment

8

CLAP 353

Bag 053

colorless container glass,
body fragments

8

CLAP 354

Bag 055

aqua container glass; body
fragment, molded

8

CLAP 355

Bag 052

amber bottle, complete,
20th century

8

CLAP 356

Bag 001

colorless container glass,
body fragment

8

CLAP 357

Bag 002

olive bottle glass, lip
fragment

8

CLAP 349
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CLAP 2
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CLAP 3

CLAP 4

210

CLAP 5

CLAP 6

211

CLAP 7

CLAP 8

212

CLAP 9

CLAP 10

213

CLAP 11

CLAP 12

214

CLAP 13

CLAP 14

215

CLAP 15

CLAP 16

216

CLAP 17

CLAP 18

217

CLAP 19

CLAP 20

218

CLAP 21

CLAP 22

219

CLAP 23

CLAP 24

220

CLAP 25

CLAP 26

221

CLAP 27

CLAP 28

222

CLAP 29

CLAP 30

223

CLAP 31

CLAP 32

224

CLAP 33

CLAP 34

CLAP 35

225

CLAP 36

CLAP 37

CLAP 38

226

CLAP 39

CLAP 40

CLAP 41

227

CLAP 42

CLAP 43

CLAP 44

228

CLAP 45

CLAP 46

CLAP 47

CLAP 48

229

CLAP 49

CLAP 50

CLAP 51

CLAP 52
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CLAP 53

CLAP 54

CLAP 55

CLAP 56

231

CLAP 57

CLAP 58

CLAP 59

CLAP 60
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CLAP 61

CLAP 62

CLAP 63

CLAP 64
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CLAP 65

CLAP 66

CLAP 67

CLAP 68
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CLAP 69

CLAP 70

CLAP 71

CLAP 72

235

CLAP 73

CLAP 74

CLAP 75

CLAP 76

236

CLAP 77

CLAP 78

CLAP 79

CLAP 80

237

CLAP 81

CLAP 82

CLAP 83

CLAP 84

238

CLAP 85

CLAP 86

CLAP 87

CLAP 88

CLAP 89

239

CLAP 90

CLAP 91

CLAP 92

240

CLAP 93

CLAP 94

241

CLAP 95

CLAP 96

242

CLAP 97

CLAP 98

243

CLAP 99

CLAP 100
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